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A bstract

Computational chemistry techniques are used to study the structural and chemical prop

erties of zeolites. In this work we present results of three main topics; structural properties 

of Fe enhanced ZSM-5, acidic properties of A1 and B substituted zeolites beta, ZSM-12 

and ZSM-48 and the evaluation and characterisation of hypothetical zeolite structures 

derived from new tiling theory results. Calculations have been performed using classical 

interatomic potential methods, quantum mechanical density functional theory methods 

and embedded cluster techniques.

The first main topic investigates Fe substituted ZSM-5 via a cluster model approxi

mation to examine structural properties and vibrational frequencies. We present results 

from calculations using a variety of different density functional schemes and levels of de

tail. These results are in good agreement with previous experimental and computational 

studies. Alternative suggestions to those found in current literature are presented for the 

structures of extra-framework Fe species.

The second topic investigates A1 and B substituted beta zeolites, ZSM-12 and ZSM- 

48 and their acidic properties. Results are presented of classical interatomic potential 

calculations for the A1 substituted zeolite systems. Hybrid QM/MM calculations and 

periodic Density Functional calculations were performed on A1 and B substituted beta C 

zeolite. However, the results thus far do not suggest a reason for the differences observed 

in catalytic activity of these zeolites.

Finally, the third topic, which represents the larger part of this thesis, is the char

acterisation and evaluation of hypothetical zeolite structures. Following on from recent 

advances in mathematical tiling theory, over 900 systematically enumerated zeolite struc

tures have been investigated using classical interatomic potential methods. We report 

the minimised structures for uninodal, binodal and trinodal structures. In the case of 

the uninodal structures this is the complete set of possible structures. Additionally we 

report correlations between calculated energetics and structural properties of known and 

hypothetical zeolite topologies. Finally a short discussion of the use of a novel template 

prediction program is presented with initial suggestions for template molecules for some 

of the feasible candidate structures.
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H ypotheses

1. By using simulation techniques based on our chemical knowledge, it is possible to 

compare, in silico, the acidic strength and stability of a series of zeolites. W ithout 

carrying out bench experiments, one can gain fundamental knowledge about the 

acid sites and their respective reactivity, which will enable predictions of catalytic 

behaviour.

2. The chemical feasibility of hypothetical zeolite structures can be determined using 

modern computational chemistry tools. By evaluating a series of systematically 

generated frameworks, a complete set of possible zeolite structures based on a quasi

simple tiling unit can be obtained.

12



. .  A n real life m istakes are likely to be irrevocable. C om puter sim ulation, 
however, makes i t  economically practical to make m istakes on purpose. If 
you are astute, therefore, you can leam  much more than they cost. 
Furthermore, if  you are at all discreet, no one but you need ever know  
you m ade a mistake.

Chapter 1 

Introduction

John McLeod and John Osborn, 1966

W ith the use of computational techniques it is possible to explore the topologies and 

properties of complex crystalline materials such as zeolites. Zeolites are a group of minerals 

and synthetic analogues which are defined as microporous framework aluminosilicates. 

The remarkably diverse range of the structures of zeolites and their potential in many 

commercial applications results in their high impact and interest. There are some 40 

naturally occurring zeolites and over 150 synthetic zeolites which can perform im portant 

industrial tasks such as ion-exchange, molecular filtering, petrochemical catalysis. The 

main reason for using a zeolitic material in many processes is for an environmental benefit. 

Often zeolites can replace harmful chemicals as catalysts or they are used as absorbers 

of pollutants and toxic metals. A particularly relevant example of this is the fact that 

zeolites have been used to clean up radioactive waste. Further environmental benefits may 

be uncovered with the advancement of computer technologies. Computer simulation as 

a complimentary tool to experimental work provides the chemist with the opportunity 

to study zeolites through not just visualisation of their complicated frameworks but also 

by simulating reactions of the molecules within. W ith ever increasing power and reduced 

costs of computer simulation, the computational chemist is in a unique position to answer 

some of the outstanding questions in zeolite science.

At the very centre of our understanding of zeolites is the information we have about 

their crystal structures. The focus of this thesis lies both in the structural properties of ze

olites and in the fundamental characteristics of known and hypothetical zeolite topologies.

13



1. Introduction

Correlations between fundamental and calculated properties allow for predictions of chem

ically feasible zeolite structures. These correlations, when combined with a method to sys

tematically enumerate crystalline frameworks, enables us to evaluate all zeolite structures 

which may be ultimately accessed synthetically, something which has not been possible 

before.

This thesis will assume the following layout. An introduction to zeolites will be followed 

by a detailed description of the theoretical background to the techniques used. Following 

the introduction, three ‘experimental’ chapters outline the use of computational techniques 

to  study zeolite systems. The three studies are: Fe in ZSM-5, acidic properties of B & 

A1 substitution in zeolites beta, ZSM-12 and ZSM-48, and the evaluation of hypothetical 

zeolite structures.

14



1. Introduction

1.1 Introduction to zeolites

A zeolite is a crystalline material whose chemical composition includes aluminium, silicon 

and oxygen. Generally described as aluminosilicates with a three dimensional framework 

and molecular sized pores, zeolites are classed as molecular sieve materials. A molecular 

sieve is a solid with pores the size of molecules. Examples of these materials are ox

ides, glasses and carbons. Many of these are not crystalline like zeolites, but amorphous 

such as the carbon molecular sieves, i.e. compared to carbons, zeolites have uniform pore 

size distribution. Dne to the small size of molecules passable through the channels and 

pores, zeolites are classed as microporous materials, although mesoporous materials with 

zeolitic characteristics have been synthesised recently. Table 1.1 shows the classifications 

of these materials by pore size. A characteristic feature of zeolites is their four connected 

framework structure. The framework is made up of SiO^ and AIO4  units, with each of 

these tetrahedral units corner sharing (as shown in Figure 1.1). Topologically this can 

be described as a 4-connected net, by disregarding the oxygen atoms and focusing on the 

connectivity of the T atoms. Si and Al. When zeolitic type structures are made with 

AIO4  and PO 4  units, these are called aluminophosphates or AlPOs. Many AlPOs have 

topologies analogous to zeolites, but vary in applications.

M olecular Sieves

Pore Size
microporous

<  2 0 Â
mesoporous 
20 -  500 Â

C om position A l &  S i
alum inosilicate

Al & P 
alum inophosphate

Al & Si Al & P

Name zeolites A lPO s m esoporous

Table 1.1: Nomenclature of molecular sieves

V,
T -

Figure 1.1: Tetrahedral corner sharing SiÜ4  nuits arrange to form a four-ring unit and a 
larger section of the RHO framework shown on the right.

15



1. Introduction

1.1.1 D iscovery

Natural zeolites are found typically in cavities of volcanic rocks and are the result of 

low grade metamorphism, quartz being the most stable form of silica. Synthetic zeolites 

are made by heating a gel of dissolved silica and alumina sources (in a strongly basic 

aqueous solution), with template molecules in an autoclave. By applying subtle changes 

in pressure and heat, stable zeolite structures crystallise from the gel. Zeolitic materials 

are characterised by their ability to absorb and lose water without damage to their crystal 

structure. Thus the name zeolite derives from the terms ‘boil’ and ‘stone’ in Greek, i.e. zeo 

and lithos, meaning boiling stone.

The term zeolite was first used in 1756 by the Swedish mineralogist Crpnstedt [1]. 

The mineral he discovered at tha t time was stilbite. However, the potential uses for this 

new class of minerals were not discovered for another hundred years, and it was not until 

the late 1920s, when X-ray crystallography techniques could be used to solve the crystal 

structures of zeolites, tha t the field really gained interest.

History

Almost a hundred years on from 1756, in 1850, Way and Thompson [2,3] reported on the 

ion-exchange capabilities of zeolites. In 1862 the first reported hydrothermal synthesis of 

a zeolite appeared [4] and by the beginning of the 20th century it was established tha t 

dehydrated zeolites could adsorb a variety of liquid chemicals such as alcohols and gases 

such as ammonia. The idea of a sponge-type material which adsorbed different sized 

molecules selectively developed into the classification of molecular sieves by McBain in 

1932 [5]. It was also around this time tha t Richard M. Barrer began his work on zeolites. 

Known as the ‘father of zeolite science’. Barrer contributed 50 years of research on zeolites 

starting with the early classifications of zeolites and the first synthesis reports which 

were reproducible and definitive. In the mid-1950s the Linde Division of Union Carbide 

Corporation began looking at zeolites for new approaches to air purification. Their work 

was inspired by Barrer and led to the discovery of the immensely im portant synthetic 

zeolites A, X and Y by Milton and Breck. This led to the early applications of zeolites.

16



1. Introduction

Early applications

The first commercial application of zeolites as molecular sieves was a bulk separation 

process for paraffins by the Union Carbide Corporation. Later in 1962, Mobil Oil used 

zeolite X as a cracking catalyst. Also in the late 1960s Mobil Oil reported the discovery of 

the synthetic zeolites ZSM-5 and beta zeolites. In 1974 Henkel used zeolite A in detergents 

to replace phosphates, which were environmentally hazardous, as a water softener. This 

application accounts for the largest usage of synthetic zeolites in terms of annual tonnage 

in today’s market. Nearly every form of modern washing powder detergent will contain 

some zeolite A to ion-exchange calcium for sodium and improved detergent performance. 

Recently the zeolite MAP developed by Unilever, which has the CIS topology, has also 

been commercialised as a water softener.

1.1.2 A pp lication s

The list of modern applications for zeolites is long and shows the diverse functionality of 

these materials. As an outline, for the synthetic zeolites there exist three major fields of 

applications: detergents, adsorbents/drying agents and catalysis. For synthetic zeolites 

the world market is around $ 1.6 Billion of which 50% is catalysis [6]. Natural zeolites also 

have a large global market with applications ranging from use in waste water treatment, 

cement strengtheners, soil additives for agriculture and horticulture to pet litter. The 

most widely used synthetic zeolites are listed below.

• A - detergents, desiccation and separation

• FAU (X) - desiccation, purification and separation

• FAU(Y) - separation and catalysis

• MOR - adsorption and catalysis

• LTL - catalysis and aromatisation

• MFl - adsorption and catalysis

• BEA, MTW, CHA, FER, AEL and TON - catalysis

17



1. Introduction

For further detailed description of applications one can look in a series of zeolite 

books [7-11], for example an excellent review chapter of zeolites and applications by Edith 

Flanigen is given in reference [7]. A full review of all applications is outside the scope of 

this thesis, although a more detailed description of the uses of zeolites studied are given 

in their respective chapters. The next section describes some of the future possibilities for 

zeolites in industry, to illustrate the potentially great impact of zeolites in years to come.

Future uses

• Microchip technology; zeolites are better resistors than current silicon wafers.

• Electronic cooling devices

• Pharmaceutics; drug release

• Increased use in agriculture; soil additive .

• Laser materials; doped zeolites with dyes

• Future catalysts; bi-functional and extremely selective

Microchip technology is an interesting area of applications for zeolites. For continued 

increase in the performance of current microchips, i.e. Moore’s law, a basic problem to 

overcome is insulation between neighbouring wires. The procedure to fit more transistors 

and circuitry into a smaller space requires closely packed wires, but there is a limiting 

distance between wires before they interfere with each other. One possibility is to improve 

insulation between these wires. The silicon wafers currently used in microchips provide 

reasonable insulation measured in terms of a dielectric constant. The dielectric constant 

for silica is 4. For water it is 78 and for air it is 1. The idea in industry is to use zeolitic- 

type materials which will have a reduced dielectric constant [12] due to trapped air inside 

channels and cavities. A major problem to overcome is tha t zeolites readily adsorb water 

and thereby raise the dielectric constant. If this and other difficulties are overcome, the 

technology is sure to have a future impact.

Thermoelectric cooling devices have a huge potential market. The technology is based 

on the ‘Peltier effect’ after French physicist Peltier. As an electrical current is passed

18



1. Introduction

through a material with suitable thermal and electrical properties (thermoelectrical mod

ules, TEMs) one side heats up while the other side cools down. Heat pumps using this 

technology are remarkably efficient as they convert electricity directly into cooling power. 

Bismuth telluride, is the material currently used and researchers are investigating the 

properties of nanowires embedded into microporous materials [13] for applications such as 

solid state refrigerators.

Another novel application is the use of zeolites in optics, els laser materials [14]. The 

porous framework of zeolites can be doped with various dyes. These dyes can have non

linear optical properties (NLO), and zeolites show promise in this area since the dyes can 

align within zeolite channels amplifying the effect. Materials such as these could lead 

to the development of very small lasers, which are in high demand for applications in 

medicine, consumer electronics and military.

Environmental impact

It has been said, new technologies drive science - not concepts. It has also been said that 

new technologies are driven by tools - not concepts.  ̂ Environmental science is one of 

these areas most affected by the statements above. The concept of producing in more 

efficient and more environmentally friendly ways is known, but the real problem is new 

tools to replace the current ones. The design of new catalysts for clean manufacturing is 

one of the most demanding challenges facing chemistry as a whole. In this regard zeolites 

show huge potential in catalysis, by vastly improving selectivity and thereby reducing 

waste products compared to currently used catalysts. An example for a wide variety of 

applications is silica grafted metallic species. The catalytically active metal species is 

combined with the shape selectivity of zeolites to create a bi-functional catalyst. Work by 

Raja et a l [15] has been very successful in developing new catalysts for the hydrogenation 

of organic molecules by metallic species grafted onto mesoporous silica.

theme at the RSC symposium to mark Sir J.M. Thomas’ 70*  ̂ birthday, held at the Royal Institution 
of Great Britain, September 2002.
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1.1.3 D escrip tion

The following sections begin to introduce zeolites and their structural properties. Consider 

a zeolite consisting of Si02  and AlOg , subunits with loosely bound alkali and alkaline earth 

metals (Na+, K+, Câ "*" and Mg^+) to charge compensate for the negative charge of the 

AlOg units. The structural formula is given for the unit cell of a zeolite by the formula 

below.

Mx/n [(AIO2) ,  (Si0 2 )y‘ WH2O

where n is the valence of the metal species, x is the number of AIO2 units, y is the number 

of Si02  units and w is the number of water molecules per unit cell.

The ratio between y and x is called the silicon/aluminimum ratio and is typically 

between 1-5. In high silica samples the ratio can vary between 10 to 100 or higher, whilst 

in purely siliceous samples the ratio is 00. The ratio cannot be smaller than 1 due to 

Lowensteins’ rule [16] which states tha t no two AIO2 units may be next to each other, 

i.e. they must be separated by at least a Si02  unit. Extra-framework cations can be 

readily ion-exchanged and when the zeolite is dehydrated the void volume is accessible for 

a variety of adsorbates, with as much as 50% of the actual volume being available void 

volume. Several zeolites also have metals substituting for Si and Al framework atoms. 

Metals such as Fe or Ti have been substituted and alter the chemical properties of zeolites. 

Isomorphous substitution also occurs with B (boron) and this form of substitution is a 

focus of a later chapter. Particularly, the AlPOs can offer a rich variety of substitution 

chemistry with various metals, such as Co or Ge, being incorporated.

Structure

The structures of zeolites are made of four-connected tetrahedra as shown in Figure 1.1. 

Topologically this can be represented by a simple picture of connecting T-atoms as shown 

in Figure 1.2. Tetrahedral units form larger subunits called secondary building units 

(SBU) and the currently known SBUs are shown in Figure 1.3. Zeolite structures use one 

or more of these subunits to build a large variety of topologies.
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Figure 1.2: The LTA topology displayed as the connectivity of T atoms.

Individual zeolite topologies are classified into what is known as the structure type codes for 

zeolite structures. The IZA, International Zeolite Association, has a structure commission 

which classifies and assigns new structure type codes. There are 136 classified structures 

as of 1st April, 2002. The codes are three letter abbreviations based on the name of the 

natural mineral, if it exists, or otherwise of the company or institute where the structure 

was originally synthesised. These type codes only identify framework topologies and since 

various zeolites with different compositions can have the same topology, a nomenclature 

system has been designed to distinguish between them.

Several systems have been implemented over the years which has resulted in disorgan

isation of the nomenclature of zeolites. Most zeolites are identified by their common name 

or root name which is derived from an industrial name or university name. The complete 

name is a combination of the root name and a number enumerating it, along with pre- and 

suffixes which provide additional information, such as composition and extra-framework 

metals. For example Fe-ZSM-5, denotes the Zeolite made by Secony Mobil (Mobil Oil) 

and it has (some) iron in the framework. Some zeolites do not have a type code since they 

belong to a disordered group of structures where a single topology cannot be assigned, 

for example the beta family of zeolites. The beta family of zeolites consists of the BEA, 

BEB and BEC topologies. Original names for zeolites A, X and Y are still commonly used 

although they now have been assigned type codes. LTA is the type code for zeolite A and 

FAU is the type code for zeolite X and Y. Zeolites X and Y  ̂ are an early example of

^FAU structural isotypes: X (1 < S i/A l < 1.5); Y (Si/Al >  2.5)
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Figure 1.3: Secondary building units (SBU). (Image taken from Baerlocher et al. [17].)

zeolites with the same topology but with different chemical composition and properties.

The crystallographic representation of a zeolite framework is a suitable unit cell which 

contains all necessary information. If the structure is symmetric, the system can be 

described by a reduced unit cell, i.e. an asymmetric unit and a spacegroup. There are 230 

space groups, 14 Bravais Lattices, 32 symmetry space groups and seven crystal systems 

[18]. The different crystallographic systems are shown in Table 1.2.

Name Cell Lengths Cell Angles
Cubic a = b = c a  = (3 = j  = 90°

Tetragonal a = b ^  c a  = P = 'j = 90°
Orthorhombic a ^  b ^  c a  = P = j  = 90°

Hexagonal a = b ^  c a  = P = 90°, 7  =  120°
Trigonal a = b ^  c a  = P = 90°, 7  =  120°

Monoclinic a ^  b ^  c a = P = 90°, 7  f  90°
Triclinic a ^  b ^  c P ¥^7

Table 1.2 : Lattice Systems for crystals

A unit cell of a typical zeolite such as MFI consists of 196 atoms, whereas a topology 

such as BEC can be represented by 96 atoms in the unit cell. The number of atoms per
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unit cell says nothing about the chemical properties of a zeolite but it is im portant for 

computational considerations.

A more precise description of a zeolite includes their channel systems. Zeolite struc

tures contain either connected cavities or channel systems. For example one describes 

the ZSM-5 zeolite with the MFI topology as a zeolite with a two dimensional channel 

system. The framework consists of a straight 10 membered ring channel and a sinusoidal 

10 membered ring channel system running perpendicular to it. Zeolite X which has the 

FAU topology, consists of large supercages connected via 12 membered ring windows in 

a three dimensional system. A zeolite with a two or three dimensional channel system 

is more efficient for catalytic process which involve adsorption. Multiple channels create 

more options for molecules to diffuse through the system. The pore size dimensions for 

zeolites can be categorised by ring size as shown in Table 1.3. Diameters are measured 

from oxygen to oxygen of the pore and one subtracts the van der Waals radii of oxygen, 

i.e. 2 X  1.32 =  2.64 A. ^
8-ring 10-ring 12-ring 14-ring 18-ring 20-ring

Size 3.5 -  4.5 4.5 -  6.0 6.0 -  8.0 7.0 -  10.0 % 11.5 % 13

Table 1.3: Pore sizes measured in angstroms (A), as the distance between opposite oxygen 
atoms and subtracting the van der Waals radii of oxygen, 1.32 A.

So far, we have described the names of zeolites, their composition and structural units. 

To further characterise the topology several descriptors or invariants exist, which will 

now be described. Firstly, the framework density is an im portant entity. The framework 

density is the number of T atoms per 1000 cubic Angstrom of the zeolitic system. The IZA 

structure commission decides which structures to include in the database as structures 

within a framework density range of 2 0 T /1000  A^ and below, regardless of framework 

composition. This is largely due to the plot shown in Figure 1.4.

In Figure 1.4, topologies are plotted as function of framework density against smallest 

ring size. It clearly shows a gap in framework density between the more dense silicates 

and zeolites. The graph also suggests tha t to achieve a lower framework density one needs 

to maximise the number of 3-membered rings. This topic will be reexamined in chapter

^The Atlas uses an oxygen radius of 1.35 A; we use 1.32 A unless otherwise stated.
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four.

A further characterisation of the topology involves the description of the connectivity 

of the T atoms. The coordination sequence (CS), loop configuration and vertex symbols 

are three invariants which can describe connectivity. How these are calculated in detail is 

also reviewed in chapter four.

1 .1 .4  Syn thesis

The main synthesis approach for zeolites, including (alumino)silicates and AlPOs, is hy

drothermal synthesis, using aqueous solvents. Usually a silicon source (e.g. SiOg) and an 

aluminium source (e.g. AIO2 or also a source of phosphorus for AlPOs) are mixed together 

with a structure directing agent (template molecules) and put in an autoclave. The latter 

is heated in an oven between 150°Cto200°C for a variable time, before being quenched 

and the product washed and dried. The method is extremely pH sensitive and the pH 

value can be regulated using NaOH or acetic acid. After a crystalline material is obtained, 

the zeolite will often be calcined by placing it in an oven at around 400° C under the fiow 

of O2 or N2. This procedure dehydrates the sample and removes the template molecules. 

AlPOs are generally less stable to calcining and removal of template, but one can stabilise 

them by substituting Si into the framework. Other approaches for synthesis are using 

non-aqueous solvents such as methanol, and these are called the soltherm methods. Re

cently reported were the developments of high pressure synthesis by Ghobarkarei al. [19] 

to synthesise some zeolites. The inclusion of metals such Co, Mn, Zn, Ga in AlPOs and Fe, 

Ti, Zn or B in silica zeolites can be achieved during synthesis or afterwards by sublimation 

techniques. The synthesis of zeolites is very much a ‘black a r t’ with numerous parameters 

to vary to obtain a particular or new zeolite. Particularly, the use of a different template 

and the adjustment of pH, are the two most significant parameters to vary.

Template /  SD A

The template molecule is often referred to as the structure directing agent (SDA). These 

charged organic molecules are used in the synthesis gel or solution to promote crystalli

sation of a particular zeolite topology. The thermodynamical properties of the system
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are changed to access a zeolite polymorph which would otherwise not crystallise as the 

most stable phase. This is mostly achieved by the charged template molecules acting as 

nucléation centres for Si04  and AIO4 building units and thus larger ‘pieces’ of the zeolite 

are constructed which can then connect to the actual framework. This is, of course, over

simplified and numerous texts can be referred to give a more accurate description of the 

template effect [7-9,11]. SDAs are referred to in a later chapter, where an attem pt at pre

dicting/ designing template molecules for new zeolite structures is made. Computational 

techniques which construct a molecule tha t can fit inside a zeolite channel or cavity have 

been developed by Lewis, Willock and co-workers [20-23].

Novel elem ents

Various metals have been added to zeolites to introduce further functionality. It is a key 

attribute of zeolitic materials tha t the diversity and functionality can be vastly expanded 

by substitution of metals into the framework. In this thesis, we specifically look at iron 

added to ZSM-5 which enhances its acidity. Boron added to zeolites beta, ZSM-12 and 

ZSM-48, is the topic of interest in chapter three. In addition to these examples (again 

the reader is referred to standard textbooks on zeolites for more detailed description), 

common examples of functionalised microporous materials are:

• Ti, Ga, V and Or silicates

• Co, V and Cr AlPOs

• Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Zn, As, Zr, Ge, Ga and Sn silica zeolites

Several factors determine if a metal can be incorporated into the zeolite framework via 

isomorphous substitution, the main one being the four-coordinate ability of the metal. For 

example, the main examples of isomorphous substitution are Fe, Co and Zn for AlPOs and 

Ti, Fe and Zn for silicates, where these metals display a strong four-coordinated chemistry.

1.1.5 H yp oth etica l S tru ctures

In Table 1.4, the number of approved zeolite topologies by the IZA commission per Atlas 

edition [17] is shown. The question is, how many more structures will be made? Hypothet-
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Edition Year Number of Topologies
1 1970 27
2 1978 38
3 1982 85
4 1996 98
5 2001 133

Table 1.4: Number of zeolite topologies per Atlas edition [17].

ical zeolites have long been a interesting topic for zeolite chemists. Although we presently 

lack the necessary technology to synthesise a structure from a hypothetical blueprint, we 

would like to know more about all the possible structures which might be realisable. A vast 

number of hypothetical zeolite structures have already been generated but no example of a 

new zeolite synthesised directly from a hypothetical structure has yet been reported. This 

thesis aims to develop methods by which we can distinguish if a hypothetical structure is 

feasible as a zeolite or not, with the intention of targeting those structures in synthesis. 

Another aim is the enumeration of realisable nets in three-dimensional space. As Hyde 

and Ramsden note [24], the lack of knowledge about the number of realisable nets is in 

contradiction with the vast knowledge we have obtained about experimental structure de

termination. This thesis aims to progress this subject by evaluating the nets which have 

been systematically enumerated for a restricted class of four-connected nets.
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1.2 C om p u ta tion a l tech n iq u es

The description of computational techniques used in this thesis is separated into two 

sections. Atomistic modelling is explained in the first section, whereas the second section 

focuses on electronic methods and quantum mechanical calculations.

The main theoretical aspects described in these sections aim to cover the background 

to computational programs used in this thesis. The codes are listed below.

• GULP [25]

• DISCOVER [26]

• DMol [27] and DMol^ [28]

• ChemShell [29] which uses GAMESS-UK [30] and DL_POLY [31]

1.2.1 Classical m ethods

The GULP program by Gale, DISCOVER by Accelerys Inc. and DL_POLY by the Dares- 

bury Laboratory are atomistic modelling programs which fall into the so-called ‘classical 

methods’ category, since they model the interactions between atoms using classical me

chanics.

The atomistic techniques used in this thesis can be further separated into two groups. 

The interatomic potential methods (IP) and the molecular mechanics methods (MM). 

If one considers a solid which is largely ionic, one may wish to emphasize electrostatic 

(Coulombic) interactions using a Born model of spherical ions with formal charges. Sev

eral programs specialise in electrostatic interactions, especially for periodic crystalline sys

tems. For example, in GULP we implement a Born type model for zeolites with ‘Catlow’ 

type potentials [32], where no bonds are explicitly modelled. Throughout the thesis this 

is referred to as the interatomic potential methods (IP). The molecular mechanics (MM) 

group of programs focus on interactions of atoms in a covalently bonded network. DIS

COVER is an example of a MM code which is used with forcehelds developed specifically 

for zeolites.
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No molecular dynamics type calculations are applied in this thesis. We are mainly 

focussed on optimising the geometry of structures, whether they be hypothetical zeolite 

structures, cluster models or embedded cluster models, to obtain a relaxed structure at 

an energy minimum. Although DLJPOLY is a molecular dynamics simulation packa.ge, it 

is used as part of the embedded QM/MM scheme. An excellent review article by Watson 

et al. [33] describes lattice energy minimisation techniques for solids. The next section 

outlines the MM and IP methods in the context of a general description of forcehelds.

1.2.1.1 Overview of Forcefield M ethods

In a forceheld (FF) description, forces interact between each atom of a system as a function 

of the distance between nuclei centres. The energy of the system is an expression of all 

forces acting upon the atoms at a given time under certain conditions. The conditions are

usually temperature of OK and a pressure of 1 atmosphere.

The following sections summarise various mathematical expressions used in FF meth

ods to calculate the interactions between atoms in a system. For more detailed expressions, 

an excellent book by Jensen can be referred to [34]. In Equation 1.1 the total energy is 

a summation of the energies describing the stretching (Egtr), bending (IDbend), torsional 

(Etors), van der Waals (Evdw), electrostatic (Eg]) and cross terms (Egross)- The vital val

ues, apart from universal constants, used in the expressions are the atom ’s mass, velocity, 

charge, radius and distance to neighbouring atoms.

EpF — Egtr T  Ebend "F E^grs "F Eydw "F Eg] -F Egj-oss (l-I)

We shall consider each term separately.

1.2.1.2 Stretching Term

Consider two atoms A and B separated by distance r^ s  and where Rab is the equilibrium

bond distance. Egtr can be expressed as a Taylor expansion.

dE 1 d^E
Estr(rAB) =  E (0 )  +  — (rAB — R a b )  +  2 ~  R-ab)^ (1-2)
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This expression simplifies since E(0) is set to be the zero point of the energy scale and the 

second term, ^ ( r ^ B  — R-ab) is zero since the expansion is around the equilibrium bond 

length, i.e. when (rAB =  R ab)-

Estr(rAB -  Rab) =  ^ ^ abĈab -  Rab)^ (1-3)

This equation describes the stretching behaviour, essentially as Hooke’s Law, with Lab 

as the spring constant. Often the term ‘springs and balls’ is used when commenting on how 

we model atoms, referring to this approximation. To improve the accuracy of this model 

one could include more terms into the Taylor expansion, however the cubic and quartic 

terms do not give good results. The correct limiting behaviour is im portant as the bond 

length increases; however a harmonic description of a bond as a spring will be sufficient 

for small deviations from the bond length equilibrium. For a polynomial expansion, the 

cubic and quadratic terms do not describe the limit correctly, as they tend to infinity. 

A more sufficient model would be able to describe a bond stretched to infinity to give a 

dissociation energy. A better description is therefore the Morse potential, shown in the 

next equation, which is anharmonic.

E M o r s e ( A r )  =  D [ l - e “ ^ f  ( 1 . 4 )

Where D is the depth of the potential minimum found from the dissociation energy of the 

bond, a  is related to the force constant by, a  =  k x where fi is the effective mass‘d

and Ar is rAB ~  Rab-

1.2.1.3 Bending Term

The bending energy between three atoms A-B-C with angle 9 is given by.

Ebend(^ABC ”  #A Bc) =  kABc(^ABC ~  % B c )^  (1-5)

The format of this expression is similar to the stretching term. The bending term above

includes the harmonic expression of the Taylor series and further expansion is usually not 

is the effective mass given by ^ ^
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necessary. Bond-bending introduces a energy penalty for a deviation from the equilibrium 

value. For zeolites we have tetrahedrally coordinated Si or A1 and thus 9^ = 109.5° angle.

In addition there may also be a term  for out of plane (oop) bending, Eoop- This is 

described by the following equation,

Eoop(xb) =  kB(xB)^ (1-6)

where xb is the angle between atom B and the plane made by atoms ABC.

1.2.1.4 Torsion Term

The torsion energy describes the energy of ‘rotation’ for an atom A by angle w, around 

a bond for example a C=C bond. The bond is usually planar due to tt bonding and 

therefore the torsion energy gives a penalty for any deviation from an equilibrium value. 

The potential is usually expressed as a Fourier Series.

E t o r s  (w) =  ^  V n  cos(nw) ( 1 . 7 )

n = l

Here the constant, Vn, determines the size of the energy barrier for the rotation to occur.

1.2.1.5 Van der Waals Term and the Electrostatic Term

The correct description of the van der Waals forces and the Coulombic forces between 

atoms is highly important in modelling solids accurately. The accuracy of our models, in 

relation to reality, largely depends on the parameterisation and expression of these terms. 

The forces between atoms due to van der Waals and electrostatic interactions may be 

summarised as follows; no effect at very large distances, repulsive but attractive at very 

short and short distances, respectively.

Van der Waals forces is a collective term  for intermolecular attractions. These include 

the dispersion forces, also called London forces (named after London who discovered them 

in 1930), and the dipole-dipole interactions (discovered by Keesom in 1912). Dispersion 

forces arise from electronic attractions between molecules which have an instantaneous 

positive or negative dipole (temporary dipole) and molecules which have an induced dipole. 

A temporary dipole occurs due to the continuous movement of electrons in a molecule.
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An induced dipole occurs when a temporary dipole moves into the vicinity of a temporary 

dipole. The attraction between these dipoles is quite strong at short distances but falls off 

rapidly, Dipole-dipole interactions are attractions of molecules which have a permanent 

dipole due to differences in electron-negativity. For example, HCl has a permanent positive 

pole at the hydrogen and a permanent negative pole a t the Cl.

Since the attraction of van der Waals forces tail off dramatically at long distances, the 

forces are proportional to ^  where r is the distance between two atoms. Usually one uses 

a function with ^  since this more convenient to evaluate. In addition to the attractive 

forces the repulsive forces must also be included as shown in the equation below, for two 

molecules A and B separated by rAB-

Evdw(rAB) — Frepulsive (̂ AB ) (1-8)

The following potentials aim to model this behaviour. 

• The Lennard-Jones potential.

( 1 - 9 )

where Ci and C2 are constants. 

The Buckingham/Hill potential.

Evdw(r) — Ae  g (110)

where A, B and C are constants. 

This is often rewritten as.

Evdw(l') — ^ 0 ^ q ( l- r /R o )  _  ( ^ 5 ^ Y
a  — 6 a  — Ç) \  1 )

(1 .11)

with a single constant a , Rq equilibrium bond distance and the well depth e. One 

thing to note about the Buckingham-Hill potential is tha t it becomes strongly a t

tractive at short bond distances.
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• The Morse potential,

Evdw(rAB) =  D[1 -  e“A^B]2 (1,12)

where D is the dissociation energy.

The Lennard-Jones potential is computationally more efficient for the following reasons. 

Consider the distance ry; one would compute this from the coordinates of the two points, 

as shown below.

bj =  V (xi -  xj)2 +  (yi -  yj)2 +  (zj -  zj)2 (1.13)

Computationally performing the square-root (y )  or exponential functions is much more 

expensive than -f or -. Since in the LJ potential the distance, r is only raised to even powers 

as opposed to other potentials, there is no need to apply a square-root (y ). This means 

tha t the LJ potential is widely used for sufficient accuracy with much better efficiency. 

Thus, r"i2  was also chosen with this in mind. However for small systems a Morse potential 

may be more accurate, when these computing considerations are not so important. The 

Buckingham potential is commonly used to describe repulsion interactions.

For the electrostatic term Egi one may consider the Coulomb potential for describing 

the interaction between the two atoms.

Eei(rAB) =  (1.14)

Here e is the dielectric constant, and Qa and Qb are the charges of the ions.

This potential only describes a two body contribution to the Eei. For polar species 

one may want to include ‘three-body’ contributions and in some cases even ‘four-body’. 

In addition, simple polarisation models have been developed to include distortion effects 

as will be discussed later with the shell model. In general it can be said that the most 

severe limitation of the FF methods is taking account of all electrostatic interactions.

For solids such as zeolites, bonding interactions may be less im portant to the total 

energy as electrostatic contributions. For example the rotational energy terms are smaller
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due to the rigid structure of the material. Thus these systems can be successfullly modelled 

with a focus on electrostatic interactions. A popular method of describing electrostatic 

interactions in periodic systems is to use the Ewald summation method, described later.

1.2.1.6 Cross Terms

To complete the description of the forces in a molecule we must consider the interactions, 

or coupling between separate terms. For example, how does the stretching of a bond 

between two atoms affect the bending term for another? These energies can also be 

summed, usually as cross terms. They are usually expressed using Taylor-expansions but 

the details for each are not described here. Cross terms complicate the system considerably 

and they are sometimes neglected for simplicity and efficiency. Below is a list of all possible 

coupling terms.

^ s tr /b e n d  

^ b e n d /b e n d  

^ s tr /to r s  

^ b e n d /to r s  

^ b e n d  /  to rs/b en d

Considering one could also model the cross terms based on the nature of the atom,

i.e. which atom is attached to which atom. The complexity quickly increases and is 

unlimited in many cases, at which point approximations must be made.

1.2.1.7 Parameterisation

All terms we have been considering include parameters which need to be fitted in each case 

to the specific atom or atoms. Parameterisation is done by several methods. The most 

accurate method is fitting the parameters to experimental data and, particularly for solids, 

this is the common method. However, accurate experimental data is scarce, one simply 

cannot measure all terms such as Etors, Ebends for thousands of compounds. Therefore as 

an alternative method ab initio quantum mechanical calculations are performed to provide
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data for fitting. Parameterisation of non-bonding terms can also in part rely on electronic 

structure calculations, for example to fit electrostatic potentials. However, the subtle van 

der Waals’ interactions can only be fitted from experimental data, since solid or liquid van 

der Waals’ data  cannot be easily calculated with even the most accurate methods.

Fundamentally, high accuracy in parameterisation is virtually impossible and a com

promise must be made. Thus, one needs to assume tha t one can accurately extrapolate 

results and, further, tha t it is plausible to transfer parameters between different molecules. 

Forcefield methods rely heavily on transferability of potentials and parameters and herein 

also lies the greatest source of error. The approximations and simplifications in the po

tential model themselves mean tha t parameters are not as transferable as one would wish. 

For example, a key problem during refitting is the cancellation of errors. A given set 

of parameters will be fitted to experimental data and any shortcomings in the potential 

are over compensated for. When these parameters are transferred and the new model is 

refitted, previously compensated errors are cancelled. Another source of error is the ‘lack’ 

of parameters and the use of generic parameters, which are educated guesses of missing 

parameters by forcefield programs. In limited cases the use of generic parameters may not 

seriously interfere. However, one can get inaccurate results if too many generic parameters 

are used. Also the user may be unaware tha t a generic parameter is used or tha t it is zero.

A method of estimating the errors in forcefield methods for fitting parameters, is 

through the error function (Errf).

Errf(parameters) =  weight (reference value — calculated value)^ (1.15)
data

Hereby one aims to find the minimum error with the fitting parameters as variables. The 

best set of forcefield parameters finds a global minimum of the Errf by cyclic minimisation. 

The Errf aims to be a measure of the quality of the forcefield and the fitting procedure.

To further assess errors, the transferability of a forcefield needs to be checked. Transfer

ability is frequently problematic of forcehelds describing transition metals, due to different 

oxidation states, coordination numbers and geometries. Another example is an element 

with variable coordination such as boron, where a forceheld developed for four-coordinated
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boron cannot be used for three-coordinated boron.

1.2.1.8 Forcefield differences

Molecular mechanics forcehelds differ in the following categories:

1. Functional form of each term

2. Number of cross terms

3. Type of information used for htting parameters

There are generally two main classes of MM forcehelds arising from different appli

cations. One is to treat large systems such as proteins and DNA, with only harmonic 

functions for the stretching, torsional and bending terms and a Lennard-Jones potential 

for the van der Waals term; thereby reducing computational cost but also accuracy. The 

other is to trea t medium-sized systems with more accuracy. Included in these systems are 

cross terms, cubic and quartic functions for some terms and exponential functions for van 

der Waals energies.

One popular forceheld, CFF91, has also been parameterised for zeolite type structures. 

The cff91_czeo forceheld by Hill and Sauer [35,36] is used throughout this thesis, within 

the DISCOVER program and also as the forceheld in DLJPOLY for the QM/MM scheme.

IP forcehelds developed for zeolites will be discussed in more detail in later chapters. 

Generally, the potentials are composed of ionic charges, a Buckingham potential (occa

sionally a Morse potential for OH), a shell model description to account for polarisation 

and a three-body term to describe the tetrahedrally coordinated atoms.

1.2.1.9 Computational expense

Forceheld methods are generally inexpensive in computational cost. Non-bonding con

tributions are more expensive to compute, scaling as the square of the system size. An 

estimation of typical scaling values is shown in Table 1.5, as a function of N, the system 

size.

One simple way to reduce the computational cost of summing non-bonding terms is to 

dehne a cutoff distance, which reduces the number of atoms to be included. For atoms
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N atoms E s t r ^ b e n d E t o r s E y d w

N (N-l) 2(N-2) 3(N-5) N (N -l)/2 -3 N + 5

Table 1.5: Scaling with system size (N).

which are separated by a distance greater than the cutoff, for example 12 Â, no non

bonding interactions are calculated. One difficulty with this procedure is th a t non-bonding 

terms tail off differently, i.e. Eydw oc r“ ® whereas Eei oc r“ .̂ This problem can be solved 

using two separate cutoffs, one for electrostatic interactions and one for van der Waals 

interactions. Another method is to account for the electrostatic interactions separately 

using methods such as the Ewald summation and multipole methods.

1.2.1.10 Ewald summations

The Ewald summation method uses periodic boundary conditions to calculate all long- 

range electrostatic interactions. It splits up the interactions into near and far field con

tributions. The near field is directly evaluated whereas the far field contributions are 

evaluated in reciprocal space, reducing the scaling to [34]. Also by splitting the sum

mation into two series, one in real and one in reciprocal space, the separate series tend to 

converge quicker. The factor controlling how the summation is split up, also controls the 

speed of convergence. The GULP code [25], calculates long range electrostatic contribu

tions using the Ewald summation method and for the short range contributions one can 

use a variety of interatomic potential functions.

1.2.1.11 Shell model

The shell model was introduced by Dick and Overhauser [37] to enable ions to have a 

polarisation description. An ion is split into a shell part and a core part. The charge 

of the shell and the core together add up to the charge of the ion. The core contains 

all the mass of the ion, whereas the mass-less shell is connected to its core via a spring, 

with a force constant specifically for the ion. The outer shell can move in relation to its 

core depending on the force constant and thereby introduce a polarisation of the charge 

around the ion. A popular potential set for zeolites [32] uses this technique to describe 

polarisation of the bridging oxygens. The polarisability, a , is equated from the charge of
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the shell, Y and a spring constant, k, in the equation below.

y2
a = —  (1.16)

1.2.1.12 Energy M inim isation

Once the potentials have been setup for the system, the next step is to  minimise the energy 

of the system with respect to atom positions.

Most methods use the Newton-Raphson variable m atrix method to minimise the en

ergy. This method uses second derivatives. For the system, the total lattice energy, U(r), 

with respect to atom coordinates, r, is minimised with no change in the cell dimensions

i.e. volume.

To minimise with constant pressure, as we do throughout this thesis, the cell dimensions 

must be changed during minimisation to relieve pressure on the unit cell. In summary, one 

evaluates atom positions and cell vectors together as what is known as the ‘bulk strains’. 

The lattice energy is computed as a function of these strains and with constant pressure 

calculations, the energy is found for when there is no strain.

Let us consider the to tal energy of system and how to locate the nearest local energy 

minimum of tha t system. We can express the energy as a Taylor expansion below,

E (x  -h dx) =  E(x)  -t- E'{x)dx  +  ^ E " (x )d x ‘̂ +  . . .  (1.17)

where E'  is the vector of the first derivative and E ” is the matrix of the second derivative, 

also called the ‘hessian’. From this we compute, by differentiating, the vector dx, the 

distance of the current point to the energy minimum, by the equation below,

dx --- —H~^g  (1.18)

where H  is E"  and g is E ' . Therefore we find the local minimum by iteration of this 

procedure. This is referred to as the Newton-Raphson method.

Since the computation of the second derivative and its inverse is expensive for large 

systems, a number of methods have been devised to update the hessian during cycles with
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values from gradient and position vectors. One such method in GULP is the popular BFGS 

method by Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno [38]. For very large systems it may 

be more advantageous to use conjugate gradient methods, which use no second derivatives 

to find the minimum. Another popular method in GULP which has been used frequently 

in this work, is the RFC (Rational Function Optimisation) method. The RFO method 

diagonalises the hessian matrix and makes sure a true minimum is found. However, this 

scheme is more expensive.

1.2.1.13 Vibrational Frequency

From the hessian matrix a number of mechanical properties can be calculated, since they 

are a function of the second derivative with respect to a number of external strains. The 

main property we calculate in this work is the vibrational frequency or phonon modes of a 

material. These are computed by diagonalisation of the mass weighted second derivative 

(called the dynamical matrix). The frequencies are found to be the square roots of the 

eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix.

1.2.1.14 M ott-L ittleton M ethod

In chapter three, calculations are performed which use the M ott-Littleton method [39] to 

model an acid site as a defect site in the zeolite system. The M ott-Littleton calculation 

involves defining three regions 1, 2a and 2b around the defect centre. The defect is 

embedded in a crystal which extends to infinity. Atoms in region 1 are allowed to fully 

relax using appropriate methods, whereas atoms in region 2a and 2b interact with the 

defect in a more approximate manner using continuum theories [40]. In region 2a, the 

atoms respond to the defect as if situated in a harmonic well and in region 2b a general 

polarisation of the crystal interacts with the defect. The cut-offs for the regions are defined 

by the user.

In summary, the previous sections outlined the theory and methods used in classical 

modelling. A key issue which cannot be addressed with forcefield methods is electronic 

effects. The next section outlines quantum mechanical methods and how one can model 

electronic interactions.
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1.2.2 Quantum  M echanical M ethods

Quantum mechanics is used for description of particles at the atomic scale. Central to 

the use of quantum mechanics is tha t light particles such as electrons or photons do not 

behave according to the equations of classical mechanics. Five key properties of m atter at 

the atomic scale which can be explained only with quantum theory are,

1. Quantum tunnelling

2. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle

3. Wave-particle duality of light (matter)

4. Discrete energy levels

5. Particle spin.

Towards the beginning of the 20th century scientists were investigating radiation ex

periments and Planck hypothesised a theory to explain the observations in which energy 

is not emitted continuously but rather in discrete packets or quanta. The following equa

tion relates the radiation energy of a particle, such as an electron, with the frequency of 

radiation.

E  =  nhu  (1.19)

Where n is an integer value (0, 1, 2 . . .  ), h is the Planck constant (6.6260755 * 10“ '̂̂  Js) 

and u is the frequency of the radiation.

A consequence of this theory are the energy levels for electrons in atoms, since electrons 

can only orbit the nucleus in a orbit of fixed radius. To move between energy levels, 

i.e. different orbits, requires quanta of energy. The atomic emission spectra of hydrogen 

was thus explained in this way and Bohr calculated the radius of its simplest electron 

orbit, known as the Bohr radius (0.52917749 Â).

Classical mechanics ultimately failed in describing the behaviour of electrons, due to 

the Heisenberg uncertainty principle which is illustrated in the equation below.
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AxAp =  h /2  (1.20)

The position of the electron, x and the momentum of the electron, p can never 

be determined exactly at the same time without a degree of uncertainty of, 

h /2  =  h/47T =  (5.27286 ±  0.000001) x 10“ ^̂  Js. Even so, the position of the electron 

moving around the nucleus does not give us any useful information since the electron 

moves around it at 10̂ '̂  times per second. A much more useful property for the scien

tist is to know the probability of finding the electron at time t, in a small volume, dV 

around point r. Properties of electrons are described by a wavefunction for example, 

^ (r , t) =  ^R(r, t) +  i^ i(r, t) where describes the real and the imaginary part of the 

wavefunction. The probability of finding an electron then becomes the absolute value of 

^  given by the equation below [41]

l'^ (r,t) | =  +  (1.21)

1 .2.2.1 S ch rod inger E q u a tio n

Let us now consider the Schrodinger equation (SE), and the equations which enable us to 

solve it. One form of the SE (time-dependent) is the equation shown below [34].

=  i h - ^  (1.22)

Where H is the Hamiltonian operator, ^  is the wavefunction, and where r is the positional 

vector r =  xi -h yj +  zk and jg a constant from a solution to the differential equations

above and can be taken out to give the familiar time-independent equation below.

H (r)^(r) =  E ^ (r) (1.23)

We consider now a N electron system. H, the Hamiltonian operator, is composed of two 

parts, the kinetic (T) and potential (V) operators.

H =  t  +  V (1.24)
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To account for all the KE of the system we sum over all electrons in the system and we 

use the equations below.

N  N  ^ 2

T =  =  (1-25)
i=l i=l *

where V is the Laplacian operator describing the velocity, and m is the mass.

-  (I? + If + âf)
Equation 1.25 is in the form of the classical equation of kinetic energy (KE) and velocity 

is calculated from the change in xyz coordinates.

To describe the potential energy (PE) of the system, we consider particles as point 

charges separated by a distance r, shown in the equation below.

V =  Vij, Vij =  Vrij =  ^  (1.27)
i- l  j>i

Since the PE  involves a description of the nucleus we can separate our Hamiltonian oper

ator into two main parts. One part to describe the electron and the other to describe the 

nucleus, as shown below.

Htot =  He +  Tn (1.28)

Further, the electronic Hamiltonian operator, Hg is composed of the following parts.

He =  Tg +  Vne +  Vgg +  Vnn (1.29)

where, Tg is the KE of the electron, Vne is the PE between the electron and nucleus, Vgg 

is the PE between electrons and Vnn is the PE between separate nuclei.

We can concentrate on solving the electronic part of the wavefunction and use the 

result to map a potential energy surface from which we can solve the nuclear part of the 

Schrodinger Equation. At this point it is im portant to mention the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation, which states tha t since the mass of the nuclei is so much greater than the

mass of the electron we can consider the nuclei to be stationary with respect to the electron
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and the kinetic energy term  for the nuclei can be neglected. The approximation greatly 

simplifies the equations. For a complete derivation please refer to standard textbooks 

[34,42]. In addition to Born-Oppenheimer, another approximation is made, called the 

Adiabatic approximation which enables us to solve the total wavefunction by restricting 

it to  one electronic surface. Also, we are neglecting relativistic effects and other operators 

such as spin-spin coupling effects by using the BO approximation.

Further to aid reducing the complexity of the system, we choose solutions to the 

Hamilton operator to be orthogonal and normalised by using the orthonormality condition.

1.2.2.2 The Variation Principle

Solving the wavefunction exactly is impossible except for very simple systems. The reason 

for this is tha t the SE is a ‘three-body’ problem and it cannot be solved for three or more 

bodies which are dependent on each other. For many electron systems, the potential en

ergy terms in the Hamiltonian are dependent on the interactions of two or more electrons. 

Therefore the variables cannot be separated and solved. The only way to solve the wave

function is via numerical methods. Numerical methods apply the variation principle which 

states tha t the energy of approximate solutions is always higher than the energy of the 

exact solution. Therefore we can set up a trial wavefunction with a number of parameters 

as possible solutions. If the energy of the trial function is the same as the energy of the 

exact wavefunction, then we have found the true solution. Thus we can use a method to 

minimise the energy of the trial wavefunction as a function of the parameters. To do this 

we must set a trial wavefunction which is described in the following sections.

1.2.2.3 Electron Spin

One im portant property of electrons needs to be added ad hoc, electron spin. Since elec

trons are fermions they have a spin quantum number of ± ^ . It means tha t the wavefunc

tion must be antisymmetric, and when two electron coordinates are exchanged for each 

other they must also change sign. This is defined by the Pauli principle, which states no 

two electron can have the same quantum number. Spin functions are described as either 

a, ‘up’ or P, ‘down’. These functions are orthogonal and normalised as shown below.
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{a\a) =  {(3\(3) = 1 
{a\p) = {P\a) = 0 (1.30)

Thus to construct the one-electron functions for the molecular orbitals (MO) we use the 

product of spatial orbitals times the spin functions to create spinorbitals.

1.2.2.4 Slater Determ inants

To construct a trial wavefunction for a molecule with N electrons and N spinorbitals we 

use a Slater Determinant (SD) to insure antisymmetry is kept.

$SD =
1

0 l( l )  02(1)
0i(2) 02(2)

0 ^ ( 1)
07/(2)

) (0i|0j) — (1.31)

(pi{N) 02 (TV) ••• 0y\r(TV)

In the above Slater determinant the columns represent single electron wave functions,

orbitals. The rows represent the electron coordinates. A trial wavefunction is constructed

from a single SD and the energy of the SD is evaluated. How this is done is not treated

here but it would involve treating the SD as a sum of permutations of its diagonal.

1.2.2.5 Hamiltonian Operator

Briefly let us look at the terms in the electronic Hamiltonian operator, from Equation 1.29 

shown again below.

He — Te +  Vne +  Vee d- Vnn

Te =  - E % V f

(1.32)

(1.33)

N

I Ha — Til
Here Z& is the charge of the nucleus with coordinates Ra-

(1.34)

N  N

Vee =  E E ^
i j>i i-i - r j i

(1.35)
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Where Z& is the charge on one nucleus and Zy is the charge of the other nucleus. The 

distance between them is calculated from their coordinates.

These terms can then be sorted to give two operators h, and gÿ, where hj describes one 

electron in the field of all the nuclei and where gjj describes the electron-electron repulsion. 

So that,

6ij =  Ip _  p. I 

N  N  N

=  +  (1.39)
i= l i - l  j> i

Since Vnn does not depend on the electron coordinates, it can be quickly integrated and 

gives a constant.

Therefore, the energy can be rewritten with these changes,

N  N  N

E =  E h i  +  E E ( 3 u - K i j ) + V n n  (1.40)
i= l i= l j> i

where Jy is called the Coulomb integral and represents the repulsion of the charges of two 

electrons with anti-parallel spin and Kÿ is called the exchange integral which describes 

the interaction of two electrons in the same orbital with parallel spins. The exchange 

interaction is a direct result of the Pauli exclusion principle, tha t no two electrons in the 

same orbital may have the same spin. The result of these interactions is the exchange- 

correlation hole consisting of the Fermi hole and the Coulomb hole. The Fermi hole is 

due to the Pauli principle and integrates to -1 whereas the Coulomb hole, due to the 

electrostatic repulsion of two electrons, integrates to 0. These integrands give rise to the 

J and K operators.
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1.2.2.6 Fock Operators

At this point we are interested in finding a set of MOs which give rise to an energy 

minimum. Using the variation principle with a change in the orbitals, one can minimise 

the energy for the wavefunction. This is achieved by using Lagrange multipliers since 

we are performing a constrained optimisation due to the fact tha t the MOs must still be 

orthogonal and normalised. A variation of the Lagrange function may be written using 

Fock operators to  give the equations below.

F i  =  h ,  +  ^ ( j j - K j )  ( 1 . 4 1 )

j
The Hartree-Fock equations may then be written as a sum,

N

Fi0i =  ^  Aij0j (1.42)
j

where Ajj is the Lagrange multiplier and are the MOs. Suitable MOs, 0j/, can then be 

chosen to simplify the above equation to,

= £\4>\I (1.43)

where £\ is the orbital energies. The specifically chosen MOs are called canonical MOs. The 

Hartree-Fock equations form a set of pseudo-eigenvalue equations and a set of functions 

which are a solution to these equations are called Self-Consistent Field (SCF) orbitals. 

Since the Fock operator depends on all other occupied orbitals being known, due to the 

exchange and Coulomb integral, one must use a iterative procedure to solve for the solu

tions. One starts with an initial guess of the MOs, which is evaluated. This is reintroduced

and solved until a minimum is found. The initial guess of the molecular orbitals in the

trial wavefunction is created using basis sets.

1.2.2.7 Basis Sets

The atomic orbitals, s, p, d and f can be combined linearly to form molecular orbitals, 

LCAO (linear combination of atomic orbitals). The atomic orbitals are represented m ath

ematically using a set of pre-derived functions called a basis set. Essentially the basis
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set describes the space in which the wavefunction can exist. The use of basis sets is a 

fine balancing act in which one hopes to balance the computational cost of evaluating a 

large number of functions and the number of functions required to accurately describe the 

wavefunction for a particular system. Basis sets can be of any form but often one uses 

Slater Type Orbitals(STO) or Gaussian Type Orbitals(GTO).

STOs have the form,

XC,n,l,m(r, 6>, if) = NYi^rn(0, if)r^~'^ (1.44)

GTOs have the form,

XCn.i,m(r, e, <fi) =  NYi,m{e, (1.45)

STO are more accurate but computationally more expensive. Gaussian type functions have 

the advantage of being mathematically easy to add and integrate, cutting the computing 

time. For most systems GTOs are used, but STO can be used for small systems to provide 

a greater accuracy. For example, the SE can be solved exactly for hydrogen using STOs. 

The number of functions used is the most im portant factor when choosing a basis set. 

The smallest number of functions used to contain all electrons of a system is called the 

minimum basis set. For example, for carbon the minimal basis set is made up of a Is 

orbital, a 2s orbital and a full set of three 2p orbitals. Therefore, using this simple basis 

set one limits the accuracy of the calculation but the computational expense is small. To 

improve on the description of the orbitals one can do several things. One can split the 

orbitals by using two functions for an orbital, a small one and a large one. This has the 

advantage of producing an orbital of intermediate size and the mixing ratio is chosen to 

give the lowest energy. For example, if one describes the Is orbital of hydrogen, by using 

a split basis set one can account for the contraction of the orbital hydrogen experiences in

a molecular environment. If one does this for only the valence electrons in a system, this

is called a split valence basis set. By splitting all the orbitals, one doubles the number 

of functions and this is called the double-zeta basis set. The name zeta comes from the 

name of the exponent, (. Since we now have two orbitals with different exponents, it is
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termed double zeta. Triple zeta basis sets are also used and there are three functions of 

each orbital. Sometimes only the valence electrons have three functions and the inner 

electrons are described by only one function to again cut computational requirements.

Another method of improving the basis set is to add a polarisation function or a 

diffuse function, these are called extended basis sets. By adding a polarisation function 

one accounts for the distortion and polarisation th a t the orbital experiences from other 

nuclei. As in the previous example, the hydrogen orbital contracts when close to another 

nucleus. The best method of adding a polarisation description is to add to the orbital a 

part of a higher angular momentum quantum number orbital. For the hydrogen example, 

one could add a part of a p orbital to the s orbital. Again, the ratio of the two is optimised 

to give the lowest energy.

At this point it may be useful to discuss the nomenclature used in defining basis 

sets. As we have seen, a minimum basis set has the smallest number of functions for all 

the electrons to be accounted for. A commonly used basis set is the STO-nG basis set, 

where a number, n, of Gaussian functions are fitted to the STO. A ST0-6G basis set 

consists of 6 Gaussian functions fitted to an STO. Split valence basis sets are termed, for 

example, 3-2IG, where there are three primitive GTOs describing the core electrons and 

the valence electrons are described by one basis function split into two GTOs and one 

basis set described by one GTO. A 6-31G basis set has 6 GTOs for the core electrons 

and a split valence function with three GTO for the valence electrons and one basis set 

described by one GTO.

Adding polarisation functions is usually termed by an *, so a 6-31G with polarisation 

function is termed 6-31G*. This basis set adds a set of d function to the first and second 

row elements. A 6-3IG** adds a set of d functions to the first and second row and a set 

of p functions to hydrogen. Another way of writing this is 6-31G(d,p). A more extended 

basis set is 6-31G(3df,pd) where a set of three d-type and one f-type functions is added 

to the first and second row elements and a set of one p-type and one d-type functions to 

hydrogen. Adding polarisation functions to DZ (double zeta) and to TZ (triple zeta) basis 

sets is also done.
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Diffuse functions are added in cases where the orbital may spread out, for instance 

an anion or an excited state. To do this a GTO is added with a small exponent, which 

spreads out the orbital. This is then termed with a + , for example, a 6-310 with a diffuse 

function is term ed 6-3H-G. This basis set adds a diffuse set of p and d orbitals to the first 

and second row elements.

Effective core potentials (ECPs) are used to reduce computational cost by replacing 

basis sets for the core electrons with a previously derived average potential field around 

the nucleus. The theory behind this is tha t the core electrons are not involved in chemical 

bonding and do not need to be treated with the same accuracy as valence electrons.

An error which occurs with basis sets is called the basis set superposition error or 

BSSE. This error comes about by using a nuclear fixed basis set which causes a basis set 

to be an incomplete description. For example, if two molecules approach each other, the 

basis set for one molecule can compensate for the basis set incompleteness of the other 

and thereby substantially overestimate the energies between them. This error is called the 

BSSE.

1.2.2.8 Roothaan-Hall Equation

Now tha t we have discussed basis sets we can rewrite each MO as an expansion of atomic 

orbitals, using the basis set with M functions of our choice.

M

0 i — ^  ] CgiXa (1 .4 6 )
Q

Thus the Hartree-Fock equations can be written as,

M M

Pj ^   ̂CgiXa ~  ^  > ^aiXot (1 .4 7 )
Q a

From this the Roothaan-Hall equations are derived which are shown below.

FC =  SCe (1.48)

F q,i3 =  (X q |F1x /3> (1-49)

Sa/3 — iXalXp) (1.50)
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The S m atrix is the overlap between basis functions and the F matrix contains the Fock 

elements. Now we are left to find the best MO coefficients, c^i for our trial wavefunction; 

to do this our Fock m atrix must be diagonalised. However, since the Fock matrix can only 

be known if all the MO coefficients are known we must start v/ith an initial guess to form 

the Fock m atrix and solve via an iterative procedure. The Fock m atrix is diagonalised and 

a new set of coefficients from the result is used to make a new Fock matrix. A number 

of cycles are repeated until the set of coefficients equals the set before diagonalisation. 

Once a set is obtained which are equal, usually within a certain tolerance, it is called a 

self consistent field (SCF) solution.

In more detail we describe the procedure starting from Equation 1.41,

Fi =  hi +  ^ ( j j - K j )  (1.51)
j

when evaluating, this becomes,

occ.MO

(Xa|F|X/3) =  (Xa|h|X)9) +  (Xa | Jj ~  Kj | X/3> (1-52)
j

and one can separate out a density matrix, D,

occ.MO

Djj =  ^ 2  (1.53)
j

which is the sum of all coefficients of the occupied MOs. So the total energy of the 

electronic Hamiltion (Equation 1.39), from Equation 1.40 is.

2
ij

and can be rewritten as.

M ^ M

E =  ^  Da/3ha/3 +  -  ^  ÜXaXllëlXpXs) ~ {XaX-f\ë\XSXp)) +  Vnn (T55)
a/3 a ^ j S

Thus the general procedure of solving the Roothaan-Hall equations starts by calculating 

all the one and two electron integrals as defined by the Fock operators. Suitable starting
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coefficients of the MO orbitals from a basis set form the density matrix. The Fock matrix 

is then created by multiplying the density matrix times the one electron integral and the 

two electron integral. By diagonalising the Fock m atrix one obtains the new coefficients 

and one can form a new density matrix. If the new density matrix is close to the starting 

one, then the procedure is finished and we have a SCF solution to our trial wavefunction; 

if not, we must repeat the procedure and form a Fock matrix again.

1.2.2.9 Restricted Hartree-Fock

If there are no restrictions on how we create the determinant of our trial wavefunction 

then this is called Unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF). However if the systems th a t one 

studies are closed shell systems (no unpaired electrons), then one can perform a Restricted 

Hartree-Fock (RHF) calculation where the spatial orbitals are fixed and each orbital has 

two electrons. Thereby, the computational cost is substantially reduced. One can also 

perform a restricted HF calculation on open shell systems by only restricting the inner 

doubly occupied orbitals. The advantages and disadvantages are subtle and not fully 

described here. However care must be taken with restricted HF calculations and deriving 

ionisation potentials from them.

1.2.2.10 Electron Correlation M ethods

After obtaining a solution to the SE using Hartree-Fock, the energy difference between 

the result from HF and the lowest energy result one could obtain from the basis set 

used is called the Electron Correlation (EC) energy. This energy arises from HF not 

being able to account for all the electron-electron interactions taking place in the system. 

The real electron-electron interaction is only described in an average approximation in 

HF and important interactions are not accounted for. These can be added, using EC 

methods. There are three main EC methods. Configuration Interaction (Cl), Many-body 

Perturbation Theory (MBPT) and Coupled Cluster (CC). Since EC methods were not 

an important part of this report and the full discussion of these methods is lengthly, the 

reader is referred to textbooks for details [34,42,43].

Electron-electron interactions can be described by looking closely at the interactions
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taking place between electrons with the same spin and opposite spin. Coulomb interaction 

is the term used for the interactions for electrons with opposite spin. These can be intra or 

inter orbital. The Fermi interaction is used to describe the interaction between electrons 

with the same spin. Due to Pauli’s exclusion principle this can only be interorbital since 

two electrons cannot have the same spin in the same orbital.

Cl methods use the variation principle to obtain more accurate results as more func

tions are added to account for the electron-electron interactions. W ith all of these methods, 

one usually looks at describing the valence orbitals since this is were the chemical changes 

are taking place. The core orbitals remain the same or almost the same and are not in

cluded in the treatment. This is termed frozen core approximation. W ith Cl one describes 

the trial wavefunction not as a single SD but as a linear combination of determinants where 

the coefficients for each determinant are optimised using the Lagrange method. This is 

based on the variation principle and it is similar to the HF methods.

The alternative methods M BPT and CC are considerably more complicated and for 

details the reader is referred to an excellent book by Szabo and Ostlund [43].

1.2.2.11 Semi-empirical QM

Semi-empirical quantum methods were not used in this project and therefore will not be 

discussed, but the essence of these methods is to dramatically reduce the computational 

cost of HF calculations. This is achieved by reducing the number of one and two electron 

integrands tha t need to be calculated ab initio and instead using pre-derived values. For 

an excellent description of semi-empirical methods please refer to a text by Pople et al [44].

1.2.2.12 Density Functional Theory

Density functional theory (DFT) is a popular method due to its results being accurate 

to a similar degree to those of HF methods which include electron correlation but at a 

reduced computational expense. DFT is based on the property of electron density, which 

is the probability of finding an electron in a given volume. This is calculated as the 

square of the wavefunction, integrated over N-1 electron coordinates. Work by Hohenberg 

and Kohn [45-47] proved that the energy of a ground-state system is determined by the
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electron density, p, of the system. DFT methods focus on obtaining functionals which give 

the energy of a system with regard to its electron density. Below a brief outline of DFT 

is described whilst for more details the reader is referred to Koch and Holthausen [48]. 

Solving the energy for a given wavefunction is similar to HF methods with the difference 

tha t the electron density is used. The total energy of the system can be shov/n to  be 

expressed by the equation below.

E d f t [p ] == Ts[p] +  Ene[p] +  J[p] +  Exc[p] (1.56)

Where Ts[p] describes the kinetic energy but calculated from a Slater determinant. 

Ene[p] is the term accounting for nuclear-electron interactions, J[p] is the Coulomb integral 

as seen earlier in HF and Exc[p] is the exchange-correlation term.

Exc[p] =  (T[pj -  Tsipj) +  (EeeM -  J[p]) (1.57)

The equation above shows us th a t Exc[p] includes the remaining kinetic energy, due to 

correlation effects of the electrons which are not included in the term  calculated from a 

SD, where T[p] is the true kinetic energy. The exchange-correlation term also includes 

the exchange energy, the interaction expressed by the K operator in HF. Eee[p] is the 

true interaction between two electrons and subtracting the J operator gives the exchange 

energy. However, the formulation of the exchange-correlation term  is unsolvable, similar 

to solving the SE and thus approximations must be made on which the accuracy of DFT 

heavily depend.

1.2.2.13 Kohn-Sham Equations

Similar to the HF methodology we use an iterative procedure to solve the DFT equations 

since the exchange-correlation functionals and the J[p] functional depend on the total den

sity, which is unknown. Using Lagrange methods we can write a set of pseudo-eigenvalue 

equations known as the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations.

hKS0i =  (1.58)
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Similar to the HF equations, the KS equations are solved using an initial guess of the 

KS orbitals which are obtained from basis sets. Thus, we can calculate the total energy, 

including electron correlation energies, at a reasonable computational expense. However, 

there is no exact functional to formulate the exchange energy. We shall now focus on the 

functionals which attem pt to describe the exchange-correlation term.

1.2.2.14 Local Density Approxim ation

The local density approximation (LDA) describes the electron-electron interactions via an 

approximation of the local electron density as a uniform electron gas.

For instance, the exchange-correlation term  may be rewritten as,

Exc[p] =  Ex[p] +  Ec[p] (1.59)

with a part accounting for the pure exchange, Exc[p] and a part describing the correlation, 

Ec[/?]. Since the correlation energies depend on the electron’s spin, these can also be 

separated.

Ex[p1 =  E ? [p J  +  E ^ M  (1.60)

Ec[p] =  E?“ [Pc] +  E f  [pp] +  E f  [p„, pp] (1.61)

The above expression can be reduced by using a spin polarisation expression, which is 

used in the functionals of Exc-

where rg is the radius of the volume containing one electron. Local spin density approxi

mation (LSDA), replaces LDA where the spin densities are not the same. For closed shell 

systems, the density of a  and (3 are the same.

Using local density approximation (LDA), one assumes tha t the density locally can be 

treated as a uniform electron gas. The approximation results in expressing the exchange 

energy for a uniform gas and evaluating the results for a variety of different densities, 

for example by using Monte Carlo methods. The results are fitted to a functional. One
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functional form was determined by Vosko, Wilk and Nusair [49] called the VWN func

tional, which we will use later. Other LDA functionals will be discussed when describing 

the implementation of the functionals in the DMol code. LDA generally underestimates 

the exchange energy by almost 10%. In addition, LDA also overestimates the electron 

correlation and therefore to some degree the bond-strength.

1.2.2.15 Gradient Corrected M ethods

Non-local density approximation functionals (NLDA) such as the generalised gradient 

approximation (GGA) functions, improve on LDA by incorporating effects of the inhomo

geneity of the electron density. Therefore, the exchange-correlation terms are dependent 

on the derivatives of the density. Various GGA functionals have been proposed which 

will be described later. GGA offers an improvement to LDA methods at a slightly larger 

computational cost and the accuracy is comparable to methods using HF and extensive 

EC methods.

1.2.2.16 Computing DFT

To calculate the electron density an approximation is made via a numerical integration 

of a number of grid points determining the accuracy of the integration. Choosing the 

right grid size for a system is as im portant as selecting the correct size of the basis set. 

Both factors have a strong effect on the accuracy as well as computational expense and a 

compromise must be made. It is unreasonable to compare energies for different basis sets 

and it is also unreasonable to compare energies of different grid size settings.

1.2.2.17 DM ol Code

The DMol [27] code is an Accelrys Inc. product implementing density functional the

ory. DMol^ [28] is a recently released version which enables DFT calculations of periodic 

systems.

Table 1.6 shows the functionals offered in the DMol code. In chapter two. comparisons of 

the performance of these functionals are made and the differences discussed. The Vosko- 

Wilk-Nusair (VWN) [49] functional is a LSD correlation potential, using parameters fitted
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DMol Keyword Abbreviation Description & Reference
VWN VWN Vosko-Wilk-Nusair (1980) [49]
PWC PWC Perdew-Wang (1992) [50]
GGA PW91 Perdew-Wang (1991) [51,52]
BP B88 -f PW91 Becke (1988) [53] and Perdew-Wang (1991) [51,52]

BLYP B88 4- LYP Becke (1988) [53] and Lee, Yang and Parr (1988) [54]

Table 1.6: Functionals used in DMol [27].

to results of a uniform electron gas by Ceperly and Alder. The Perdew-Wang (PWC) [50] 

functional is a more recent parameterisation of the Ceperly and Alder data, which cor

rects some of the VWN fitting problems. The LSD approximations generally overestimate 

the bond energies, thus local functionals should not be used for weak bonded systems. 

Gradient-corrected methods have been derived for such systems with better results. These 

non-local exchange and correlation functions tend to give slightly lower reaction barriers 

for chemical reactions. The functionals are the BP functional which is the Becke exchange 

functional (B88) [53] used with the Perdew-Wang correlation functional (PW91) [51,52], 

the BLYP functional which is the B88 exchange functional with the Lee-Yang-Parr cor

relation functional (LYP) [54] and the GGA (PW91) functional which is a generalised 

gradient corrected functional by Perdew and Wang [51,52]. Further information can be 

found in the DMol user manual [27].

Basis sets used in the DMol code differ from the description of the basis sets described 

earlier for HF. The basis set used for most of the calculations is the DNP basis set. DMol’s 

DNP is a double-numeric quality basis set with polarisation functions. This is comparable 

to the 6-31G** Gaussian basis set, but the numerical basis set is more accurate than 

the Gaussian sets of the same size. DMol also offers smaller basis sets and allows the 

user to add to the existing ones. (Unlike several projects where basis sets are initially 

developed, the calculations in this thesis use basis sets directly from the software code 

with no development.)

SCF convergence parameters and additional DMol keywords will be discussed in the 

relevant chapters.
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1.2.3 Q M /M M  m ethods

Outer Region

Inner Region

Boundary Region

Figure 1.5; Terminology used for regions in QM/MM methods.

The aim of embedded cluster methods is to combine quantum  mechanical treatm ents 

with forcefield methods and thereby utilise the advantages of each method. Accurate QM 

methods describe a cluster of atoms which are in the (inner) region of chemical interest; to 

include polarisation of the environment one treats the surrounding system (outer region) 

using a MM description. The chemical system is split into regions which play different roles 

in calculations, as shown in Figure 1.5. The difficulty lies in describing the intersection 

of the two regions. Different approaches involve using either link atoms to term inate the 

inner region in the QM calculation, but which are invisible to the MM calculation or to 

use a boundary region, as shown in Figure 1.5, where a subset of atoms is included in both 

the QM and MM calculations.

The total energy of the system is a combination of the energies from the QM part and 

from MM. Several different schemes exist to combine the energy parts accurately, each 

with different pros and cons. For the additive scheme the total energy is a sum of separate 

energy terms and takes on the form below, where the superscripts stand for E = entire, 

I  =  inner, O =  outer and L — link.

^QM/MM — ^QM +  ~ ^Corr (1.63)

The term is a correction term which reduces the influence of link atoms to the

total energy. The difficulty in this scheme is to accurately compute the ‘coupling’ term 

^(fhl-MM  when link atoms are used, especially if one also wants to include electrostatic
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perturbations to  the QM Hamiltonian.

If using the boundary region method for splitting the regions the energy expression 

takes on the form below, with superscript B  = boundary.

j p E  ___  I TpI,B  I j p I , 0 , B  / - t

^ Q M / M M  —  ^ M M  +  ^ Q M  +  ^ Q M - M M

W ith this scheme the advantage is tha t one does not complicate the computation with 

any correction for link atoms, since boundary atoms are included in both QM and MM 

methods. The disadvantage is tha t the MM calculation must be modified to avoid multi

ple counting of interactions. The boundary region schemes have been used with success

for strongly ionic materials since the boundary region can be accurately treated with

potentials, although more covalent systems can also be described with this scheme.

In contrast to additive schemes, the subtractive schemes treat the entire system with a 

MM calculation, then add a QM term  before subtracting a MM energy of the inner region, 

as shown in the expression below.

^ Q M / M M  ~  ^ M M  +  ^ Q M  ~  ^ M M  (1.65)

This scheme excludes the calculation of the difficult coupling term since the total system is 

treated by a MM calculation and the MM part of the inner region is subtracted to prevent 

multiple counting. The disadvantage of this scheme, is tha t good quality forcefield types 

are required for all species in the system. Particularly the forces in the inner region must 

be reproduced accurately by the forcefield types if changes in chemical bonding should 

occur.

The method used in this thesis is an additive scheme developed for zeolites by Sherwood 

[55,56]. O ther QM/MM implementations which aimed at treating zeolitic systems are 

those by Sierka and Sauer who have developed a subtractive scheme for zeolites called 

QM-Pot [57-59] and by Morokuma who have developed another subtractive scheme called 

IMOMM (Integrated Molecular Orbital Molecular Mechanics) [60] with an extension by 

Deka et al. for surfaces (SIMOMM) [61].
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A QM/MM scheme for zeolites should be able to treat the electrostatic interactions 

and the mechanical flexibility of the zeolite lattice. Sherwood [55,56] developed the addi

tive scheme for zeolites by examining three schemes to couple the QM and MM regions, 

mechanical embedding, electrostatic embedding and MM polarization, described in detail 

by Bakowies and Thiel [62]. The scheme used in our methodology is the electrostatic 

embedding which includes the electrostatic potential due to the outer region in the QM 

calculation. A set of point charges describe the external charge distribution in the QM 

Hamiltonian, therefore allowing QM polarization. The point charges are derived by fitting 

to electrostatic potentials of periodic quantum mechanical calculations and are not the 

original charges for the MM forcefield. Also modifications to the classical charge distri

bution at the boundary of the inner region sphere must be included. For zeolites, the 

charge shifting scheme is used, which adjusts the charge on MM centres to account for the 

termination of bonds at the boundary. Further details of the calculations are described in 

chapter three.

1.3 Sum m ary

This chapter has provided some theoretical background knowledge behind the methods 

used in this work (otherwise known as the ‘black-box’̂ ) and has also introduced zeolitic 

materials. The next chapter begins the ‘real’ part of this thesis, the actual modelling.

^The black-box analogy accurately describes the situation for some computational chemists, including 
the author. Even if one obtains an adequate understanding of the theory behind these methods, how exactly 
these equations and procedures are implemented into the software is beyond most. More sophistication 
by software specialists, in terms of optimising code and libraries for speed, leaves a degree of black-box 
unease, which is becoming unavoidable.
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making programming the m ost complex craft ever practiced.

Chapter 2

Iron in ZSM-5

Birnbaum 1982

2.1 In trod u ction

Iron can be incorporated into ZSM-5, either into the framework (referred to as FeZSM-5) 

or by ion exchange into extra-framework sites (Fe/ZSM-5). Each form displays different 

structural and chemical properties which have been investigated in detail using both ex

periment and computational techniques by various groups in the literature. There are a 

number of issues which remain unanswered and areas where computational studies based 

on quantum mechanical cluster calculations can give additional insights. This chapter 

presents such a study and discusses the merit of quantum mechanical calculations in com

parison to the previous atomistic modelling of the same system.

FeZSM-5 is a solid acid with bridging hydroxyl groups, Brpnsted acid sites (analogous 

to A1 containing zeolites), which has been shown to be an effective catalyst for the direct 

oxidation of methane and to have enhanced selectivities in xylene isomérisation reactions. 

A previous computational study using interatomic potentials and experimental EXAFS 

data has provided a detailed geometry of the active Fe site [63]. Fe-exchanged ZSM-5 on 

the other hand shows remarkable properties in the removal of NO in selective catalytic 

reduction reactions. Here the active iron species are thought to be Fe complexes (the 

term nanocrystals is also used), within the channels of the zeolite, and a number of pos

sible structures for these clusters have been suggested. Our present study is to confirm 

the geometry around the Fe framework site and also to suggest possible structures for 

extra-framework Fe species using density functional theory (DFT) methods. Using DFT 

we have optimised clusters representing the immediate framework structure around a Fe
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substitution. We find good agreement with experimental data and previous calculations 

for the geometry and vibrational properties of the acid site. However, the geometry of 

the optimised structure is dependent on the exact type of DFT functional used. We have 

also constructed and optimised a number of the extra-framework Fe species suggested 

in the literature. Some of these are shown to be unstable or to  have optimised struc

tures significantly different from those suggested by EXAFS data. We present alternative 

extra-framework Fe complexes similar to those found in iron-containing proteins.

2.2 B ackground

Commercial applications for ZSM-5 zeolites depend strongly on their modification. In gen

eral Fe modified ZSM-5 is widely studied for solid acid catalytic activity. By introducing 

iron into the zeolite one generates two main forms of Fe ZSM-5. Firstly, Fe substitutes 

for a framework Si or A1 is generally referred to els FeZSM-5 and, secondly, one refers to 

Fe-exchanged ZSM-5 or Fe/ZSM-5 when Fe is incorporated into the zeolite after synthesis. 

Each form is separately discussed in the following review sections.

2.2.1 Fe su b stitu ted  ZSM -5

Firstly, we consider Fe substituted ZSM-5. Framework substituted FeZSM-5 can be pre

pared with ferrisilicate gels with TPA''" (tetrapropylammonimum cations) as the template 

molecules. The source of iron can be Fe (NOg)^ - 9H2O, as described in the synthesis 

procedure by Szostak [64]. In this publication the stability of iron modified ZSM-5 is 

investigated and it is found tha t the overall stability is lower than the corresponding alu- 

minosilicate structure. Experimental evidence confirms tha t Fe(III) is incorporated into 

the framework at tetrahedral sites and the possibilities of feoxide(rust) forming are ruled 

out. The substitution of iron, with formal charge of S’*” therefore requires the presence 

of a counterion of T^ to charge balance the system. Usually Na"^ or another positive 

charged species, such as a template molecule present during synthesis, compensates to 

give the neutral form. By means of ion-exchange with ammonium salts (NH^ ) and later 

by the calcination of the zeolite, the acidic form can be created. A proton compensates 

for the charge by protonating one of the four bridging oxygens adjacent to the iron, now
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termed a Br0nsted acid site (shown in Figure 2.1. These sites give rise to the strong acidic 

properties of the zeolite. The resulting metallosilicate is an active catalyst for the direct 

oxidation of methane to methanol [65] and is also selectively active in the transformation 

reaction (MHTR) of methanol and hydrocarbons [66].

Structurally, one can now observe a significant change in the tetrahedral geometry of 

the acid site with an elongated Fe-OH bond. The strength of the acid site depends on 

various factors, but the geometry can give us some indication of the strength and activity 

of these sites, which makes exploring the exact geometry crucial to our understanding.

Fe

Si:

Figure 2.1: Brpnsted acid site cluster

Axon, Fox, Carr & Klinowski [67] report structural details of Fe substituted ZSM-5 

from EXAFS studies and NMR spectroscopy. Resulting reports of the bond lengths are 

an iron oxygen distance of 1.83 Â and iron silicon distances of 3.20 Â and 3.38 Â occurring 

for the two types of bonds, respectively. Since EXAFS cannot distinguish a Fe-OH bond 

from a Fe-0 bond, the bond lengths are taken as an average. It is this lack of structural 

data which has lead to further computational studies [63,68] on the structure surrounding 

the Fe substitution in ZSM-5.

2.2.2 Fe exchanged ZSM -5

Incorporating Fe into the ZSM-5 zeolite after synthesis forms extra-framework Fe/ZSM- 

5. The reactions, for which Fe exchanged ZSM-5 is especially active, are the selective 

decomposition of NOx (selective catalytic reduction or SCR of NO and NO2), and in the
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oxidation of methane, and the oxidation of benzene to phenol. Representative references 

for these applications are Feng et a l [69] for SCR of NOx and Panov et a l [70] for oxidation 

of benzene to phenols and references therein. The modification of extra framework Fe in 

ZSM-5 has not yet been commercialised. This is due to the low degree of long-term stability 

of the catalyst when exposed to reaction conditions. Recently several groups have reported 

new preparation methods of Fe/ZSM-5 which have the necessary activity and stability. 

Evidence for some-type of Fe-Fe complexes or nanoclusters also appears in several of these 

papers. The term  ‘nanocluster’ is used somewhat loosely here, in tha t if only two Fe atoms 

make up a complex this does not strictly denote a nanocluster. It is thought th a t these 

metal complexes are the active centres in the reduction reactions of NOx but this is still 

a m atter of considerable debate. Certainly, it is well established th a t metal complexes 

with low coordination configurations are highly reactive. Spectroscopic methods fail to 

give conclusive evidence due to difficulties in examining the low concentration of such 

complexes inside the framework. However, in cases such as these, molecular modelling 

can be used to provide new data. In the content of this chapter only a short section is 

focussed on nanoclusters where we have attem pted to model suggestions taken from the 

literature. It should be noted tha t the extra framework Fe complexes are currently a main 

topic in zeolite publications and numerous new reports suggesting different species appear 

each month. At the time of this thesis, direct conclusive evidence of the extra-framework 

Fe species and their structures was not available and any claimed experimental evidence 

is open to debate due to  the difficulties in ‘observing’ these species.

References for the synthesis of Fe/ZSM-5 are Sobolev et a l [71], Feng et a l [69], Chen 

et a l [72] and Kôgel et a l [73]. The reports by the group Feng and Hall aroused original 

interest in these materials because their method was the first to produce Fe/ZSM-5 which 

WEIS catalytically active and also stable to heat. However, their synthesis procedure proved 

difficult to reproduce by other groups and the most promising technique so far for industrial 

preparation is the solid-state ion-exchange of FeClg in the presence of air as described by 

Kogel et al [73]. W ith this method a mixture of zeolite and FeCl2.4H20 is mechanically 

mixed and then heated in the presence of air.
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2.2.2.1 Experimental Studies of Fe exchanged ZSM-5

Joyner and Stockenhuber [74] prepared a number of iron ZSM-5 catalysts which were 

characterised by X-ray absorption spectroscopy using ‘amongst other methods’ fluorescene 

detection. Their conclusions were tha t the exchange of iron into ZSM-5 causes formation of 

isolated iron atoms and also iron-oxo nanoclusters, typically Fc404 with a very short Fe-Fe 

distance of ~  2.55 A. Four different methods of iron exchange were used: exchange from 

aqueous solution, exchange from methanolic solution, exchange by a technique reported by 

Feng and Hall [69] and exchange by solid solution. All four of these preparation methods 

showed presence of Fe-Fe nanoclusters when examined with EXAFS. The concentration of 

nanoclusters was dependent on the pre-treatment method. They report suggestions for the 

structure of the nanoclusters based on analogues to ferredoxin and HIPIP (high-potential 

iron protein) which are reproduced in Figure 2.12 as models A and B. One final point 

about the work of Joyner et al. concerns their report on the importance of the activation 

treatm ent to the structural and catalytic properties of these materials. Their results show 

tha t samples which are pre-treated in an inert-atmosphere lead to a higher concentration 

of iron nanoclusters. Catalytic properties also depend on the nature and history of parent 

zeolite materials which demonstrates the difficulties in comparing experimental studies.

Battistion et al. [75] report the XAFS characterization of binuclear iron complexes in 

overexchanged Fe/ZSM-5. Their preparation of the overexchanged Fe/ZSM-5 was subli

mating FeClg into a sample of H/ZSM-5. This method is simpler than the complicated 

aqueous ion-exchange preparations and the results are more reproducible. The paper 

sets out to show the nanoclusters prepared by this method are binuclear. The Fe-Fe dis

tance was reported to be 3.07 A but the authors made no attem pt to provide a proposed 

structure of the binuclear complex since XAFS spectroscopy could not provide sufficient 

experimental evidence. A paper presented in the proceedings of 13th IZC (International 

Zeolite Conference) [76], confirmed the previous results which were recorded at liquid ni

trogen temperature. The results from the conference paper were recorded at 350 °C with 

in situ XAFS characterisation.

M arturano et al. [77] also report on Fe/ZSM-5 prepared by sublimation of FeClg with
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OHOH

Figure 2.2: Fe-Fe complexes suggested by M arturano et al. in [77].

the structure of the Fe species being determined by IR, MAS NMR and EXAFS 

spectroscopy. Their spectroscopy studies have shown the Fe-Fe distance in the binuclear 

complex to be 3.05 Â and they suggest the structures shown in Figure 2.2. An additional 

paper was also presented at the 13th IZC [76] by M arturano et al. which reported SQUID 

measurements of Fe-Fe coupling showing further evidence for binuclear complexes. In 

Figure 2.2 the first model is the structure of the enzyme MMOH, methane monooxygenase 

hydroxylase, which has Fe clusters as the active centres [78]. The Fe-Fe distance in these 

systems is 3.02 A. The second and third models are the structures M arturano and co

workers suggest to be present in the Fe/ZSM-5 systems. These were first presented by 

Smyth [79]. In these models the Fe-Fe distance is 3.05Â and the Fe-O(z), the framework 

oxygen, distance is 2.48 Â. The two species suggested in the models are formed under 

different hydrolysis conditions (washing), after the sublimation step.

The group Hwang et al. [80] report protein diiron sites as im portant in bioorganic 

syntheses and biomineralisation. They report an unusual Fe-Fe distance of 2.53 Â and
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suggest possible structures in their paper. The distance reported here and the one in the 

Joyner and Stockenhuber paper are similar, which lead us to further speculation of these 

Fe complexes and the modelling of the Joyner and Stockenhuber suggestions.

Batista and co-workers report at the 13th IZC [76] th a t the iron species present in 

their ion-exchanged Fe/ZSM-5 samples are Fe^^ ions at charge compensation sites. This 

was determined by XRD, EFR and Mossbauer spectroscopy.

The group around Carlsson et al. [81] report the determination of an iron cluster in 

zeolite Y. The structure of the species is shown in Figure 2.3. The iron atoms inside 

a sodalite cage form an octahedron with Fe-Fe distances of 3.6 A. The characterisation 

methods were HRTEkC and SAED^ which shows a first example of the use of these 

techniques in measuring bond distances and gaining structural information. However, the 

resolution is not high enough to observe oxygens and, thus, tlie exact location of the Fe 

cluster.

Figure 2.3: Fe forms an octahedron inside a sodalite unit as suggested by Carlsson et 
al. [81],

bligh-Resolutioii Transmission Electron Microscopy 
^Selected Area Electron Diffraction
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It is questionable whether or not these large Fe clusters are involved in any catalytic 

processes, since inside the sodalite cage the cluster seems withdrawn and not accessible 

for reaction.

Some of the more recent publications in 2002 are briefly listed here for completeness. 

Pérez-Ramirez et al [82] report on N2O decomposition over Fe/ZSM-5. Ferretti et a i [83] 

report on the evolution of extraframework iron species in Fe silicate. Dubkov et a l [84] 

report on the evolution of iron states and formation of alpha oxygen sites in Fe/ZSM- 

5. Zhu et a l [85] report on the reversible generation of highly active cationic Fe species 

in Fe/ZSM-5. Also Long et a l [86] report of a reaction mechanism for SCR over the 

Fe/ZSM-5 catalyst. Interestingly, in the publication by Dubkov and co-workers, the di- 

nuclear Fe complex is featured in a reaction mechanism for oxygen activation. As can 

be seen from these publications, there is a substantial interest in these iron containing 

catalysts. Ongoing experimental work to prove the structure of the extra-framework Fe 

complexes is keenly awaited.

2.2 .3  C om pu ter M od ellin g  o f th e  ZSM -5 system

The next section reviews the current literature on computer modelling of iron in zeolites. 

The previous modelling attem pts can be separated into two parts, classical interatomic 

potential methods and quantum mechanical treatments.

An extensive computational study of interframework FeZSM-5 has been done by Lewis 

[63,68] using classical forcefield methods to illuminate structural details and positioning 

of acid sites. Quantum mechanical studies using cluster approximations have been widely 

used for studying the immediate structure of ion-exchanged zeolites [87-91]. Typically 

electronic effects surrounding the acid site are studied using quantum mechanical methods 

which can only be done in a limited manner using interatomic potentials.

Chatterjee and Chandra [90] report on QM calculations of Fe and B substitution in 

ZSM-5 zeolites. Their method was to simply run single point energy calculations of the 

clusters cut out of the MFI topology and replacing the T atoms with Fe or B. The terminal 

atoms were saturated with hydrogens and and all atoms were kept fixed throughout;
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not allowing a full geometry optimisation. The paper suggests the energetically most 

favourable substitution site based on their methodology. Given that no atoms were allowed 

to relax within their calculations, it is not surprising that their results disagree with more 

recent studies.

Figure 2.4: Bronsted acid site in Fe substituted ZSM-5. The acid site (in blue), is pointing 
(downwards) into the sinusodial channel of the MFI topology.

Lewis et al. [68] report computer simulation of the iron siting in Fe ZSM-5. Calcu

lations were performed using the interatomic potentials described in Refs. [92,93]. The 

energetically most favourable T sites were identified and the bond lengths of the Fe-Si and 

Fe-0 agreed well with the previously mentioned experimental EXAFS data [67]. Bond 

length measurements of their optimised structures are shown in Figure 2.1 and a picture 

of the acidsite in ZSM-5 is shown in Figure 2.4. A later paper by Lewis et al. [63] presents 

a more detailed investigation of the siting of the iron sites when considering the presence 

of the template TPA+ molecule.

The work by Knops-Gerrits and Goddard [76, 94] employs QM and MM techniques 

to calculate the Fe-0 and Fe-Fe distances for their proposed binuclear Fe species. Their 

work includes a Fe-Fe distance from their own EXAFS studies to be 2.7 Â and calculated 

Fe-0 bond lengths from QM calculations to be 1.92 A and 1.94 A for the binuclear iron 

complexes. Shown in Figure 2.5 is a representation of the structure suggested in their
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paper for a binuclear iron cluster attached to the zeolite ring by oxygen coordination. 

Further bond length measurements are not included in the publication.

OH
0HCH3

Fe Fe

O
y ' \

.Si.

Figure 2.5: Fe-Fe complex suggested by Knops-Gerrits and Goddard [94].

2 .2 .4  Sum m ary o f bond len gth s in th e  literatu re

In Table 2.1 a summary of the bond lengths reported in the literature is shown. There is 

yet to be a conclusive paper which determines the structure of extra-framework iron species 

although several papers point to a binuclear species as being the most likely candidates. 

The computational paper by Knops-Gerrits describes a proposed complex attached to a 

zeolite framework via oxygen bridges but this is by no means an extensive report. Our 

calculations aim to confirm the geometry predictions by Lewis and co-workers. We also 

attem pt to model various Fe complexes to offer explanation for published EXAFS data.

Group d(Fe-Q)avg/A("A) d(Fe-OH) d(Fe-Si) d(Fe-Fe)
Axon et al. [67] i.83(^; - 3 . 2 0 3 . 3 8 ("g; -
Joyner et al. [74] 1.95("^;, 2.13(";g; - 3.18(";g; 2.53
Battiston et al. [75] 1.97(";g;, 1.85("f;, 2.15("j; - - 3.07
M arturano et al. [77] 1.83(1), 1.94(5) - - 3.05
Lewis et al. [68] 1.83W 2.04 3.25W -

Table 2.1: Summary of reported bond lengths in the literature of iron in ZSM-5 zeolites. 
(The number in the parenthesis denotes the number of lengths.)

2.3 M eth o d o lo g y

This next section describes the methodology used in our DFT cluster calculations. Chapter 

one already outlined the basic concepts of DFT and the theoretical background. Before 

describing our procedure, a brief explanation for our choice in computational approach is
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discussed.

2.3 .1  T he problem : P eriod ic  vs C luster

ZSM-5 has the MFI topology, which is one of the most complex structures with 12 sym

metrical different T  sites (24 if using a orthorhombic unit cell), and it is currently not 

possible to run such a large unit cell in a periodic D FT calculation^ Periodic DFT has 

been performed on structures such as FAU with 1 distinct symmetrical T site by Hill et 

al. [89]. Likewise other periodic quantum mechanical approaches are limited for a large 

unit cell. Hill and co-workers show interatomic potentials methods do not correctly pre

dict the energetical ordering of the various acid sites in FAU. They argue for the use of 

periodic DFT, which calculates the correct ordering when compared to the population 

data of acid sites from experiment. However, experimental results are also questionable 

when considering the population of acid sites. Often the results are very specific to the 

zeolite sample used, i.e. how it was prepared, and results are difficult to reproduce between 

experimental groups.

Quantum mechanical cluster approaches, as to  be applied here, are also of limited 

value according to Hill and co-workers. Periodic and embedding methods are the only 

way to include the long-range electrostatic interactions and local electronic effects. When 

these methods are not feasible in terms of computer expense, it is however still valuable 

to the researcher to perform cluster approximations. Relatively cheap cluster calculations 

can give reasonably accurate results, especially for bond lengths but not so for vibrational 

frequencies or energetically ordering. Thus, our choice to use cluster calculations for this 

study was based on reduced computational expense and ease of initial setup.

Brand and co-workers [91] show in their paper from 1993 tha t quantum mechanical 

cluster studies of ZSM-5 can give valuable results for the local geometry and energetics 

of the acid sites. In this extensive study the clusters are allowed to relaxed in a limited 

fashion. It was previously shown tha t if clusters are allow to relax freely they no longer 

resemble geometries which are in accordance with zeolite frameworks. Thus, by allowing

^Computer technology is advancing at a furious pace, especially high-end workstations are becoming 
increasingly affordable. It is now possible to perform periodic DFT calculations on systems the size of 
MFI.
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only the central atoms of the acid site to relax and by fixing the outer atoms in a suitable 

fashion we are able to mimic the lattice constraints due to the zeolite framework. We 

use this method in our approach. Brand and co-workers also report good agreement of 

the calculated OH vibrational stretching frequency with experimental results. In a cluster 

model the OH does not experience long-range electrostatic forces from the surrounding 

lattice. Frequency results from a cluster model have since been debated and further 

studies have shown that indeed the long-range effects are crucial to predict the frequency 

[89,95-97]. Although it has also been argued tha t the dense framework actually shields 

the OH from long-range electrostatic attractions.

Zygmunt and co-workers [87] explore in their computational investigation the activa

tion barrier for ethane cracking in cluster models of H-ZSM-5. The conclusions from this 

work are tha t inclusion of the long-range electrostatic forces of the surrounding lattice 

are crucial to the energetics of the system. It was found tha t the barrier is substantially 

lowered when using an embedded cluster approach of highest accuracy. Coincidentally 

this study showed DFT to be lower in accuracy in the calculation of the absorption value 

of the hydrocarbons on the zeolite compared to Hartree Fock methods. The model con

sisted of a 5T atom cluster of the transition state for the cracking reaction, embedded in 

larger clusters of various sizes to mimic the surrounding lattice effects. The size of the 

surrounding bulk is increased from 18T to 28T, to 38T, to 46T and finally to the largest 

cluster being 58T atoms. W ith increasing cluster size they found a decreasing activation 

barrier.

For a current review chapter on computer modelling of zeolites, the reader is referred 

to  an article by van Santen et al. [98]. The main message of the article is to be critical of 

cluster calculations as an approximation but to also note the usefulness of ‘cheap’ electronic 

calculations.

2.3.2 P rocedure

Our methodology follows largely the structure of a standard DFT cluster calculation. A 

cluster with the atoms of interest is ‘cut ou t’ of the zeolite framework. Consequently, Fe
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replaces the central T atom and the outer Si atoms are held fixed whilst the cluster is 

pre-relaxed and then geometrically optimised using the appropriate levels of DFT theory.

2.3.3 Initial Cluster choice

The most energetically favoured site for Fe substitution and the resulting acid site, from 

calculations by Lewis and co-workers [63], was used as a starting point for our investiga

tions. By substituting Si with an Fe(III), a Brpnsted acid site is produced after treatm ent 

with ammonium (see Figure 2.1). The acid site which is predicted the most stable by 

Lewis and co-workers is the T19 site after the notation by van Koningsveld et al. [99]. 

This acid site was cut from the framework using a suitable molecular viewer, for exam

ple Cerius4.2 [100], and consisted of 5 T atoms with the terminal Si groups capped with 

hydrogens. The cluster model is shown in Figure 2.6.

Z

Figure 2.6: Cluster model of Brpnsted acid site used in calculations with terminal hydro- 
gens.

2.3.4 Pre-optim isation

This cluster was initially relaxed using the DISCOVER program [26] with the cff91_czeo 

forcefield [35,36], and with the outer Si atoms held fixed. This pre-minimisation step is 

necessary for two reasons: firstly, to relax the geometry after the cluster has been removed
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from the framework and the surrounding electrostatic interactions and thus to minimise 

the chance th a t the following optimisation will not fall into a local minimum. Secondly, 

to speed up the following geometry optimisation calculation due to the starting positions 

of the atoms being reasonable.

2.3 .5  D F T  functionals

Several functionals were tested by performing the same calculation on our pre-optimised 

cluster model with the available functionals in the DMol package [27]. Details of the 

functionals are outlined in chapter one. A summary of the functionals available in the 

DMol is shown in Table 1.6.

2.3.5.1 Further computational details

The basis set used for these calculations is DMol’s double-numeric quality basis set with 

polarisation functions (DNP). The ‘medium’ grid setting was used, as it offers a good 

compromise between accuracy and computational expense. To improve accuracy for cal

culation of vibrational frequencies and final energies the ‘fine’ grid setting was used, after 

the cluster was already optimised.

Another option which can be performed to increase efficiency of the calculation is to 

reduce the basis set on the terminal H atoms. The tendency of the H atoms to become 

attracted to the central Fe atom can also be reduced with this setting.

2.3.6 V ibration al calcu lations

To calculate the vibrational frequency modes of the cluster model one can use the DMol 

package options to perform such a calculation. DMol will calculate the harmonic frequency 

and energy contributions for each atom by lengthening and shortening the bonds between 

each atom pair.

To obtain an anharmonic correction to this calculation one can perform a series of 

energy calculations where the OH bond is elongated in the direction of the OH bond 

stepwise by 0.03 Â. Then by plotting these energy values and fitting a potential to the 

resulting curve, one can obtain an anharmonic correction.
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Due to the inadequacy in cluster size of our model, one can not correctly predicted 

vibration frequencies and an attem pt to correct for anharmonicity was therefore omitted. 

As discussed earlier, the need for a larger cluster or an embedded cluster approach is 

essential to include the long-range electrostatic contributions if one wants to compare 

values with experimental data. However, to predict a trend between A1 and Fe substituted 

ZSM-5, a brief series of calculations was performed on the 5T cluster with A1 and Fe.

2.3 .7  Fe-Fe com plexes

We modelled several possibilities of extra-framework Fe species using our DFT cluster 

approach. The structures were constructed using a molecular modeler and pre-optimised 

using a standard forcefield, such as CVFF91. Subsequently, these structures were geometry 

optimised using the VWN functional in DMol and a DNP basis set. Our methodology 

was used designed to keep computational expensive at a minimum. The structures of 

Stockenhuber and Joyner [74] were optimised in addition to the structures suggested by 

M arturano et al. [77]. Also a series of alternative structures was investigated based on 

the findings in the paper mentioned earlier by Hwang et al. [80] on Fe-Fe complexes in 

proteins. Attempts to attach one of our feasible suggestions to a Si backbone, cut from a 

12 membered ring in MFI, were performed. Our attem pts gave similar structures to those 

reported by Knops-Gerrit et al. [94].
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2.4  R esu lts  and D iscu ssion

In Figure 2.7 a scheme is shown where various bond length and bond angle measurements 

are labelled.

- S i
:Si-

S i-
- S i
/

Figure 2.7: Labels for geometry measurements.

In Table 2.2 a summary of the calculation details is shown.

Calculation Functional Grid Size
Model 1 
Model 2 
Model 3 
Model 4 
Model 5 
Model 6 
Model 7 
Model 8

VWN
VWN

BP
GGA(P91)

BLYP
PWC
PWC
BLYP

medium
fine

medium
medium
medium
medium

xfine
fine

Table 2.2: Details of the functional and grid setting for each calculation.

In Table 2.3 the bond length and bond angle measurements for each of the optimised 

structures are shown.

2.4.1 S tructural p roperties

One of the aims of this study is to predict the Fe-OH bond length using DFT cluster cal

culations. The previous interatomic potential methods have reported a distance around of

2.04 Â. Unfortunately, there is no experimental way of determining this bond length. The 

low concentration of Fe-OH bonds in a typical sample prohibits current EXAFS technology
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d l d2 d3 d4 OH ol o2 o3 o4 s i s2 s3 s4 a l a2 a3 a4
Lewis 2.05 1.74 1.75 1.77 1.00 1.68 1.54 1.55 1.55 3.39 3.28 3.23 3.19 131 174 155 142
Model 1 
Model 2 
Model 3 
Model 4 
Model 5 
Model 6 
Model 7 
Model 8

2.00 1.77 1.79 1.78 1.00 1.70 1.65 1.66 1.65 3.27 3.29 3.26 3.18 124 148 142 137
2.00 1.77 1.79 1.78 0.98 1.71 1.65 1.66 1.64 3.30 3.27 3.25 3.20 126 146 140 138
2.09 1.80 1.80 1.80 0.97 1.72 1.66 1.67 1.66 3.25 3.37 3.26 3.13 117 153 140 129
2.13 1.80 1.80 1.81 0.97 1.71 1.66 1.67 1.67 3.25 3.35 3.28 3.12 117 150 142 128
2.13 1.81 1.81 1.82 0.98 1.72 1.67 1.67 1.67 3.26 3.36 3.26 3.14 115 149 139 128
2.01 1.77 1.79 1.77 0.98 1.71 1.65 1.66 1.64 3.22 3.31 3.28 3.20 120 151 144 139
1.93 1.80 1.81 1.78 0.98 1.73 1.66 1.66 1.65 3.29 3.19 3.28 3.24 128 135 141 143
2.25 1.82 1.82 1.81 0.98 1.71 1.67 1.67 1.67 3.44 3.28 3.16 3.17 120 140 130 131

Table 2.3: Results for all calculations of the FeZSM-5 bond lengths (Â) and bond anglesn-
to obtain this bond length. Our study agrees with previous computer modelling reports 

by Lewis et al. [63,68]. We also observe the distortion of the tetrahedra by a strong elon

gation of the Fe-OH bond. Chemically the lengthening of this bond makes perfect sense. 

The protonated oxygen shares its electron density with an additional bonding hydrogen 

and, thus, weakening its bond with Fe, and hence a longer bond length is observed.

Our calculated value for the Fe-OH bond is around 2.00 Â for local density function

als which tend to overestimate the bond strength. The error in this calculation can be 

estimated to be around TO.02 A. This shows good agreement with the interatomic po

tential results. The value for the non-local functionals with gradient corrected methods 

give a value higher than this, from around 2.09 Â to 2.13 Â with an error estimated to be 

±0.03 Â. The reason for the longer bond length is the underestimation of bond strength by 

these methods. Using a finer mesh by changing the grid setting results in an exaggeration 

of these two trends. The functional BLYP with a fine grid setting predicts the Fe-OH 

bond length to be 2.25 Â and the T-O-T angles are severely acute. Similarly a fine grid 

setting in Model 7 exaggerates the overestimation of the bond strength by the local PWC 

functional and a very short distance of 1.93 Â is observed for Fe-OH.

In Figure 2.8 the difference between the optimised geometry for the classical calculation 

and the DFT cluster calculation is demonstrated. The DFT cluster optimisation tends to 

lengthen all bonds and thereby create more acute T-O-T angles which is also seen in the 

Table 2.3. The interatomic potentials model predicts flatter T-O-T angles.
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Figure 2.8; Comparison of the minimised structure obtained from interatomic potential 
methods (bold line) and the optimised structure obtained from DFT (regular line).

2.4.1.1 M ethodology considerations

If one was to perform a series of calculations using more advanced quantum mechanical 

techniques such as corrected Hartree Fock methodologies, the Fe-OH bond length may 

converge to be between the two values predicted by our DFT methods, possibly around

2.06 A. This is a prediction and an expensive study to provide evidence is unwarranted for 

this particular system. There are options for a more advanced study which avoids some of 

the shortcomings of DFT. Particularly transition metals such as Fe are often not correctly 

modelled using a DFT approach. Development of DFT functionals tuned to particular 

metals have shown to improve accuracy of D FT calculations within levels of higher Hartree 

Fock theory. A proposal for further detailed calculations is not planned.

An example of a study using higher levels of quantum mechanical theory has been 

carried out by Price et al. [101]. These computational studies attem pt to determine the 

nature of Fe in the earths inner core. The group has shown tha t modelling to higher degrees 

of accuracy for a transition metal such as Fe is complicated due to the many degenerate 

energy levels of the d-orbital electrons. The expenses for both cpu time and the necessary 

software development, i.e. modification of functionals and basis sets are large.
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In terms of methodology, there are a number of ways this study can be improved. 

One could increase the cluster size to include at least another shell of Si atoms. Partial 

modelling of lattice effects in tha t way would give the framework a higher degree of relax

ation. It is know tha t zeolite frameworks are flexible and robust enough to  accommodate 

distortions resulting from metal substitutions. By restricting our cluster size to only the 

next shell of T-atoms, any relaxation is severely hampered. This is clearly a weakness of 

the model. An increase in cluster size means an increase in computational cost which we 

attem pted to minimise. A cluster size of at least 26 T atoms has been suggested as the 

optimal cluster size for these type of calculations by van Santen et al. [98]. Another crucial 

stage of our methodology is cutting the cluster from a choice of 12 T-atoms. One could 

demonstrate th a t the order of the energetically most favourable sites is reproduced when 

using a quantum mechanical approach compared to the order obtained by interatomic 

potential techniques. Although confidence in the ordering of the interatomic potential 

results is reasonable, for completeness a quantum mechanical confirmation of this would 

be required. Another possibility is using embedded cluster methods, since they have been 

shown to give the correct ordering. This kind of investigation would be, again, extremely 

expensive since the MFI topology has 12 T-atoms, requiring any kind of comparison to 

be a long series of calculations. At current speeds of technology improvements, a similar 

energy T site study using embedded quantum mechanical methods for MFI may not be 

feasible for another three to four years. Presently, the strength of interatomic potential 

calculations is the feasibility of performing quick studies involving a series of calculations. 

From the results the most favourable sites are obtained and together with cluster approx

imations one can obtain preliminary structural data  which includes electronic effects.

2.4.1.2 Electronic Considerations

A further main aim for this study is to observe any electronic effects surrounding the Fe 

substitution.

In Figure 2.9 the surface of the electron density is shown around the cluster. The 

isosurface value range is 0.0800 for this plot. (An isosurface connects points in space
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Figure 2.9: Electron density surface of our cluster model, after optimisation using the 
VWN functional.

which have the same value in the data.) Thus, for the electron density surface plot, the 

plot shows the surface around the cluster where there are the identical electron density 

values (i.e. similar to a contour map). Thus, by changing the value of the isosurface, one 

changes the value of the constant-value along the contour lines. The default value is 0.1000 

but in the model shown this would show the surface to split between the Fe-OH bond. 

The weak concentration of electron density along the Fe-OH bond illustrates several points 

already mentioned. Firstly, the reduced bond order of the iron to the bridging oxygen and, 

secondly, the strong distortion of the tetrahedra is reflected in the electron density flgures. 

The electron density is concentrated around the central Fe.

Ill Figure 2.10 the electron density is shown as a slice of the isosurface previously 

shown. The slice is positioned on the central Fe atom and it is in the plane of the Fe-O-H 

bonds. The orientation of the cluster to the slice is shown by the small cluster. The 

electron density is strongly centred around the Fe atom and there is a relatively small 

amount of electron density along the Fe-OH bond. This agrees with what is known for
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Fe-O-H plane

Angstrom

Figure 2.10: Cross section (slice) of electron density centered at the Fe atom and viewed 
along the Fe-O-H plane. The small inset shows the orientation of the cluster.

an Al Bronsted acid site. The Al is known to be highly polarizable [98], with most of the 

electron density centred aronnd it, similar to tliat observed in onr results for Fe snbstitnted 

zeolites.

Briefly we mention in this section the influence of basis set choice and treatm ent of 

details such as spin mnltiplicity of the Fe "̂  ̂ system. Although the DNP is regarded 

as an accurate basis set, one can improve the accuracy of modelling Fe by specifying 

additional orbitals for 3d electrons in the Fe '̂  ̂ system. The spin mnltiplicity for Fe d^ 

metal is shown in the Figure 2.11. A number of trial calculations were performed to 

investigate the influence of defining various spin configurations. The low spin and high 

spin configurations were calculated in addition to several intermediate spin configurations. 

This was done to sample the possible configurations. The outcome showed no substantial 

difference in the geometries obtained when using various spin assignments, though the 

energy values did differ minimally. Two, soon to be published, reports by Saadonne et 

al. [102,103], examine in detail the influence of spin to energetics of divalent and t rivaient 

metals in ahuninosilicate systems. Saadonne and co-workers report trivalent metals such 

as Fe "̂̂  to be stable in the high spin state due to the low crystal field splitting of the metal
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M u ltip lic ity  o f  F e (3 + )

F e (3 + ) is  d (5 ) ^  ^  :|L _  S =  5 /2

3d 4 s

tetrahedra octahedra

low  spin —  —  —  —
S =  1/2 S

4  #  % 4  F

highsp in 1 -  i -  i -  f  f -

f  f  f  f  f

m u ltip lic ity  =  2S  +1

high  spin (5 /2 )  m u ltip lic ity  =  2 (5 /2 )  + 1 = 6  

m id d le spin m u ltip lic ity  =  4

lo w  spin (1 /2 ) m u ltip lic ity  =  2 (1 /2 )  +1 =  2

Figure 2.11: Spin multiplicity of

in a framework environment. Our preliminary calculations show the same observations in 

th a t the high spin configurations are energetically more stable.

Another shortcoming of the cluster method is the capping of the terminal Si atoms 

with hydrogens. How valid are hydrogen term inated Si clusters? We have observed an 

attraction between the Fe atom and the hydrogen atoms. The attraction results in the 

orientations of the hydrogens twisting to align with the Fe atom. We have chosen not to 

fix the terminal hydrogens but instead the Si atoms to ensure the rigidity of the outer 

Si positions. If the Si atoms were allowed to relaxed they would no longer reproduce the 

average Si-Fe and Fe-0 bond distances observed by experiment. There are alternative 

methods to mimic the rigidity, for example one can fix the H and Si bond lengths and 

angles so tha t the pair resemble the direction of the would-be Si-0 bond. W ith each 

additional fixed atom there are a number of additional problems such as convergence 

and negative vibrational frequencies. Another option is to term inate the Si atoms with 

OH groups, but here again problems arise. In general, OH groups are more mobile than
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hydrogens which results in convergence problems due to flat energy curves, and also there 

are difficulties in finding the correct starting positions of the various oxygen and hydrogen 

orientations.

2.4 .2  V ibration al frequency calcu lation s

In this section we present results for the vibrational frequency calculations for Fe and Al 

substituted ZSM-5, shown in Table 2.4.

0-H  str DMol calculation Experimental [8] GULP corrected
Fe ZSM5 3725 3630 3649 [68]
Al ZSM5 3662 3610 3620 [104]

Table 2.4: Vibrational frequency (given in waveumbers, cm“ )̂ of the OH stretching fre
quency for Al and Fe substituted ZSM-5. The DMol results are uncorrected for anhar- 
monicity.

Vibrational frequency calculations of FeZSM-5 (3725 cm"^) and AlZSM-5 (3662 cm~^) 

show to predict the correct trend in shift of experimental values for these systems. Al 

substituted ZSM-5 is a stronger acid than Fe substituted ZSM-5 with a higher frequency 

value (3630cm~^ and 3610cm"^ respectively). The reference for the experimental value is 

taken from Szostak’s Molecular Sieves [8] and the reference for the Al substituted ZSM-5 

predicted value was computed by Gray [104]. The frequency calculation for the FeZSM-5 

system is taken from Lewis [68]. The vibrational frequencies for the IP values are corrected 

for anharmonicity as described in reference [63].

The actual values of the quantum mechanical vibrational calculations do not fit well 

with experiment, showing the importance of surrounding lattice interactions. Corrections 

to the frequency to include anharmonicity may improve the values, though it has generally 

been accepted tha t the surrounding lattice crucially influences the stretching frequency 

and, thus, cluster calculations are insufficient in accuracy. For a chemical intuition point 

of view it is easily seen tha t long-range electrostatic interactions on the H atom from the 

surrounding lattice dominate. Embedded MM/QM techniques would be more suited to 

include the lattice; however, the methodology is more complex and is not applied in this 

chapter.

The aim of this study is not to investigate and re-evaluate cluster methods, but to
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apply the standard methodology and explore the functionals in the DMol package [27] to 

see electronic contributions to the Fe-OH bond and surrounding geometry. Considering all 

the shortcomings of the cluster approach and its limited validity especially for calculating 

vibrational frequencies, confidence in the presented results may be fading. However, our 

simple application and routine setup has justification in tha t for the system and for the 

intended purpose of the study, the methodology is sufficiently accurate.

2 .4 .3  O ptim ised  Fe-Fe com p lexes

Q  = oxygen

O  =Fe

B

OH OH

,0 /OH, p .

Si Fe Fe Si

sr ŝi

D OH

,o

OH

sr ŝi

Fe

- S i

Fe-Fe distance

A 2.69 
B 2.92 
C 3.05 
D 3.05 
E 2.62

Figure 2.12: DMol optimised extra-framework Fe complexes (distances measured in A).

We present optimised structures in Figure 2.12 of five proposed iron complexes. Models 

A & B are from Joyner and Stockenhuber, Models C & D are taken from the M arturano 

paper and Model E is our own suggestion. Shortly after we obtained Model E, a similar
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structure was suggested in the literature by Knops-Gerrits and Goddard [94] and further 

investigation was unwarranted!

Prom the calculations performed here, there is no evidence to suggest tha t models A 

& B are still reasonable proposals for the Fe-Fe complexes. The Fe-Fe distance in our 

optimised complexes of these suggestions is predicted to be far longer than the reported 

distance of 2.55 A. Models D and E are predicted to  be more plausible. Experimental 

evidence may be able to confirm the various suggestions in due time and the importance 

of their role in catalysis also needs to be explored further. A computational study may 

provide an excellent route to study these systems. A further study to investigate the 

possible reactions of these Fe-Fe complexes and the role in the decomposition of NOx 

would be extremely interesting and feasible.

2.5 S u m m ary  and  C onclusion

Functional d(Fe-OH)/A d(Fe-0)avg /A d(Fe-Si)avg /A
VWN 2.00 1.83 3.25
PW C 2.01 1.83 3.25
GGA 2.13 1.88 3.25
BP 2.09 1.88 3.25
BLYP 2.12 1.89 3.25
Lewis [63] 2.04 1.83 3.25
EXAFS [67] - 1.83 3.20, 3.38

Table 2.5: Summary of geometry results of our cluster model after optimisation.

In Table 2.5 a summary of the geometry measurements and results is shown. The DFT 

cluster calculations reported in this chapter have demonstrated tha t the previous atomistic 

modelling of the Fe substituted site in ZSM-5 was accurate. A distorted tetrahedral with a 

elongated Fe_OH bond was predicted by atomistic models and this geometry was confirmed 

by our calculations. The atomistic results were obtained with a fraction of the computing 

costs of our D FT calculations and certainly in the near future it cannot be envisaged that 

DFT cluster calculations will replace interatomic potential predictions for zeolites with 

T site substituted systems. It was im portant to see if the electronic effects play a vital 

role in this system and if a different geometry would be predicted. It seems that for this 

system, calculated electronic effects did not have an dramatic effect.
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In addition, we have demonstrated tha t our vibrational frequency calculations repro

duce the general trend between Al and Fe substituted ZSM-5. Due to the severe innate 

deficiencies of modelling vibrational frequencies with cluster models, this result may well 

be a coincidence, and confidence in it is low. Suitable embedding modelling techniques 

would most probably predict the same trend. At this point in time, a full quantum me

chanical periodic treatm ent is unfeasible for the MFI topology.

We also observe in a brief DFT study of Fe-Fe complexes, tha t some structures sug

gested in the literature do not optimise to the geometries which would fit the experimental 

data. Our study fails to be conclusive but a particular structure, tha t of a dinuclear species 

attached to the silica backbone, optimises to a geometry which agrees with experimental 

data and a similar suggestion was recently published [94].

This study has shown that, despite limitations of using quantum mechanical cluster 

methods, valuable confirmation of the atomistic studies of Fe in the ZSM-5 system can be 

given.
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In science one tries to te ll people, in  such a way as to be understood by 
everyone, som ething that no one ever knew before. B ut in  poetry, i t ’s the 
exact opposite.

Chapter 3 ----------------------------------- Paul Dirac

Acidic Properties of B eta, ZSM-12 
&: ZSM-48 Zeolites

3.1 In trod u ction

This chapter investigates Br0nsted acid sites in aluminium and boron substituted beta, 

ZSM-12 and ZSM-48 zeolites using classical interatomic potential methods, periodic den

sity functional theory (DFT) methods and hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular mod

elling (QM/MM) embedding techniques.

3.1 .1  H yp o th esis

Geometrical differences in the acidic sites of zeolites lead to energetic differences which 

explain variations in catalytic performance when substituted with Al or B. Beta zeolite 

shows an enhanced reactivity in acid catalysed processes when substituted with boron due 

to topological differences which improve access to Lewis acid sites. It is also hypothesised 

tha t zeolite frameworks will differ in accommodating the distortion of the framework 

resulting from B substitution which creates a silanol group and a Lewis acid site on the 

trigonal boron.

3.1 .2  B ackground

The use of solid acid catalysis methods has greatly increased in the last decade and the use 

of zeolites is proving to be both reliable and cost effective in industrial processes. Due to 

increased pressure on chemical companies to limit their environmental pollution and the 

rise in cost for processing waste products, there is an even greater need for selectivity in
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catalysis. W ith the use of zeolites as acid catalysts, selectivity and activity are objectives 

which can both be realised. Al and B substituted zeolites are an im portant group of acid 

zeolites and the focus in this chapter is their reactivity in the production of isobutene.

Isobutene is an im portant industrial feedstock, as it is used in production of diisobuty

lene, butyl rubber, antioxidants for foods, packaging, food supplements & plastics, isooc

tane, high-octane aviation gasoline and polyisobutene resins. The main use of isobutene 

is in the alkylation of gasoline at oil refineries. Another use, which has greatly increased 

in the last ten years, is in the production of MTBE (methyl tertiary-butyl ether) via 

isobutene and methanol. MTBE is used as a fuel additive (anti-knock agent) in many 

countries including the United States. Currently isobutene is produced by catalytic crack

ing of petroleum and more recently via isomérisation and dehydrogenation of n-butane and 

LPG (Liquefied Petroleum Gas/Propane). The first method, catalytic steam cracking of 

feedstock such as ethane, propane, naphtha or gas oil, produces a low yield of G4 products 

such as isobutene and new alternatives are constantly being sought out. The production 

of isobutene using zeolite systems in the cracking process as catalysts is investigated by a 

computational study comparing acid sites in Al and B substituted samples.

This chapter gives also, from a theoretical standpoint, a detailed look at how acidity can 

be modelled with computer simulation. By incorporating trivalent metal species into the 

framework, such as Al and B, charge neutrality is restored by creation of acidic sites on the 

bridging oxygens between Si and the substituted species. Due to differences in topologies, 

distribution of Al or B in the framework and various other factors, not all bridging acid 

sites are equal in reactivity. The factors affecting acidity have been examined by various 

computational groups in the zeolite community. One popular method used by chemists 

working in this field is to calculate the relative stabilities in energy of each possible acid 

site [91]. This gives the energetically most favourable acid site and it is believed this leads 

to the most likely populated site and, thus, the catalytically most active site. Various 

approaches to  explain differences in reactivity, revolve around two main themes. Firstly, 

the stability of the acid site or, in other words, the population of certain sites in the 

topology, is crucial and, secondly, equally im portant is the accessibility to active sites by
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a reactant molecule. Before following the basis of these arguments, we take a moment to 

define the term s used in discussing acidity in zeolites.

3.1.2.1 Acidity

As a point of definition.

Brpnsted - Loury Classification

• Acid HA is a proton donor. HA H+ +  A“

• Base B is  a proton acceptor. B +  H^ —̂ BH^

Lewis Classification

• Lewis acid is an electron pair acceptor. A + “ —̂ A

• Lewis base is an electron pair donor. A —>• A+"

The protonated form of zeolites are classified as Brpnsted acids. In cases where no H is 

present the zeolites are classified as Lewis acids (such as B substituted zeolites).

Proton Affinity One describes a molecule which exhibits a high proton affinity (PA) 

as a poor proton donor and in terms of Brpnsted acidity a weak acid. A molecule there

fore with a low PA is a strong acid and a better proton donor. The approximate proton 

affinity (PAg) is the difference in total energy between the pairs of molecules M and MH"*" 

or M“ and MH. In other words, the difference in energy between the protonated and 

unprotonated form is calculated, which is called the deprotonation energy. The differ

ences in energy will give an approximation of the proton affinity for each acid site in the 

zeolite system. The smallest difference in energy gives the acid site with the lowest PAg 

and therefore the strongest acid site. In addition, one can obtain from a series of energy 

calculations the site with the lowest overall energy or also termed the most energeti

cally / thermodynamically favourable site (usually not the most acidic site). In summary, 

one can say the deprotonation energy is a direct measure of acidity, the lower the deproto

nation energy the more acidic the Brpnsted proton. However, this only gives the intrinsic
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acidity - neither factors such as accessibility to the acid site, nor how transfer to nearby 

base may stabilise the A“ form, are considered.

T ren d s  in  P A  for siliceous sy stem s A general trend for PA of the zeolite systems is 

given by Stave et al. [88].

• Si-OH > Si-OH-B > Si-OH-Al > Si-OH-Si

This trend can be explained in general chemical terms by describing the PA of the oxygen 

species in each case. Terms describing aqueous acids can also be applied here. Although 

terms such as pH do not apply since one cannot measure a concentration of HgO^ ions, 

one can explain a strong solid acid in terms of the bond energy for the H-X species found in 

solid acids and the large electron affinity of X ~. In aqueous solutions the large hydration 

energy of X“ is an important factor contributing to acidity which does not apply directly 

here. Instead the stability of the BH'*" species is discussed. For the Si-OH-Si system, the 

strongest acid example, the PA is the lowest since the H -0 bond is weakest. Here the 

oxygen is bonded to two Si 4+ atoms and with its electron density shared equally in Si-0 

bonds it can only weakly bond to H. This reduced electron affinity results in a low PA, 

a weak OH bond and a higher acidity. The Si-OH-Al system has a slightly lower acidity 

since Al is now a 3"*" atom and it is more ionic in character than Si. W ith a negative charge 

polarised on the oxygen atom, it can weakly bind with a H. Boron substituted systems have 

a lower acidity if we continue the argument, due to a weak bond with oxygen allowing 

a strong bond between oxygen and H and, therefore, a weak acidity. In fact we shall 

see later th a t the bond between boron and a bridging oxygen is so weak th a t the boron 

becomes trigonal and a weakly acidic silanol group is formed. The Si-OH system is clearly 

the weakest acid in this scenario since the oxygen is now only bonded to one Si atom 

and a proton. Such a silanol group has a strong bond between O and H which results in 

a high PA and a low acidity. There are numerous ways to explain the trends but it is 

im portant to quantify these observations through experiment. Although it turns out that 

experimentally the study of acidity in zeolites is not easy.
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E x p e r im e n ta l an a ly sis  o f ac id  s ite s  Experimentally acid sites can be identified us

ing IR spectroscopy due to the distinct OH stretching band and NMR spectroscopy. 

IR experiments can be conducted with heat flow microcalorimetry and temperature- 

programmed desorption. Al substituted acidic systems are measured using IR techniques 

and the frequency of the OH stretching band is around 3610 cm“ ,̂ as we saw in the pre

vious chapter. Formally, frequency is measured in units of Hertz (Hz) but throughout 

this thesis we quote frequency in units of wavenumbers (cm“ ^).  ̂ The IR frequency of 

a B substituted system is around 3725 cm~^. A higher stretching frequency of the OH 

describes a higher bond energy between the oxygen and the hydrogen. As the frequency 

falls the bond strength decreases and thereby the acidity increases. So in theory or on 

very general term s the frequency gives an indication of the acid strength.

By introducing a Lewis base such as CO or CH3CN or pyridine into the system, the 

base will adsorb onto the acidic proton via hydrogen bonding. This weakens the OH bond 

and it can be observed in the spectra as a lowering of the OH stretching frequency. This 

is called a shift down field (a red shift) in frequency since it is a shift to lower energy. 

The acid strength is considered proportional to the amount of shift to lower frequency. 

For example, an Al substituted system is a strong acid, so as the base probe molecule 

is adsorbed the OH is weakened and a large red shift occurs. Similarly, if a stronger 

base is used such as H2CCH2 the shift will also increase. Measurements of OH stretching 

frequencies due to the adsorption of basic molecules give a more detailed picture of the 

acidity than a vibrational frequency of the bare acid site. These measurements will take 

into account the surrounding structure of the acid site and the access to it from the ‘view’ 

of the basic molecule.

Thus two main arguments for catalytic activity are investigated, the strength of acidity 

due to the metal substitution and the shape selectivity in terms of access to the acid sites 

due to the differences in topology. Lewis acid sites, for example cationic sites such as Ti 

in TS-1, can also be probe via this method of introducing a basic probe molecule. In some 

cases a ‘buried’ acid site is discovered whereby the cationic metal species will need to move

^The wavenumber is defined as the reciprocal of the wavelength expressed in centimetres and it is 
directly proportional to the frequency.
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out of the framework structure to form a complex with the base. The shift in vibrational 

frequency due to introducing a base can also be modelled using computational techniques 

and an example will be described in a later section. From this present array of techniques 

it is hardly possible to observe the structural factors affecting the acidity. For example, 

little is understood about the local structure surrounding the substitution site and how 

this affects the acidity of the zeolite for experimental IR measurements. Some IR fre

quency experiments show homogenous behaviour for acid sites whereas some programmed 

desorption experiments show heterogenous energetics and several distinct acid sites. There 

are arguments for homogeneity and heterogeneity of acid sites in zeolites in reference [105] 

and references therein. These observations have resulted in several debates and it is not 

evident tha t not all is clearly understood about the exact nature of acidity in zeolites. In 

the literature review section these topics will be discussed. Computer modelling insights 

can provide additional information by specifically showing the influence of structure in 

relation to acidic sites and their overall energies. In an ideal scenario, experimental mea

surements of the enthalpy of deprotonation is the direct method to determine the strength 

of the acid but this is only possible in gas-phase systems; for solid acids this cannot be 

measured directly. However, with modern quantum mechanical techniques fundamental 

energy data can be obtained; although the large size of zeolite systems can be problematic 

for calculations.

3.1.2.2 The Local Hard-Soft Acid-Base Principle

The principle of Hard-Soft Acid-Base (HSAB) was proposed by Pearson [106]. The prin

ciple states th a t hard acid likes hard base and tha t soft acid likes soft base. Later, local 

description of hardness and softness were derived from the concept of electron density. 

Thus, one can calculate the local softness of an atom from its electron density via Fukui 

functions, discovered by Parr and Yang [107,108] Consequently, it was proposed tha t the 

softest atom is the most reactive atom towards an electrophilic or nucleophilic attack. 

Later it was found that if reactivity occurred for atoms with the same values of local 

softness, not necessarily the softness values.
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Therefore, using a quantum mechanical description, specifically DFT, one can calculate 

the electron density and from it derive approximations of reactivity based on the local 

hardness and softness of the atoms involved. This method has been shown to be useful for 

acid-base reactions in zeolites by a variety of groups, such as Krishnamurty et al. [109] and 

references therein. Improvements to the method can be made by embedding the cluster 

via a suitable QM/MM scheme and an example of this application will be presented later 

in the literature review.

3.1.2.3 Br0nsted acid site versus silanol group

The effect of substituting a trivalent ion for tetravalent Si atom produces a charge imbal

ance in the framework which can either be neutralised using an interstitial counter cation 

such as Na"*" or by protonating the bridging oxygen and producing a Brpnsted acid site. 

Alternatively the bridging oxygen may break its bond with the substituted Me^+ atom 

and produces a silanol group. Such a structure in turn  forms a Lewis acid site, with Me^+ 

acting as the strong electron pair acceptor; illustrated in Figure 3.1 for boron as the Me^”*”. 

The reduction in bond order between a substituted Mê "*" atom and a protonated oxygen 

is dramatic not just for a boron substituted T atom. In general, oxygen does not prefer 

to be three coordinated and it is only in zeolite chemistry tha t this is widely accepted. 

The term bridging hydroxyl group should be treated with care. Also, the hydrogen of 

the silanol group is only weakly acidic. Zeolite surfaces are generally term inated with 

silanol groups and it has been shown in experiments th a t the surface silanol groups do not 

account for the acidic catalytic properties of zeolites.

\  /  \  /
—  Si . S i —  — Si ^Si—

o — Si O  B S I —  \  o - ----- Si O B - SI—

/ \  \ / \  \o o. o o.

7k 7k

Figure 3.1: Substitution of boron leads to the formation of a silanol group and Lewis acid 
site
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3.1.2.4 Three coordinated boron

Boron substitution into the zeolite framework causes a problem in terms of computer 

modelling. The fact tha t boron can be four or three coordinated cannot be modelled 

with classical methodology for the simple reason th a t one readily avoids to model bond 

breaking and formation with these methods. One must choose a forcefield in which the 

boron is modelled as three coordinated or choose another one where it is modelled as four 

coordinated. At present there is no standard boron forcefield to deal with variable coordi

nation of B in zeolites. Takada et al. [110,111] developed a suitable variable coordination 

forcefield to model aspects of B2O3, which is in, itself a very interesting material, being 

one of the hardest materials after diamond. However, these potentials are not transfer

able. Certainly, a development of a forcefield with variable coordination for boron would 

be interesting and of great importance to the zeolite community; unfortunately it was not 

possible to attem pt this for this thesis due to  lack of time. Thus for our work, the problem 

remains and as standard lattice energy calculations with B substituted zeolites cannot be 

done, we were forced to use other methods.

W ith quantum mechanical methods one can circumvent this problem. After geometry 

optimisation, it has been shown tha t three coordinated boron does in fact form along with 

a silanol group. We have observed this to be the case in our calculations and also the work 

by Valerio et a i [112] support this finding.

3.1.2.5 Choices in QM techniques

To continue the general theme of this thesis one should discuss the choice in quantum 

mechanical computational methods for studying this system. Simple cluster methods, as 

presented in the previous chapter, have been used for many studies and have provided 

data on many systems. There are however a number of limitations, as discussed earlier in 

chapter one but in summary these are:

• Boundary effects are influential when the cluster is separated from the crystal struc

ture which creates errors in the results.

• Neglect of the long-rage electrostatic effects due to the Madelung potential of the
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solid cannot be modelled.

• Important adsorbate-wall interactions cannot be studied using cluster models.

These limitations have been largely accepted in return for performing high quality 

quantum mechanical treatm ents of the relevant active centres. Increasingly, due to im

provement in computer hardware and computational software, very large clusters of atoms 

can now be investigated routinely. By increasing the size of the cluster one can correct 

some of the limitations described. Periodic quantum mechanical techniques can also be 

used for certain systems where symmetry relations of the zeolite structure can decrease 

the computation expense to the point where it is feasible to perform such calculations. In 

addition one can also employ hybrid QM/MM embedding techniques which are becoming 

ever more popular due to the improvements in initial setup where these techniques have 

been difficult.

In general the choice of technique depends still largely on the specific subject nature of 

the investigation. One chooses the technique to balance precisely between computational 

cost and the quality of the results tha t can be obtained. Often some quality or degree 

of detail is sacrificed for quantity, i.e. a series of calculations of lower quality may resolve 

a specific point. There is no exact computational approach to solve problems of zeolite 

acidity.

Here, we have considered various approaches to stay in balance with degrees of com

plication and computer resources. We also acknowledge in some cases tha t presently the 

resources are not available for further investigation or more importantly the initial results 

do not warrant further expense. It should also be kept in mind th a t computer simula

tions which quickly obtain results and brought about in the minimum of time should be 

treated with great care. Full exploration of these systems are often arduous, tedious and 

time-consuming.

Initially, we have performed standard lattice energy minimisation of all possible acid 

sites of the substituted zeolites under consideration. After these results showed no clear 

explanation of the experimental data, more complex embedded cluster techniques and
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where possible (due to small system size), full periodic quantum mechanical calculations 

were performed. These methods were chosen instead of cheaper cluster calculations, since 

initial cluster calculations showed a trigonal boron arrangement. We wanted to be confi

dent of this observation by including surrounding lattice effects with periodic models or 

embedded clusters.

3.1.2.6 The catalytic data

The specific basis of this project comes from experimental catalysis data which shows some 

interesting behaviour for the catalytic activity of the three zeolites ZSM-12, ZSM-48 and 

beta zeolite when substituted with boron [113]. In the case of ZSM-12 and ZSM-48, the 

data  shows a clear increase in activity for the samples which have been Al substituted. 

The B substituted samples show little or no activity. However, for the beta zeolite samples 

both the Al and the B substituted samples show remarkable similar activities, in the same 

range of the other two zeolite structures. This is shown in the graphs in Figure 3.2. 

How can this data be explained? W hat is the difference in structure which allows the 

boron substituted beta zeolite samples to have the same activity as the stronger acidic 

substitution effect of Al?

0 , 8  *  Ÿ
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Figure 3.2: Isobutene in product stream over Al- and B-ZSM-48, ZSM-12 and beta samples 
respectively

It has been known for several systems tha t selective acidity can increase reactivity. Al

though Al may be the stronger acidic system, a weaker B substituted system may be more 

selective in activity and, thus, show stronger or equal catalytic activity. Whilst this may 

explain why beta B substituted zeolite is still as active as the Al beta zeolite, it does not
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explain why the other two B substituted systems do not have high activity as well. The 

reason for this may be explained in the differences in topology. Beta zeolite has a two 

dimensional channel system compared to the one dimensional channel of the other two 

zeolite systems. Thus, possibly some acid sites are more likely to be accessed by reactants 

in beta zeolite and more reactivity is observed. If this were the case, the Al substituted 

systems should show a difference in reactivity which they do not. Our investigations 

presented here hope to shed light on these contradicting matters.

3.1 .3  L iteratu re R ev iew

The next sections will review the approaches used to study acidity in zeolites. The com

putational methods used vary from the quantum mechanical descriptions to the classical 

molecular modelling, and to hybrid QM/MM techniques which show promising potential 

in this field. The subject of choosing between studying the immediate environment of the 

acid site using QM techniques or also including surrounding lattice effects with classical 

interatomic potentials or indeed trying to incorporate both, is reflected in many papers. 

Before the various methods are described in detail, we should possibly consider the basis 

of these approaches - the acid site model.

3.1.3.1 The wrong model?

Is the model of a zeolite with a distinct acid site the right model on which to base our 

methods? The possibility tha t proton migration might take place in these compounds has 

led to a rethink of active sites. The activation energy for a proton to hop among oxygens 

in a AIO4 tetrahedra has been measured and found to be favourable in many industrial 

process which use solid acid catalysis. Baba et al. [114,115] found the activation energy 

to be 19 kJ mol“  ̂ for H-ZSM-5, while Sarv et al. [116] report an energy of 45 kJ mol“  ̂ for 

H-ZSM-5. These results were obtained by NMR. This migration effectively means that 

studies which only concentrate on the the most energetically favourable site determined 

by the lowest overall energy may be missing an im portant point. Although in the past 

years many IR spectra peaks have been assigned to specific acid sites suggesting distinct 

sites, for example in faujasite [89,92,117], there is now the notion tha t a proton can hop
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at any given time to a new active site. The more correct notion may well be tha t one must 

identify the distinct metal substitution sites in the framework and its four surrounding 

oxygens will be all equally likely acid sites.

Implementation of such a model would require some sort of description of how the 

hydrogen migrates from one acid site to another. As a concept, it is quite simple and 

indeed many chemists happily draw curly arrows to designate the path of a proton around 

a ring type structure. A delocalised proton would hop from one oxygen to another oxygen 

of the same tetrahedral AIO4 unit but could also hop to another AIO4 unit if nearby. 

The only current valid description with current codes would be a full quantum mechanical 

Monte Carlo dynamics run of the entire system. This would correctly model the necessary 

bond breaking and bond formation which occurs while the hydrogen is hopping from 

one oxygen to another in the realms of statistical mechanics based on temperature. At 

each stage the geometry would have to be optimised correctly. Quantum mechanical 

Monte Carlo simulations are very expensive and simulations of zeolite systems with proton 

hopping and its permutations reach the limitations of current hardware.

However, this has not deterred scientists from trying to model the proton mobility in 

acidic zeolite clusters. Work done by Fermann et al. [118,119] attem pts to quantitatively 

describe energy values for the process of hydrogen migration among the oxygens of a 

AIO4 tetrahedra in zeolite clusters. Also Sierka and Sauer [120] have simulated model 

proton mobility with quantum mechanical clusters and add long electrostatic effects using 

their QM-Pot method. The results of both groups show a higher activation barrier than 

observed in experimental data which they attribute to the exclusion of quantum tunnelling 

effects.

Proton mobility and its consequences are im portant for the study of acidity in zeolites 

but models to include this type of behaviour are only at a starting point. In a real zeolite 

sample, water molecules will be present which will facilitate proton mobility and also lower 

Si/Al ratios will affect proton mobility due to several acid sites being in close proximity. 

These factors have not yet been investigated.
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3.1.3.2 Current models

In summary the current model of acid sites is as follows: the acid site with the lowest 

overall energy (or defect energy) is considered the most stable acid site and, therefore, 

most likely to  be populated. After deprotonation, the deprotonation energy indicates the 

intrinsic acid strength by approximating the proton affinity. The conclusion here is, a 

lower deprotonation energy means higher acidity. If one calculates the four acid sites for 

one T site in the same zeolite structure, one can conclude the ordering of the deprotonation 

energy without calculating the unprotonated form, since each unprotonated form will be 

identical. So the difference in energies of the protonated sites give the deprotonation 

energies for those sites but with opposite signs.

For acid sites in a structure with more than one type of T  site, one can still compare 

the total energies and obtain a measure of the relative stabilities of the acid sites but one 

cannot determine deprotonation energies. To obtain the deprotonation energies of acid 

sites for different T sites one must be able to calculate the unprotonated form.

3.1.3.3 Classical m odelling

In the following sections some of the findings in the literature are reviewed.

A paper by Schroder et a i [92] describes some of the earlier work on bridging hydroxyl 

groups in the faujasite structure. The potentials used in our study are those derived in 

this piece of work. The vibration frequency values of the OH in Al substituted FAU can 

be summarised as follows:

• Infrared spectroscopy observes anharmonic fundamental frequencies, uqh? which lie 

between 3610 cm~^ [121] and 3623 cm“  ̂ [122] for Si/Al ratio higher than 7 for the 

HF(high frequency) band.

• The LF(low frequency) band is observed at around 3550 cm“ .̂

• Calculated harmonic frequencies (üjqh) are related to experimental anharmonic fre

quencies (l’on) by Equation 3.1 below.
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WQH =  ^OH +  2%OH (3.1)

From observed overtones of the HF and the LF [123] the anharmonicity constants 

xqh are 80 and 70 cm“ .̂ This combined gives a correction term of approximately 

150 cm“ .̂ This value is confirmed to be a good approximation by Henson et a i [124].

• Thus a range of 3550 +  150 =  3700 and 3623 +  150 =  3773 cm~^ for harmonic fre

quencies can be compared to calculated harmonic values.

• Of course, the alternative procedure is to correct the calculated values for anhar

monicity by subtracting 150 cm~^, what has been done throughout this report.

Another property which will be compared, is the OH bond length, roH, which is re

ported to be around 1.002 A, whereas detailed ab initio studies at tha t time [125] reported

0.964 A to  be a more accurate bond length.

Also reported are the calculated relative lattice energies which indicates the preferred 

sites for protonation. There are four oxygen sites in FAU and this paper concludes tha t 

the 03  is the most stable site followed closely by 01. Since the deprotonation energy is a 

measure of the protonated and unprotonated forms, and latter are identical, the difference 

in stability is also directly a measure of the deprotonation energy. So the most stable acid 

site has in turn  the highest deprotonation energy and higher proton affinity. Thus, the 

01  site is the more acidic site. Based on this assumption th a t the deprotonation energy 

gives the acid strength, Schroder et al. [92] goes on to plot the vibration frequency against 

the deprotonation energy. Since no correlation is found their paper concludes tha t the IR 

vibration frequency measurement is not a good measure of acid strength. In summary, the 

calculated properties which are hoped to indicate acidic strength, OH stretching frequency 

and deprotonation energy, which gives the approximate proton affinity, do not correlate 

well.

A later paper by the same authors [126] continues this line of work by deriving another 

set of potentials based on ab initio calculations. Comparison of the two potentials shows 

good agreement for the ordering of the sites in FAU in terms of energy and predicted
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acidity. We also use this potential for comparison of our acid sites. In this work the 

correction for anharmonicity follows the work by Sierka et al. [127] and the frequencies 

are multiplied by a factor of 0.90.

The zeolite faujasite is a well studied system; there are numerous experimental studies 

for comparison. A paper by Hill et al. [89] added another computational approach to the 

series, this time using periodic DFT methods to investigate the energetic ordering of acidic 

sites. They compare their results to the following studies.

• Empirical shell model potential by Schroder et al. [92] (the potential set used in our 

studies)

• Ab initio shell model potential by Schroder et al. [126] (the potential set used for 

comparison in our studies)

• D FT shell model potential by Sierka et al. [127] (a potential set not used in our 

studies)

• Embedded cluster methods by Eichler et al. [117] (a method not used in our studies)

They conclude tha t the 01  site is the energetically most favourable acid site in agreement 

with the embedded cluster calculations and in disagreement with all three shell model 

potential methods. Experimentally the occupancy for the 01 site is shown to be favoured 

so the authors conclude that their periodic DFT and the other embedded cluster methods 

are correct and the interatomic potential methods are wrong.

Not all zeolite systems are as simple in their topology as FAU and to  compare acid 

sites in more complex zeolites one has to use interatomic potential methods to find clues 

about acid sites and their properties. Our work follows the procedures outlined by Lewis 

et al. [95] in their paper entitled ‘Rationalisation of the IR stretching frequency of Br0nsted 

acid centres in microporous solids’-̂ a very similar paper was also published earlier [96]. A 

second paper by Sastre et al. [97] entitled ‘The role of the electrostatic potential, electric 

field gradient on the acidity of A P I and CHA zeotypes’ describes in more detail the same 

approach and the theoretical background. In this work, the authors model the acid sites
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in several different zeolite systems using the empirical shell model by Schroder et a i [92] 

and also a forcefield derived from DFT calculations by Sierka and Sauer [127].

The results of this work is the evidence of a strong correlation of the electric field 

gradient and the vibrational stretching frequency of the OH groups in zeolites. Although 

the relationship is approximately linear for most of the data points, the relationship is 

in fact quadratic. This was concluded in the publication by Sastre et al. [97]. However, 

for a limited range in the vibrational frequency (< 200 cm“ )̂ the relationship can be 

approximated as linear. The derivation of this relationship of electric field gradient and 

vibrational frequency is given at a later point in this chapter.

The classical methods also show a strong dependence of the vibration frequency and the 

elongation of the 0-H  bond. As discussed previously the bond strength and bond length 

is critical in our understanding of proton affinity, deprotonation energy and other factors 

governing the strength of the acid site in zeolites. However, the energy contribution for 

the 0-H  bond is part long-range and part short-range showing the importance of including 

surrounding lattice effects. Thus, the electric field across the zeolitic acid site is also an 

im portant contribution to the bond elongation and acidity as short range terms. It also 

follows tha t if one plots the vibrational frequency versus the EFG, the lower left hand is 

the area describing the strongest acid sites regardless of their overall defect energies.

A recent publication by Sastre et al. [128] continues to use the atomistic force field 

simulations to investigate acid sites in zeolites. The difference in this paper is the em

phasis on preferential A1 siting due to structure directing agents (or template molecule) 

interactions. The simulation method begins by obtaining the most favourable A1 distribu

tion and template molecule accommodation within the zeolite framework. This is done by 

weighting Monte Carlo simulations of A1 positions with the docking results of the template 

molecule. The template molecule is then removed and the acid sites with the current A1 

positions. Clearly by introducing this added complexity a more realistic A1 distribution 

and population of acid sites is achieved since it is know tha t the template molecules also 

act as directors for Al. Unfortunately, there was not enough time to attem pt this approach 

in our studies.
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3.1.3.4 Quantum mechanical descriptions

In this section reports are reviewed which use quantum mechanical approaches to mod

elling acidity in zeolites.

A paper by Frash et al. [129] calculates the acid strength via infrared shift upon in

troducing of a basic probe. They attem pt to justify the use of the Paukshtis-Yurchenko 

correlation in zeolites with quantum mechanical calculations. Paukshtis and Yurchenko 

extended the methods used in liquid acids to measure acidity of zeolites via a base and 

propose tha t the logarithm of the shift of the frequency depends linearly on the depro

tonation energy [130]. This relationship is shown in Equation 3.2, where A and B are 

constants which vary with the base.

log(Ai)oH) =  .4 +  B*Aifd%-J (3.2)

Prash and co-workers calculate the shift in vibrational frequency due to a basic probe (the 

bases used were carbon monoxide, ethene and nitrogen). The model was a 2T atom model 

with Al and Si capped with hydrogens. The quantum mechanical methodology used was 

the MP2 (FULL) method. They show excellent agreement of their calculated shifts and 

deprotonation energies. This shows the importance of using a basic probe to measure acid 

strength indirectly via a frequency shift. Since earlier work has shown tha t IR could not 

be used to show acidic strength, this methodology is an im portant breakthrough.

Another method of probing the acid strength using computational techniques is illus

trated  in an extensive piece of work by Simperler et al. [131]. Monte Carlo docking of 

acetonitrile reveals low-energy configurations at various energetically favourable acid sites 

in zeolites CHA, FAU, FER, MFl, MOR, MTW and TON. From the optimised acetonitrile 

docking positions, large clusters are modelled of the acetonitrile molecule inside part of 

the zeolite framework as shown in Figure 3.3. Further and NMR shifts are cal

culated using a high level of quantum mechanical methodology. From these shifts, trends 

in acidity are observed which differ from the intrinsic measurements obtained by classical 

interatomic potential methods.

A paper by Valerio, Pie vert, G our sot and di Renzo [112] simulates the effect of
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Figure 3.3: Acetonitrile molecule inside a cluster cut from FAU [131].

boron substitution in zeolites using QIVl cluster models. The size of the cluster model 

is RsSiOBRa and the QM calculât ions which were performed are of the type, linear com

bination of gaussian-type orbital-density functional formalism (LCGTO-DF). The group 

reports, upon relaxation of the cluster after boron substitution, a trigonal boron entity 

and a silanol group. This rearrangement occurs only if the system is protonated. If a Na+ 

counterion is present the boron remains tetrahedrally coordinated. The study includes 

comparison of structural parameters of Al and B substituted systems. The cluster is cut 

from the zeolite mazzite (MAZ). The paper reports a significant decrease in the distances 

between Si atoms and the boron centre suggesting an explanation for the decrease in cell 

volume for B substituted zeolites compared to Al substituted zeolites. Comparison of 

structural parameters obtained by this group and our results is given in the discussion 

section.

3.1.3.5 E m bedding  techniques

Embedded clusters treat the active site with a quantum  mechanical description and the 

surrounding lattice of the zeolite system with a interatomic potential description. There 

are several different flavours of QM/MM methods. The QM/MIM method we have em

ployed is the method outlined in work by Sherwood and co-workers [55,56,132].

An extensive pieces of work by Eichler, Brandie and Sauer [117,133] describes trends in
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acidity for zeolites FAU, CHA, MOR and MFI based on calculated deprotonation energies 

and heats of ammonia adsorption. Deprotonation energies were calculated by removing 

a proton from the periodic model which involves compensating the lost charge with a 

uniform positive background charge and approximating the interaction of this background 

charge with defect centres. Heats of ammonia adsorption were calculated by introducing 

the ammonia molecule into the QM cluster and allowing for full geometry optimisation. 

The size of the QM cluster regions was varied and also different acid sites where considered. 

Due to the developing nature of these approaches the publications deal with many internal 

tests for accuracy within the model and further discussion of all the parameters is out of 

the scope of this thesis. The main conclusions are tha t deprotonation energies give a set of 

most acidic sites which only converges slowly with increasing cluster size. The ordering of 

acidic sites changes with the data of the heats of ammonia adsorption, due to differences in 

interaction of NH^ with the surfaces of the different zeolite systems. This approach offers, 

for the first time, a method of calculating the deprotonation energy of a zeolite comparable 

with other zeolites, something which cannot be done with the classical forcefield methods 

described earlier. Although it is acknowledged tha t assuming a uniform background charge 

creates numerous errors, the total error in the deprotonation energy values is approximated 

to be low, compared to the range of deprotonation energies obtained. The sequence of 

acidity from deprotonation energies is Y > CHA > MOR > ZSM-5 and from ammonia 

adsorption MOR > CHA % Y > ZSM-5.

The QM/MM embedding technique for zeolites we use later in this chapter was been 

developed by Sherwood, Hillier and Greatbanks [132]. Publications by Sherwood et al. [56] 

and de Vries et al. [55] show applications and improvements of this method. In a review 

paper, Hillier [134] summarises the methods developed by this group and their use for 

studying chemical reactivity. The paper of de Vries et al. [55] is described in more detail 

in the following section.

The implementation of the QM/MM scheme, used by de Vries et a i, forms part of 

the QUASI (Quantum Simulation in Industry) project by the CLRC (Central Laboratory 

of Research Councils) in Daresbury, U.K. The software code, ChemShell [29], written by
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Sherwood is an interface program linking several QM codes and the MM codes together. 

The QM code in their application is GAMESS-UK [30] and the MM code is DL_POLY [31]. 

The paper reports acid strength characterisation based on ammonia chemisorption energies 

and the methane D/H-exchange reaction. It is found tha t the acid strength correlates well 

with the local geometry of the acid site, particularly the O-Al-0 angle. In the series of 

zeolite systems studied, the 10-rings in MFI are found to be best suited for providing the 

optimal geometry for the strongest acid sites.

A recent paper by Deka and Hirao [61] investigates the interaction of CO with the fau

jasite system when exchanged with metal ions. Their methodology involves the SIMOMM 

(surface integrated molecular orbital molecular mechanics) method for the QM/MM 

scheme. Their work is an example of using the hard-soft acid-base (HSAB) principle 

mentioned earlier. Reactivity descriptors (global hardness and softness and local softness) 

are obtained from DFT calculations of the optimised embedded cluster. The descriptors 

are obtained by analysis of the electron density via Hirshfeld population analysis (HPA). 

It is found tha t HPA derived values for electrophilicity and nucleophilicity agree well with 

experimental data for Li"*", Na"*" and K'*’ ion exchanged zeolites. Especially inclusion of 

the cluster environment via the embedding method is found to improve the quality of 

agreement with experiment.
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3.2 M eth o d o lo g y

The methodology of our calculations differ for each different type of calculation we per

formed.

1. Classical interatomic potential methods using GULP

2. Periodic DFT calculations of the BEG structure using DMol^ [28]

3. Hybrid QM/MM embedding methods using QUASI/ChemShell

We will describe the methodology in this order.

3.2.1 G U L P C alcu lations

Initially the three zeolite structures ZSM-12, ZSM-48 and beta zeolite structures are loaded 

from a crystallographic database or from the zeolite structures database on the web. 

ZSM-12 has the topology of MTW, whereas the ZSM-48 does not have a IZA structure 

commission type code. Beta zeolite is disordered structure which has three topologies, the 

standard polymorph A called beta A zeolite which has the type code BEA, the polymorph 

B has the type code BEB and polymorph C is BEC.

3.2.1.1 Periodic Boundary Conditions and M ott-L ittleton

We have performed on each system a periodic boundary condition (PBC) and a Mott- 

Littleton calculation with the GULP code [25].

3.2.1.2 The topologies

The following sections outlines the studied topologies.

Zeolite beta polymorph A, also known as beta A has the BEA topology which is 

depicted in Figure 3.4. This topology has two 12 membered ring channels. One is running 

along the [100] direction with dimensions 6.6 x 6.7 Â and the other one is running along 

the [001] direction with dimensions 5.6 x 5.6 Â.

Zeolite beta polymorph B, also known as beta B, has the BEB topology which is 

depicted in Figure 3.5. BEB is not a type code recognised by the IZA since polymorph B
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shown from looking along [100] (B axis/y axis) and [001] (A
axis/x axis) respectively.

Figure 3.5: Structure of BEB shown from looking along the x axis and the y axis respec
tively.

has not been made in its pure form. BEB also has two 12 membered ring channels with 

similar dimensions to BEA.

Zeolite beta polymorph C, also known as beta C, has the BEC topology which is 

depicted in Figure 3.6. The C polymorph was only recently synthesised [135-137] in its 

pure form. The topology has two 12 membered ring channels, one running along the [001] 

direction with dimensions 6.3 x 7.5 Â and the other running along the [100] direction 

with dimensions 6.0 x 6.9 Â.

ZSM-12 has the MTW topology which is depicted in Figure 3.7, with one channel, a 

12 membered ring channel, running through the structure along the direction [010], with 

dimensions 5.6 x 6.0 Â.

The topology of the material ZSM-48 is another irregular example, similar to beta 

zeolites, where more than one topology is know to exist in its disordered structure. The
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Figure 3.6: Structure of BEC shown from looking along [001] and [100] respectively.

Figure 3.7: Structure of MTW shown from looking along [010].

ZSM-48 framework is a derivative of the FER  topology shown in Figure 3.8, where FER 

layers are stacked on top of each other. There exist several possible combinations for 

stacking the layers but the ones which combine to  give a good fit with experimental 

spectroscopic data  are the combinations which are labelled UDUD and UUDD. U (up) 

and D (down) describe the direction of the four vertices which connect the FER sheets.

From the paper by Schlenker et al. [138], the framework topology of ZSM-48 can be 

described in more detail. The FER topology (ferrierite) has 10 membered ring channels 

and ZSM-48 can be constructed from layers of FER sheets. Since there are 4 distinct 

independent T-atoms in the ferrierite sheet, these can either point up or down, resulting in 

28, due to symmetrical reasons, closely related structures. From simulated X-ray patterns 

of all the combinations, it was concluded th a t the two combinations UDUD and UUDD 

give the best fit, although it is not possible to resolve this further. Thus for this study 

we have taken the ZSM-48 topology to be the UDUD structure and, as an alternative, we
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Figure 3.8: Structure of FER shown looking along [100].

have also calculated the same properties with the UUDD topology .

Recently work by Lobo and van Koningsveld [139] have discovered a mistake in the 

above mentioned crystallographic structure data  on ZSM-48 by Schlenker et al. [138]. 

New structure solution techniques show th a t the ZSM-48 system is disordered and there 

are nine different topologies which need to be considered. Instead of describing layers 

of FER sheets and how they are connected, Lobo describes how the 10-membered ring 

channels are connected throughout the structure. This new method can also be used in 

other disordered zeolite frameworks to give a more accurate description. Which of the 

nine crystal structures is actually formed during preparation is strongly dependent on 

the preparation method. However, since this new work was not know at the time of our 

calculations, only the two previously known topologies were investigated. It turns out that 

the UDUD framework is one of the nine topologies which is formed preferentially in a type 

of synthesis for commercial ZSM-48 as determined by Lobo et al. [139]. The differences in 

the topologies are minimal, unlike the disordered family of beta zeolite for which we used 

all three polymorph topologies for analysis. Hence, the analysis of the UDUD structure, 

and for comparison the UUDD structure, originally suggested by Schlenker, should give 

an representative study of the ZSM-48 topologies.

3.2.1.3 Potentials

We have used two sets of potentials in this study.

1. Empirical shell model potential [92]
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2 . Ab initio shell model potential [126]

In Appendix A, Table A .l summarises the empirical shell model potential. The original 

Si02  potential derived by Sanders, Leslie and Catlow [32] is modified to  include Al and H 

by Schroder et a l [92].

The potentials by Schroder and Sauer [126] derived firom ab initio calculations include a 

shell polarisation term for the bridging oxygen site and provide an interesting comparison. 

Table A.2, also in Appendix A, summarises this potential set.

The main potentials for zeolite systems are listed below.

• ‘Sanders/Catlow’ potential by Sanders et a l [32]

• ‘Kramer’ potential by Kramer et al [140]

• modified ‘Sanders/Catlow’ potential by Schroder et a l [92] with bridging hydroxyl 

group potential by Saul et a l [141]

• ab initio derived potential by Schroder et al [126]

• DFT derived potential by Sierka et a l [127]

3.2.1.4 Procedure

Before starting with the Al substitution it is advisable to pre-optimise the geometry of 

each of these structures in the purely siliceous form, this saves time in later optimisation 

calculations. The next stage of the calculation involves substituting one of the T  atoms 

in each structure of an Al and protonating each of the bridging oxygens with a hydrogen. 

This gives four different structures which need to be calculated. For example, the BEA

topology has nine symmetrical equivalent T atoms with four acid sites each, which leaves

36 different structures to be calculated. After each structure optimisation additional 

properties are calculated such as the phonon eigenvalues, the vibration frequency and the 

electric field gradient.
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Calculated Vibration Frequency

For each atom GULP can calculate the modes of freedom and frequencies from the vectors 

of the second hessian. The vibrational frequency values are corrected for anharmonicity, 

by subtracting 150 cm“  ̂ from the harmonic value, in all results unless otherwise stated.

Electric Field Gradient and frequency

A theoretical justification for the relationship between the electric field gradient (EFG) 

and vibrational frequency is derived by Sastre et al. [97] and is given below.

If one writes out the Taylor expansion series for considering the intermolecular energy 

between atom pairs as,

+  +  (3.3)

it is possible for each atom position to calculated the electric field gradient for the elec

trostatic potential between the atom cores.

The classical equation of motion gives,

r = A cos{vt -I- (5) (3.4)

where:

1
(3.5)

V is the vibrational frequency of the atom pair.

p  =  (3.6)
m i +  7712

For purely ionic systems we can write the total energy as only the electrostatic energy as 

the sum of all electrostatic potentials given by,

Ue\ec =  9 X /  “  9 (3.7)
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We can approximate th a t only the OH bond will affect the electrostatic potential at the 

H site and thus only the terms including H must be considered. Thus when taking the 

2nd derivative one obtains the equation below.

i

Now substituting back into Equation 3.5 to obtain the equation below and the relationship 

between EFG and vibrational frequency.

1
— EFG^

.  ^
(3.9)

MAGIC - autom ating setup

It can be easily seen tha t the bottleneck in this procedure is the amount of work required 

to manually perform each T  atom substitution and subsequent protonation of the four 

surrounding oxygens using a molecular viewer. An automating procedure was developed 

in collaboration with Aileen Gray from UCL. The program is called MAGIC ( Martin and 

Aileen’s GULP Input Creator ). For use one requires a simple (xtl) file with the atom 

coordinates for a given structure.

Running the program produces GULP input files with T site substitution and proto

nation of one of the four bridging oxygens. The hydrogen is placed more accurately with 

this method at 1.00 Â bond length distance to the oxygen and in the plane of the T-O-T 

bond. W ith this the remaining procedure is simply a m atter of running these calculations 

on a suitable machine and evaluating the results.

3.2 .2  P eriod ic  D M ol ca lcu lations

Periodic DMol^ calculations were performed on the BEC system. This system was chosen 

since it has only three distinct T atoms with a unit cell of 97 atoms which keeps the 

expense of the calculations to a minimum. All 12 distinct acid sites were investigated with 

B as the T-atom substitution. A few sample calculations of Al substituted systems were 

also performed.
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Starting from the optimised structures from the GULP calculations, the Al was simply 

replaced with B and a periodic DFT calculation was performed. During the optimisation 

the unit cell was allowed to relax fully. The BLYP functional was used with a DNP (double 

numerical) basis set for all atoms. Details of DMol functionals and basis sets can be found 

in chapter one. A medium grid setting was used and the ‘A tom Jlcu t’ (basis set cutoff) 

value was reduced to 3.5 Â to speed up the calculation.

3.2 .3  Q U A S I/C h em S h ell calcu lations

The methodology used in our QM/MM calculations follows largely tha t of de Vries, Sher

wood et al. [55]. The zeolite system is represented by a large cluster consisting of approx

imately 750 atoms of which the central 10 atoms are treated quantum mechanically. This 

includes 5 T atoms with the central atom being the Al or B atom. For the 3 distinct T 

sites, three different clusters were modelled. This only allows for a comparison in energy 

between the four different OH sites in each of the clusters. The relative energies can be 

compared tentatively between all OH sites but should be treated with care.

In our calculation, the following options are used in the ChemShell package. The 

hybrid functional B3LYP (B88 and LYP) [54,142,143] was used in the GAMESS_UK QM 

calculation and a DZP basis set. The MM calculation was performed using the DL-POLY 

code and the potential set which is the aluminosilicate consistent force field (cff91_czeo) by 

Hill and Sauer [35,36]. The electrostatic embedding coupling scheme is used as described 

in the earlier theory chapter with charge shifting. Geometry optimisations were performed 

with mixed Cartesian-internal coordinates and no symmetry constraints. The QM/MM 

cluster was not relaxed in full; only atoms up to five bonds removed from the central QM 

T (Al or B) atom.
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3 .3  R esu lts  &: D iscu ssio n

The results are separated into the following sections. Firstly, the results for the classical 

GULP calculations are presented. Following this, the periodic DMol results on B BEC 

are presented and, finally, the hybrid QM/MM QUASI results are presented.

3.3 .1  In teratom ic  p o ten tia l resu lts

Lattice energy per TO 2 unit (kJ mol 
structure Energy diffAE
quartz -12418.0 0.0
ZSM-12 -12410.0 8.0
ZSM-48 -12409.8 8.2
ZSM-48* -12408.0 10.0
BEB -12403.8(4) 14.1(8)
BEA -12403.7(8) 14.2(4)
BEC -12402.0 16.0

Table 3.1: Calculated lattice energy values for the purely Si zeolite topologies. ZSM-48* is 
the UUDD structure. (An additional decimal place is given in parenthesis for some cases.

The results shown in Table 3.1 show the relative lattice energies of the purely siliceous 

frameworks. The energies are listed relative to the calculated lattice energy of quartz. 

The values are normalised by dividing by the number of Si atoms per unit cell.

The ZSM-48* topology is the UUDD structure referred to the topologies section. The 

results suggest th a t the UUDD is slightly less favourable compared to the other polymorph. 

Also the BEB polymorph is slightly more stable than  the other beta zeolite topologies.

In Appendix B .l, all results from our energy calculations are presented. The tables 

show the acid site label, the relative energy for th a t acid site to  the most stable site, the 

vibration frequency of the OH stretching band (corrected for anharmonicity), the electric 

field gradient and whether the acid site points into the framework structure, denoted S 

or into a channel denoted R for ring. The S* denotes an acid site enclosed in a five ring 

configuration.

Table B .l shows the combined results for the calculations performed with the periodic 

boundary conditions (PBC) and the M ott-Littleton (Mott-Lit) methodologies for the ZSM- 

48 (UDUD) topology. In Table B.2 the combined results are shown for the BEA topology.
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In Table B.3 the PBC results are shown only for the ZSM-48* (UUDD) topology. Table B.4 

shows the results for the BEC topology with a comparison of PBC results for the empirical 

shell model potential and the ab initio shell model potential. In Table B.5 the combined 

results are shown for the MTW topology. Table B .6 shows PBC results for the BEB 

topology.

A summary of the calculations is given in Table 3.2.

Title Calculation Comment
beaper beta A, periodic boundary conditions 

(9 Al substitutions, 36 different OH sites)
beamot beta A, M ott-Littleton method

(9 Al substitutions, 36 different OH sites)
bebper beta B, periodic boundary conditions 

(9 Al substitutions, 36 different OH sites)
beeper beta C, periodic boundary conditions 

(3 Al substitutions, 12 different OH sites)
zsm48per ZSM-48, periodic boundary conditions 

(4 Al substitutions, 16 different OH sites)
UDUD topology

zsm48mot ZSM-48, M ott-Littleton method
(4 Al substitutions, 16 different OH sites)

UDUD topology

zsm48_2per ZSM-48, periodic boundary conditions 
(4 Al substitutions, 16 different OH sites)

UUDD topology

zsm l2mot ZSM-12, M ott-Littleton method
(7 Al substitutions, 28 different OH sites)

zsm l2per ZSM-12, periodic boundary conditions 
(7 Al substitutions, 28 different OH sites)

Table 3.2: Summary of the performed MM calculations.
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3.3.1.1 P lots of EFG versus Vibrational Frequency

In this section the correlation between the electric field gradient and the vibrational 

stretching frequency of the OH is discussed. The plots shown are of EFG versus vi

brational frequency. We plot the linear graph, not the true correlation which is the square 

of the vibrational frequency against EFG. For a small range in frequencies one can ap

proximate the correlation to be linear. In Figure 3.9 the most stable acid sites th a t are

situated in the channel systems and tha t are accessible for reaction are plotted.
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Figure 3.9: A plot of vibrational frequency against EFG (electrical field gradient) for the 
most stable acid sites in Al substituted ZSM-12, ZSM-48 and beta zeolites.

From this plot it can be observed tha t both for the PBC and the M ott-Littleton cal

culations ZSM-48 OH34 is the most acidic zeolite system if we assume the correlation 

of vibration frequency and electric field gradient to be an accurate description of acid

ity. There is a good agreement between the PBC and M ott-Littleton calculations for the 

remaining topologies except for the MTW structure where different acid sites are more 

stable. In Figure 3.10 the most stable acid site for the BEA structure is shown.

We discussed also the correlation of EFG versus vibrational frequency by plotting the
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z U

Figure 3.10: BEA : most stable acid site. The acid site is highly accessible, pointing 
into the ring channel. (The hydrogen is shown in bine at the top right hand corner of the 
diagram.)

data points for all acid sites in Figure 3.11.

The graph shown in Figure 3.11 should give an indication of the most acidic sites, 

i.e. the points in the lower left hand corner. From these results one finds that there is no 

correlation between the most acidic site determined by the lowest vibrational stretching 

frecpiency and EFG and the most stable acid site determined by energetics. For example, 

for Al substituted BEA, the most stable acid site is 0H41, however the most acidic due 

to the frequency and EFG considerations is OH62. W ith 36 different acid sites and all 

except two accessible to one of the 12 membered ring channels it is difficult to conclude 

from this data which sites are indeed the most acidic and most likely to be populated in 

a real acidic beta A sample. As discussed in the literature review, with a system such as 

FAU with only four possible acid sites, it is easier to assign vibrational frequencies from 

experimental data and make conclusions about population of the sites.

Further if one compares the different zeolite systems the following observations can be 

made.

• All three systems, the beta family, the ZSlVI-12 and the ZSIM-48 family of structures, 

have acid sites which range from the lower end of the frequency scale to the higher. 

1 his suggests a variety of different acidities for each topology. It is not possible from 

this data to conclude which sites are more likely to be populated. One needs to
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Figure 3.11; A plot of vibrational frequency against EFG (electrical field gradient) for all 
acid sites in Al substituted ZSM-12, ZSM-48 and beta zeolites.

include template positions and Al distributions for more accurate suggestions.

• The energy data of the acid sites shows also a wide range of possible acid sites in

each structure. Except for two sites in the Al ZSM-48 UDUD system which have

unlikely high defect energies, all systems have defect energies for their acid sites lying 

in a favourable range.

• There is no strong difference between the empirical shell model potential and the ab

initio derived potential set. Both determine the sites 0H21 and OH22 Al BEC as

the most stable and the ordering of the sites is similar.

In summary, we see a variety of acidic strengths in terms of energies and indirect 

measurements such as EFG and vibrational frequency. One question remains for these 

plots, what about the group of points in Figure 3.11 which lie off the linear relationship?

In the beta family of zeolite structures (BEA, BEB and BEC) there are several points
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Figure 3.12; Enclosed hydrogen in five ring unit which occurs in the beta zeolite family, 
denoted S* in the results tables.

which deviate from the line in Figure 3.11. These correspond to acid sites enclosed in five 

rings. Although it can not be deduced from the EFG and frequency values, since there is 

a spread in values, the acid site environment is identical for all cases. At these sites the 

hydrogen is situated on an oxygen pointing inwards into a five ring configuration where 

the nearest neighbouring oxygen is in close proximity (% 1.7 À), as shown in Figure 3.12. 

The structure is denoted S* in the results tables. At this short distance to the nearest 

neighbouring oxygen, hydrogen bonding interactions are likely to occur. It is unlikely 

tha t this site would be populated in a real zeolite sample. For acidic protons to occur, the 

zeolite sample which is initially charge compensated by cations, must be proton exchanged 

by ammonium. Therefore ammonium needs to access the vicinity of the oxygen to proton 

exchanged. Since the five ring configuration is not accessible to ammonium, the acid 

site can be disregarded. Further discussion of these irregular acid sites is concerned with 

interesting observations about our forcefield description.

The enclosed five ring OH which occurs in the beta  zeolite systems, has also been 

observed by Sastre et al. [128] in ITQ-7 (ISV type code). These acid sites are incorrectly 

described by the empirical shell model potential forcefield. An hydrogen-oxygen bond 

length is approximately 1.07 À for most hiorm ar acid sites which point into the ring or 

into a cavity of the structure. This is shown in Figures 3.14, 3.16 and 3.18. However 

for the five ring enclosed OH sites, the 0-H  bond distance is reduced to 0.97 Â. This 

shortening of the bond contradicts strongly with the structure details shown in Figure 3.12.
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The distance between the hydrogen and the closest neighbouring oxygen is 1.63 Â, which 

suggest a hydrogen bonding interaction should be observed. Therefore the 0-H  bond 

length should be longer not shorter. Also, one observes a higher frequency value due to 

the higher bond strength for a shorter bond, in the plot in Figure 3.11. However, the model 

should predict the following: a hydrogen bonded OH system should be red shifted in the 

vibrational frequency spectra due to weakening of the OH bond. The false predictions of 

the forcefield model may be explained by the lack of an attractive term  in the potential 

for the hydrogen with a lattice oxygen. Instead the Coulombic part of the potential does 

not tail off at a distance of 1.63 Â and provides for a repulsion between the hydrogen and 

neighbouring oxygen which shortens the OH bond length. For comparison the alternative 

ab initio potential set describes this situation differently. Again there is no attractive 

part in the potential describing the hydrogen and a lattice oxygen and hence no hydrogen 

bonding interaction, still resulting in too short an OH distance. However, as can be seen 

in Table A.2, the alternative potential set does have a description of the OH group which 

includes a shell potential for the bridging OH. This causes the OH to point away from the 

nearest neighbouring oxygen and reduce the distance to 2.05 Â and consequently reduce 

any incorrect repulsion. Therefore, the OH bond length is not dramatically shortened and 

the resulting EFG and frequency values remain in the correlation range.

The plot in Figure 3.13 of the alternative forcefield results for BEC shows that all points 

lie on the correlation line and the enclosed five ring OH data  point does not deviate. A 

comparison table of bond distances shows the results of the quantum mechanical treatm ent 

of these systems and it is presented in Table 3.3. These results for periodic DFT confirm 

tha t hydrogen bonding does occur and our forcehelds fail to describe the situation correctly. 

Interestingly, the QUASI calculations also do not perform well in describing this situation. 

The failure of the QUASI calculations to simulate the hydrogen bonding interaction may 

be explained by the fact that the nearest neighbouring oxygen is not included in the QM 

region. Again this means there will be no attractive term in the IP forcehelds describing 

a hydrogen bonding interaction.
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Figure 3.13: Plot showing vibrational frequency versus EFG results for the BEC topology 
with the ab initio potentials.

Label O-H Al-O H
Al- B E C  OH32 

A l-01 A 1-02 A 1-03  A vg A l-O  nearest O

em pircal 0.991 1.949 1.652 1.668 1.668 1.662 1.633
ab initio 0.959 1.959 1.677 1.699 1.699 1.692 2.046
DM ol 1.006 1.931 1.692 1.721 1.721 1.712 1.546
Q U A SI 0.974 2.005 1.692 1.679 1.693 1.688 2.136

Table 3.3: Comparison table for the S* acid site in BEC, calculated with empirical shell 
model potential set, ab inito shell model potential set, periodic DMol and QUASI.

3.3.1.2 Geometrical analysis of optim ised structures

In this section we present the geometry data around each acid site. Measurements are of 

the optimised structures from the periodic boundary conditions calculations. The results 

tables are found in Appendix B.2 . The following plots summarise the data  and show 

trends, if any, of the changes in bond length and the relative energy of each acid site.

BEA

Plots of the Al-OH and OH bond lengths are shown in Figure 3.14 of the data presented 

in Table B.7 for the BEA structure. Plots for the BEB and BEC structures are very 

similar. One can see a variation of the Al-OH bond length throughout the structures. 

The data is ordered by energy and no correlation is observed between the energy and the
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Figure 3.14: BEA: Al -OH and OH bond lengths

bond lengths. The average Al-OH bond length for the Beta A topology is 1.928 Â, for 

Beta B topology it is 1.922 Â and for Beta C topology 1.915 Â, respectively. The average 

bond lengths for the OH bond length is 1.002 Â for BEA, 1.002 Â for BEB and 1.001 Â 

for BEC, respectively. The very short OH distances for the S* acid sites of about 0.996 Â 

are observed for the enclosed five ring OH sites. The short Al-OH distances in sites 0H51 

and OH54 are unfavourable in terms of relative energies. Site 0H51 is -|-50kJmol“ ,̂ as 

comprised in Table B.2. The longer 0-H  bonds for sites 0H12, OH24, OH52 and OH62 

are also reflected in the lower vibrational frequencies of these sites. Prom this data, we 

would expect these sites to be the most acidic.
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Figure 3.15: BEA: average Al-O bond lengths and distance of nearest oxygen to acidic 
proton

Figure 3.15 shows the variation in average Al-O distances and the distance of the closest 

oxygen to the acidic hydrogen. Again, for the enclosed five ring OH (S*) the short distance 

of the hydrogen to the nearest oxygen is observed. The higher averages for the Al-O bond
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lengths for sites OH53 and OH64 do not seem to correlate with any other data.
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Figure 3.16: MTW: Al -OH and OH bond lengths

ZSM-12

Plots in Figure 3.16 show the data  of Al-OH and 0-H  bond lengths presented in Table B .8 

for ZSM-12. Variation in the 0 -H  bond distances indicates various acid strengths as seen 

in the energy and vibrational frequency data. A longer Al-OH bond length is generally 

associated with a OH site labelled S, positioned inside the zeolite framework. A shorter 

Al-OH bond length is an indication for a more stable site in terms of energy but there is 

no strong correlation.

Figure 3.17: MTW: average Al-O bond lengths and distances of nearest oxygen to acidic 
proton.

Plots in Figure 3.17 show the variation in average Al-O bond lengths and the distance 

of the closest neighbouring oxygen. It is observed tha t there are no close neighbouring 

oxygens as in the beta  family of zeolite structures. However, from Table B .8 the number of 

acid sites which are positioned in the framework structure, denoted S, is distinctly higher
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than for the beta family which can be explained by the one dimensional channel system 

in the MTW topology.

g 1 .90 H

I
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Figure 3.18: ZSM-48: Al -OH and OH bond lengths

2 1.68

Figure 3.19: ZSM-48: average Al-O bond lengths and distances of nearest oxygens to 
acidic proton

ZSM-48

Plots shown in Figure 3.18 indicate the variation in Al-OH bond lengths and 0-H  bond 

lengths for ZSM-48, presented in Table B.9. The observations for this topology are similar 

to those made for the MTW topology. Plots in Figure 3.19 show the variation in average 

Al-O bond lengths and the distance of the nearest neighbouring oxygen to the acidic 

proton. Similar to the ZSM-12 structure it is im portant to note from Table B.9 the 

number of acid sites which are positioned inside the framework. The one dimensional 

channel system of this structure limits accessibility to the acid sites and less sites are 

likely to be populated.
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3.3.1.3 GULP calculations

The aim of the forcefield calculations was to determine any difference in energies, ge

ometries and calculated properties such as EFGs and vibrational frequencies th a t might 

explain the differences in reactivity for three zeolite systems with A1 substitution. Any 

observations for the A1 substituted systems may also help explain the behaviour of B 

substituted systems.

Sastre et al. [97] argues tha t atomistic forcefield methodologies are unsuitable for in

vestigating the reactive process which occurs during the catalysis, since only the intrinsic 

acidity is measured. The results we obtain can also be characterised as such but they do 

form a basis for further investigation in spite of their limitations.

The following observations can be made; our results show a wide variety of acid sites 

in terms of intrinsic acid strength. This is true for the vibrational frequency data, proton 

affinity obtained from deprotonation energies where applicable, defect energies and for data 

of the geometrical environment of the acid site. Which of these sites are most likely to be 

populated in a zeolite system can not be deduced from the relative defect energies. For 

example, the defect energies for A1 BEA in Table B.2 are between 0 and 50 k j mol“  ̂ with 

the differences between them being approximately 2 kJ mol“ .̂ This strongly suggests tha t 

a variety of acid sites will be populated. Our model includes only one A1 atom substitution 

per unit cell which is a gross misrepresentation of real acidic zeolites which have an Si/Al 

ratio between 2 and 10. A1 distributed throughout the framework strongly influences 

the surrounding environment and stability of these frameworks. As mentioned earlier, to 

study the distribution of A1 with a lower Si/Al ratio is considerably more expensive and 

demanding, however several groups have investigated the effect [104,144]. Investigation 

of the geometrical data of each acid site reflects tha t zeolites ZSM-12 and ZSM-48 have 

a one dimensional channel system with several acid sites situated inside the framework 

structure and, thus, possibly not accessible. The beta zeolite family has a two dimensional 

channel system with all acid sites accessible. Our analysis of the geometrical data does 

not show stark differences in topology which may affect reactivity. In fact the similarity 

between the topologies, in tha t they are all feature a range of different acid sites with
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different geometries, supports the equal reactivity data  for A1 substituted systems.

In summary, our forcefield calculations do not indicate any reasons for higher reactivity 

between these three zeolite systems. They tentatively suggest ZSM-48 is the most acidic 

zeolite system based on the correlation between vibrational frequency and EFG and if one 

assumes tha t the stretching frequency of the OH is a valid indicator of acidic strength. Our 

relaxed structures provide the starting point for further calculations of boron substituted 

BEC using periodic DFT methods.

3.3.2 P eriod ic  D F T  ca lcu lations

The reason for choosing the zeolite system BEC for further studies is the small unit cell and 

the smaller number of distinct T atoms and acid sites which need to be examined. W ith 

only 3 distinct T atoms and 12 OH sites, more expensive periodic DMol and QM/MM 

calculations are possible. From our forcefield calculations it can be observed tha t several 

of the acid sites in the BEC structure are symmetry related and give identical results. 

Sites 0H21 and OH22, sites OH23 and OH24 and sites 0H31 and OH34 are the same as 

can be seen in Table B.4.
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3.3.2.1 Relative Energies of the BEC acid sites

Label
Periodic 

E^el 
(kJ mol~^

B-Beta C
DMol Calculations

Erel
1 (kJm ol“ ^)

Str/Ring

OH32 0.0 S*
O H ll 27.1 0.0 R
OH34 33.0 5.9 R
OH23 36.7 9.6 R
OH24 37.3 10.2 R
OH33 41.6 14.5 R
OH31 42.2 15.0 R
OH12 48.3 21.8 R
OH13 49.2 22.2 R
OH21 67.2 40.1 R
OH22 67.4 40.3 R
OH14 70.2 43.2 S

Table 3.4: Relative energies and the ordering of acid sites in B BEC for DMol calculations.

Periodic DMol calculations give the results shown in Table 3.4. This table shows the 

relative energies for the 12 acid sites, i.e. with respect to the most stable. Since acid site 

OH32 is the enclosed five-ring site mentioned previously, it can be disregarded. All acid 

sites in B BEC are shown to be Lewis acid sites by DMol calculations. Boron adopts a 

trigonal coordination and, as a result, a silanol group is formed. The most stable site is 

O H ll, as compared to 0H21 for the A1 in the classical calculations. Hence the ordering of 

the acid sites does not agree with A1 ordering of the classical calculations. This suggests 

tha t if an acid site due to an A1 substitution is favourable, it does not mean necessarily 

tha t an acid site due to B substitution is also favourable.

3.3.2.2 Geometrical Analysis

In Table 3.5 the geometrical analysis for the optimised DMol calculations is shown. The 

results show a trigonal B species with three similar B -0  bonds and a large distance between 

the B and the OH site of about 2.5 A. There is a variation in the geometry of these sites, 

with some sites having a B-OH distance ranging from 1.8 Â to 2.8 Â. The silanol bond 

distance, Si-OH, is similar throughout the sites at about 1.65 Â. This suggests the complete 

detachment of the B to the OH group and a silanol group as an individual entity, which 

is also confirmed by no variation in the 0 -H bond length at 0.973 A. Thus, the focus 

of these sites is the distortion of the B which is control by the surrounding lattice. It
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Label O-H B-OH
DMol

B-01
- Boron substituted Beta C 
B-02 B-03 Avg B-O Si-OH B-Si Str/Ring

O H ll 0.973 2.789 1.390 1.382 1.387 1.386 1.648 3.937 R
0H12 0.974 1.840 1.418 1.418 1.424 1.420 1.680 3.207 R
0H13 0.970 2.354 1.390 1.382 1.376 1.383 1.642 3.756 R
0H14 0.975 2.643 1.383 1.374 1.399 1.385 1.654 3.878 S
0H21 0.974 2.689 1.387 1.383 1.385 1.385 1.641 3.795 R
OH22 0.973 2.689 1.382 1.382 1.384 1.383 1.640 3.778 R
OH23 0.970 2.480 1.389 1.385 1.397 1.390 1.633 3.697 R
OH24 0.971 2.473 1.390 1.385 1.397 1.391 1.633 3.693 R
OH31 0.972 2.752 1.367 1.369 1.392 1.376 1.639 3.913 R
OH32 0.977 2.723 1.367 1.369 1.392 1.376 1.639 3.913 S*
OH33 0.970 2.081 1.397 1.397 1.391 1.395 1.646 3.471 R
OH34 0.971 2.695 1.365 1.390 1.369 1.375 1.639 3.922 R
avg 0.973 2.517 1.385 1.385 1.391 1.387 1.645 3.747 -

DMol - Aluminium substituted Beta C
Label O-H Al-OH Al-01 Al-02 A1-03 Avg Al-O Si-OH Al-Si Str/Ring

0H21 0.980 1.960 1.719 1.722 1.729 1.723 1.720 3.286 R
OH32 1.006 1.931 1.692 1.721 1.721 1.712 1.692 3.448 S*

Table 3.5: Geometrical data for DMol BEC calculations

some cases there may be evidence for a ‘buried’ B site, which is a B situated out of plane 

within the framework. Being a Lewis acid site, i.e. an electron pair acceptor, an out of 

plane trigonal B is less acidic both due to steric hinderance and due to the s and p orbital 

mixing. A flat or ‘flatter’ trigonal planar B would have a higher Lewis acidity, so that 

for certain sites we can suggest a favourable geometry for the B, with an enhanced Lewis 

acidity. Whereas other sites suggest a less favourable geometry for B and a lower Lewis 

acidity. This cannot be supported based on our results alone but requires further probe 

type calculations. It also requires investigation into the electronic properties of the B, 

i.e. electronic population analysis for the B.

Our study cannot explain what affect the planar environment of the B site has on 

reactivity, since there are a number of other issues with these types of acid sites. For 

instance, one could also argue tha t if the planar environment of the B is unfavourable, the 

site in fact becomes more reactive since after accepting the electron it is more stable. At 

the same time, the ‘dangling’ OH from the silanol group can not be ruled-out as unreactive, 

since it is easily accessible and in the vicinity of the acid site. Our hypothesis of structural 

properties affecting the catalytic properties of B substitution remains unconfirmed. The
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B-Si distance also does not show a conclusive correlation with the energetic order of the 

sites. Clearly further calculations are necessary, to deduce any structural parameters; if 

indeed there are any, which would explain the trends in our catalytic data.

Some of the limitations of periodic DMol calculations should be addressed at this 

point. It is know tha t periodic DFT overestimates electronic interaction between atoms 

within in the lattice. For zeolites, electronic shielding of the framework reduces electronic 

interactions and it is therefore valid to set the ‘AtomJRcut’ (basis set cutoff) value in our 

calculations to the lowest value, to reflect the shielding and speed up calculations. Since 

the BLYP functional is prone to overestimate the bond lengths for Si-0 bonds which result 

in acute T-O-T angles. The flexibility of the zeolite framework may be overestimated in 

some cases. The geometry relaxation surrounding a B substitution also appears to be 

exaggerated, from a visual perspective. Further calculations are necessary to compare 

the periodic DMol calculations. This was another reason to employ hybrid QM/MM 

calculations on the BEC topology.

3 .3 .3  Q U A S I/C h em S h ell ca lcu lations

3.3.3.1 Relative Energies of acid sites

Al-Bctsi C
Periodic Boundary Conditions QUASI Calculations

Label E>-el 
(kJ mol“ )̂

Str/Ring Label E>-el
(kJ mol“ )̂

Str/R]

O H ll 0.0 R OH14 0.0 S
0H13 8.1 R OH13 66.5 R
OH14 9.5 S O H ll 67.3 R
OH12 33.4 R OH12 80.8 R

0H21 0.0 R OH23 0.0 R
OH22 0.0 R OH24 0.8 R
OH23 24.7 R OH21 10.7 R
OH24 24.7 R OH22 10.7 R

0H31 0.0 R 0H31 0.0 R
OH34 0.0 R OH34 0.0 R
OH33 8.2 R OH32 20.2 S*
OH32 13.2 S* OH33 48.5 R

Table 3.6: Comparison between the energy sequence in order of acid sites in A1 BEC for 
GULP and QUASI calculations.

Table 3.6 shows a comparison of the acid site ordering in A1 BEC between GULP and
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B-Beta C
Periodic DMol Calculations QUASI Calculations 

Label E’’®* Str/Ring Label E'"®* Str/Ring 
(kJm ol“ )̂ (kJmol~^)

O H ll 0.0 R 0H14 0.0 S
OH12 21.3 R O H ll 50.4 R
OH13 22.2 R 0H13 71.6 R
OH14 43.2 S 0H12 78.2 R

OH23 0.0 R 0H21 0.0 R
OH24 0.6 R OH22 0.0 R
OH21 30.5 R OH24 2.8 R
OH22 30.7 R OH23 3.5 R

OH32 0.0 S* OH32 0.0 S*
OH34 33.0 R OH31 26.2 R
OH33 41.7 R OH34 26.2 R
OH31 42.2 R OH33 100.0 R

Table 3.7: Comparison between the energy sequence in order of acid sites in B BEC for 
DMol and QUASI calculations.

QUASI calculations. The sequences do not agree with each other. This is not surprising 

and reflects observations made by several groups, described earlier, tha t classical and 

embedding techniques do not give the same sequence according to stability for acid sites 

in zeolites. The pairing of identical sites is however the same for both methods.

Table 3.7 shows a comparison between the B BEC calculations between the DMol and 

QUASI methods. Again, there is no apparent agreement between the separate methods 

on the order of stability. For further comparison geometrical data is presented in the next 

section.

3.3.3.2 G eom etrical Analysis

Table 3.8 shows a geometrical analysis of B and A1 substitution in BEC after full geometry 

optimisation. These lengths can be compared with data for A1 BEC GULP calculations 

and B BEC DMol calculations. There is an agreement between B DMol BEC and B QUASI 

BEC bond length data  for B-OH and B-Si distances, shown in Figure 3.20. This suggests 

the optimised framework structures are in good agreement for the different methods and 

that the same topological variations in acid sites are equally optimised. The agreement 

between A1 GULP PBC BEC and A1 QUASI BEC is fair, as seen in Figure 3.21.
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QUASI - Boron substituted Beta C
Label O-H B-OH B-01 B-02 B-03 Avg B-O Si-OH B-Si Str/Ring

O H ll 0.966 2.274 1.376 1.371 1.367 1.371 1.671 3.562 R
0H12 0.970 1.811 1.422 1.397 1.404 1.408 1.684 3.230 R
OH13 0.966 2.053 1.397 1.378 1.379 1.385 1.664 3.390 R
0H14 0.967 2.362 1.374 1.373 1.373 1.373 1.667 3.951 S
OH21 0.967 2.197 1.375 1.376 1.377 1.376 1.655 3.612 R
OH22 0.967 2.197 1.376 1.377 1.375 1.376 1.655 3.612 R
OH23 0.969 1.904 1.409 1.389 1.392 1.397 1.652 3.300 R
OH24 0.970 1.908 1.387 1.393 1.410 1.397 1.654 3.295 R
OH31 0.969 2.884 1.360 1.408 1.354 1.374 1.684 3.834 R
OH32 0.972 2.573 1.372 1.372 1.373 1.372 1.681 4.240 S*
OH33 0.960 2.120 1.400 1.377 1.399 1.392 1.652 3.551 R
OH34 0.969 2.882 1.408 1.355 1.360 1.374 1.684 3.833 R
avg 0.968 2.264 1.388 1.381 1.380 1.383 1.667 3.618 -

QUASI - Aluminium substituted Beta C
Label O-H Al-OH Al-01 Al-02 A1-03 Avg Al-O Si-OH Al-Si Str/Ring

O H ll 0.970 1.914 1.683 1.690 1.685 1.686 1.714 3.229 R
OH12 0.974 1.836 1.688 1.712 1.705 1.702 1.689 3.181 R
OH13 0.972 1.872 1.697 1.696 1.699 1.697 1.694 3.180 R
OH14 0.974 1.948 1.674 1.678 1.689 1.680 1.717 3.500 S
OH21 0.974 1.925 1.670 1.664 1.664 1.666 1.698 3.398 R
OH22 0.974 1.925 1.664 1.664 1.670 1.666 1.698 3.398 R
OH23 0.974 1.834 1.691 1.690 1.686 1.689 1.667 3.136 R
OH24 0.973 1.832 1.687 1.691 1.691 1.690 1.667 3.135 R
OH31 0.974 1.912 1.739 1.698 1.693 1.710 1.722 3.407 R
OH32 0.974 2.005 1.692 1.679 1.693 1.688 1.756 3.732 s*
OH33 0.965 1.900 1.719 1.719 1.697 1.712 1.687 3.348 R
OH34 0.974 1.912 1.739 1.693 1.698 1.710 1.722 3.407 R
avg 0.973 1.901 1.695 1.690 1.689 1.691 1.703 3.338 -

Table 3.8: Geometrical data  for QUASI BEC calculations 

3 .3 .4  G eneral D iscu ssion

In this chapter we have attem pted to explain catalytic differences of three zeolite systems 

by analysing the structural parameters of acid sites for A1 and B substitution. In the first 

part, A1 substitution is modelled using molecular mechanical methods and no stark differ

ences were observed. In the second part we have attem pted to model the B substitution 

for one of the zeolite systems, BEC, using periodic DFT and QM/MM techniques. Thus 

far we have not been able to obtain strong indications in structural parameters which may 

explain the strong reactivity of B substituted beta zeolites. Although, our study is not 

complete, i.e. examination of B substitution for the remaining zeolite systems has not been 

completed, there are several points noteworthy of discussion.

Firstly, our calculations of the boron substituted systems are in good agreement with
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of structural parameters for B BEC between DMol and QUASI 
calculations

previous QM modelling reports, in tha t a trigonal boron entity is observed. Valerio et 

al. [112] report a distance of 2.327 Â for their B-OH distance and the trigonal B surrounded 

by three B-O distances of 1.407, 1.402 and 1.392 A. Our periodic DFT results show a wide 

range of values depending on each specific acid site but the average figures show a B-OH 

distance of 2.517 A and three B-O distances averaging around 1.385 A. Our QM/MM 

results show a shorter average for the B-OH distance at 2.264 Â and similar B-O distances 

with an average of 1.383 A. A closer look at Figure 3.20 reveals some interesting features. 

Firstly a wide range of B-OH distances is observed for both the periodic D FT and QM/MM 

calculations, but as seen the two methods agree well for each acid site. This suggests tha t 

there is a genuine strong variation in B sites in the BEC topology. Therefore, our average 

B-OH distance can only be tentatively compared to the B-OH distance obtained from one 

cluster model from the report by Valerio et al. Certainly, the B-O distances agree well 

throughout, since these distances reflected a relaxed trigonal B entity but the parameters 

which change between the different acid sites, the B-OH and the B-Si distances vary 

strongly. Unfortunately, the remaining Si-B distances have not been examined by us, so 

we cannot comment on the reduction in them and the resulting decrease in cell volume.
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Figure 3.21: Comparsion of structural parameters for A1 BEC between GULP and QUASI 
calculations

The unit cell parameters from our optimised periodic DMol calculations for an A1 and for 

B substitution do not reflect a strong decrease in cell volume.

Another point of discussion is the energetics of the acid sites. Throughout our results 

we obtain no strong correlation between structural parameters and energetic ordering of 

acid sites. The IP ordering of acid sites is not duplicated in the periodic and QM/MM 

calculations. Thus, for our calculations a conclusive evaluation of acid strength based on 

proton affinity and deprotonation energies is not possible. The comparison of acid strength 

of zeolite systems in general is not sufficiently valid without some kind of probe type 

investigation. For example, chemisorption energies of ammonia, would be a theoretical 

investigation examining the extrinsic acid properties. A QM cluster approach of probe 

type investigation has been carried out by Simperler [131] for a variety of zeolite systems 

showing a number of problems in carrying out an investigation of this type. One limitation 

is the initial cluster choice based on energetic ordering of IP calculations with only one 

A1 substitution. The cluster model examines only one A1 site per zeolite system and does 

not reproduce the order of acid strength in agreement with experimental observations. A 

QM/MM investigation of this size has been carried out by de Vries and co-workers [55]
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with the same limitations. One A1 substitution per system does not reproduce real acidic 

zeolite systems. However, the alternative of introducing more A1 into the systems, sees an 

explosion in computational expense to find the correct A1 distribution^.

The following factors need to be included for a more accurate description of acid 

strength in zeolites.

• More than one A1 substitution per system.

• Distribution of A1 sites depending on template and zeolite synthesis.

• Proton mobility including water molecules.

• Probe type investigation to test the extrinsic acid strength

• Defects and extra-framework species

• For disordered zeolite systems such as beta, framework inter-growths need to be 

investigated.

Several of the above factors are simulated with difficulty and with high computational 

expense.

The experience of using three different techniques to investigate the same system has 

provided some insights. Agreement between the methods is poor. Several groups have 

reported more detailed comparisons of the methods and our study does not aim to provide 

any further observations about performance or accuracy. We can confirm the lack of

agreement in energetic ordering between the methods for our system of the acid sites

in A1 substituted BEC. However, it appears the relaxed structures are in fair agreement 

between the methods, in terms of topological properties, such as T-OH distances or T-Si 

distances. This agreement is not reflected in the energetics, which suggests the factors 

which contribute to the overall energy differ for each method. Which acid site is indeed 

the most stable and possibly most populated is not possible to conclude.

^Gray e t  a l. [145,146] has made good developments, working on the M OR system with more than  one 
A1 substitution.
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3.4  C onclu sion

This chapter does not achieve the aim set out to explain the catalytic differences for boron 

substitution zeolites. However, there are several points which we can conclude.

Using atomistic modelling methods we have analysed all acid sites for 6 zeolite topolo

gies when A1 substituted. Based on purely intrinsic measurements of acid strength, we 

conclude there are no stark differences in topology and acidity, which is reflected in the 

catalytic data, for the three zeolite systems. The acid sites display a wide range of energies 

from which it is difficult to obtain conclusive population information. Further docking or 

template studies are necessary to investigate the population of acid sites, although the 

notion of a distinct acid site in a zeolite system is debatable.

In addition we observe an unlikely acid site in the beta family of zeolite topologies, 

which is situated inside a five membered ring. Although the site is in itself only of theoret

ical interest it does show some shortcomings in our forcefield descriptions. The interaction 

of a proton with a neighbouring oxygen is not correctly simulated by the molecular mod

elling techniques due to the lack of an attractive term  in the potential which describes 

hydrogen bonding.

Quantum mechanical and embedded QM clusters in MM descriptions show a higher 

degree of accuracy in describing the acid site but due to the computational cost of these 

methods, we were limited in time and resources to  only examining the simplest topology, 

BEC. More importantly only QM and QM/MM methods describe B and its trigonal 

arrangement in zeolites. To complete the remaining calculations for B substituted in the 

other topologies would be feasible but at a substantial computational expense which was 

not justifiable at the time. From our BEC calculations, we can only tentatively suggest 

one structural parameter, that of the flatness of the planar environment of the B site, 

which could influence acidic strength. Our hypothesis of framework distortions being more 

favourably accommodated by beta zeolite systems is difficult to prove without any further 

data on the remaining systems. Periodic DMol calculations do not show a correlation 

of energy with distances such as B-OH or B-Si. For our B QUASI calculations a longer
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B-Si distance results in a more stable acid site, suggesting tha t the Lewis acidity will be 

increased at sites where a trigonal B can be furthest separated from the silanol group.

In conclusion, the aim of this project was not fulfilled. Lewis acidity due to a trigonal B 

with a nearby silanol group is considerably more complex than maybe originally thought. 

This system is sure to offer challenges to zeolite chemists for several years to come. To be a 

more complete study, in terms of a computational approach, several additional calculations 

still need to be performed for which, in the end, time ran out.

• Periodic DMol calculations for ZSM-12 and ZSM-48 (BEA if possible)

• QM/MM calculations for ZSM-12, ZSM-48, BEA

• Vibrational frequency calculations by QM and QM/MM methods

• A1 distribution and population analysis via template docking data

• Probe type calculations via cluster or QM/MM methods

For these remaining calculations to be performed, at least an additional year would be 

required.
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W issen is t eine Suche der Einstellung, eine Leidenschaft, eigentlich eine 
unerlaubte Einstellung. D enn der Zwang zum  W issen is t wie Trunksucht, 
wie Liebesverlangen, wie M ordlust, in  dem  sie einen Charakter ans dem  
Gleichgewicht wirft. Es s tim m t doch gar nicht, dass der W issenschaftler 
hinter der W ahrheit her ist. S ie is t h in ter ihm her. E r leidet u n ter ihr.

Robert Musii, 1930 
Knowledge is an attitude, a passion, actually an illic it attitude. For the 
compulsion to know is ju s t like dipsom ania, erotom ania, hom icidal 
mania, in producing a character that is out o f balance. I t is not true that 
the sc ien tist goes after truth. It goes after him.

Chapter 4

H ypothetical Zeolite Structures

4.1 In trod u ction

In this chapter we present the characterisation and evaluation of hypothetical zeolite struc

tures (HTZS). The background to this work is the achievement by a group of German 

mathematicians in Bielefeld in deriving a method for systematically enumerating three 

dimensional crystalline networks made of tetrahedral building blocks. The importance 

of this work to areas in crystallography and zeolite science was quickly realised by the 

scientific community. For many years it has been the goal of scientists to systematically 

predict crystal structures and their properties. Previously only non-systematic approaches 

to the generation of hypothetical structures have been attempted. Advances in combina

torial tiling theory by Delgado-Friedrichs, Huson and Dress [147] have now revolutionised 

this field. Combined with an intelligent method of evaluating the generated structures, as 

we will present in this chapter, it will be possible to predict zeolite structures on a very 

strong basis. Indeed, if one stretches to the theoretical limits of this approach, all possible 

zeolite structures which nature or synthetic chemists could create, can be enumerated and 

evaluated.

There are three main goals for investigating this field.

1. Generating new structures and evaluating their feasibility and properties in the con

text of current zeolite science.
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2 . The study of fundamental aspects of topology and how it impacts on chemical prop

erties.

3. Producing a database of structures for the benefit of the wider scientific community. 

Generation of new structures

The range of applications in current zeolite science is enormous and the full potential of 

many existing structures is still unknown. However zeolite scientists are always interested 

in creating new zeolite structures for many reasons. For instance the search for structures 

with high Si:Al ratio is im portant for catalytic applications as is the search for very 

low framework density structures or structures with large pore dimensions. W ith these 

specific characteristics in mind zeolite chemists have a unique possibility of choosing from 

over 130 topologies, yet the need for newer maxima in properties and the general interest 

in new beautiful structures drives research forward. Design and creation of new structures 

has been an empirical procedure thus far and the development of a systematic method 

to generate hypothetical structures can be considered a milestone in this field. Other 

methods of generating hypothetical structures are also valuable if we can determine which 

of these structures are in fact feasible. Thus the practical ‘evaluation’ of these hypothetical 

structures and selection of feasible structures which can then be targeted for synthesis is 

the key follow-up step to this discovery. The motivation behind the work in this chapter 

is therefore the characterisation and evaluation of hypothetical zeolite structures based on 

accurate energy calculations which will lead to new structures.

Fundamental aspects of topology

The systematic nature by which these structures are generated is theoretically of greatest 

interest, since the resulting refined structures create the ‘complete’ set of feasible zeolite 

structures. W ith current science surrounded by buzzwords such as ‘high-throughput’ and 

‘combinatorial chemistry’, a set of possible structures reflects the mentality and objectives 

of modern science. Having a complete set of possible zeolite structures is also beneficial for 

our understanding in terms of ‘pure science’. The concept of pure science here means the 

fundamental properties of zeolite topologies. Although we are a long way from actually
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enumerating all structures, the basis of how we could do this is explored in this chapter. 

Currently we have only complete enumeration data  for a limited set of structures but the 

methodologies can be applied to generate more structures. Almost as a subtopic our work 

evaluates all known zeolite topologies in the same manner as the hypothetical ones. Thus 

the theoretical aspects of known zeolite topologies will be studied, hopefully fundamental 

insights. A fundamental question such as, what is the minimum in framework density 

for a stable zeolite structure, can be answered more confidently with the results from a 

complete data  set. The impact of purely theoretical studies such as these are often not 

directly measurable, but still form an im portant part in scientific discovery.

Databases of hypothetical structures

A more immediate application and motivation behind this work is the creation of a 

database of hypothetical zeolite structures. A database such as this would include the 

topologies, characteristics and simulated experimental data such as X-ray powder diffrac

tion patterns. It would be valuable to zeolite chemists for several reasons. Firstly, it might 

entice chemists to  attem pt to synthesise selected structures due to accessible data on the 

structural and topological properties which might help them. Secondly, if a chemist ob

tains data on a novel structure, he or she can check their information against the database 

and hopefully this will aid in analysis. This follows from the idea of work by Deem and co

workers [148], who have developed a structure solution methodology of powder diffraction 

data based on the use of hypothetically generated structures. ^

4.1 .1  H y p o th esis

There are in theory an infinite number of undiscovered hypothetical zeolite structures with 

a feasibly low energy configuration. ‘Starting from the bottom  of infinity’- this work will 

outline a method of evaluating a set of systematically enumerated hypothetical zeolite 

structures based on their predicted lattice energy. After a selection of feasible structures 

has been made, it will be possible, through the use of further computer simulation, to 

predict tem plate molecules to use in a targeted synthesis.

^Deem and Newsam developed a sim ulated annealing technique to generate hypothetical zeolite struc
tures in references [149,150].
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4.1 .2  B ackground

This project is on the one hand a specific study of computational chemistry application 

to zeolites but on more general terms its background is rooted in several areas. The 

mathematical background is tiling theory and geometry whereas the study of topology has 

a crystallographic background. The study of tilings and patterns was historically mostly 

of mathematical interest but as these studies involved into 3 dimensions the relevance to 

crystallography and chemistry became clear.

” All of chemistry, and with it crystallography, would become a branch of math

ematical analysis which, like astronomy, taking its constants from observation, 

would enable us to predict the character of any new compound and possibly 

the source from which its formation may be anticipated.”

(Charles Babbage, 1791-1871)

The above quote by Charles Babbage is often used to describe computational chemistry 

but it is a particularly accurate description of the work presented here.

The study of tiles dates back as far as mathematics itself. Enumeration studies of 

tilings began with examples, such as the fact th a t there are only 11 different topological 

uninodal nets in two dimensions. This was demonstrated by Kepler [152]in the 16th 

century. Uninodal means of one type of node or in this case one type of vertex.  ̂ Modern 

tiling theory has advanced rapidly into the 3rd dimension. In Figure 4.1 an image created 

by Delgado Friedrichs is shown. It illustrates how a 3 dimensional tiling unit partitions 

space, and the net which is formed by the edges of the tilings or polyhedra represents a 

zeolite topology.

Due to advances in X-ray experimental techniques throughout the 20th century in 

the field of crystallography over 130 unique zeolite structure types have been identified 

along with thousands of crystalline structures. Zeolite frameworks belong to the class of 

crystalline networks which are described as four-connected.

^In the context of this chapter uninodal, binodal and trinodal are frequently used. They mean one(uni-) 
or two(bi-) or three(tri-) types of tiling or types of vertices or number of symm etrically equivalent T  atoms.
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Figure 4.1: Tiling theory image of a zeolite topology. (Image taken from Delgado [151].)

Scientists have long been trying to establish topological relationships which explain 

the limited number of structures which occur in nature, and which have been made syn

thetically. Wells was one of the pioneers in this area by establishing the importance of 

topological considerations and by discussing the basic fundamentals of three dimensional 

nets and polyhedra [153]. As the structures of more zeolites became known, the prevalence 

of certain structural subunits was noted. The occurrence of subunits brought about the 

description of the frameworks according to their secondary building units. Clearly many 

answers to topological questions start with these structural subunits and their stability. 

Experimental studies on zeolite nucléation processes, which are not clearly understood 

yet, point to a scenario in which a pool of subunits join together to construct a particular 

zeolite framework [154]. A particular curiosity in this area is the memory effect of ahimi- 

nosilicate gel precursors [155]. Directing the assembly of subunits via tem plate molecules 

or structure directing agents is commonly used in synthetic zeolite chemistry to make new 

structures. As we shall see later building blocks have also been used in theoretical attem pts
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of constructing zeolite frameworks. Indeed, self-assembly is currently a very topical area 

in chemistry. We will also look briefly at some new secondary building units occurring in 

hypothetical zeolite structures and how their stability might effect the feasibility of their 

parent frameworks.

4 .1 .3  L iteratu re R ev iew

The following section reviews the current literature on the topic of topology and hypo

thetically generated zeolite structures. The section is chronologically ordered.

The fundamental classification of structures according to their secondary building units 

(SBUs) shown in Figure 1.3, can be attributed to Meier [10]. The most comprehensive 

survey of zeolite structures is the Atlas of Zeolite Frameiuorks [17]which Meier coauthors. 

Brunner and Meier were also the first to publish the framework density distribution plot of 

zeolite-type frameworks [156], shown in Figure 1.4. This plot shows the framework density 

distribution against the size of the smallest ring and establishes several characteristics 

for zeolite frameworks. The plot shows tha t the number of 4- and/or 3- rings must be 

maximised for very open frameworks with low framework densities (below 12.5T/1000Â^). 

The plot also shows a gap in framework density which appears between silica minerals such 

as quartz and tridym ite and the zeolite frameworks.

Originally the first theoretical attem pts by Wells at characterising crystallographic 

details of zeolites were continued by Smith. Smith focused not only on four-connected 

networks but also on many different types of inorganic crystalline networks. Crystal struc

tures were classified by Smith in terms of nets, subunits, sheets and connectivity. From 

the vast work which comprises Smith’s legacy, an enumeration of structure derivations 

from 3-connected nets has been completed and a set of hypothetical zeolite structures 

generated by combining subunits and framework sheets in a systematic fashion. These 

attem pts were well before computer visualisation was common and many structures are 

hand-written or in fact man-made models. A reference point to Smith’s work is his article 

in Chemical Reviews [157].

In a series of papers published in 1989 [158,159], Akporiaye and Price from the Geology
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department at University College London, outlined a systematic enumeration method for 

zeolite frameworks based on viewing zeolites as layered structures derived from a repeating 

3-connected sheet. These sheets are stacked and linked by a fourth bond to create the 

three dimensional 4-connected frameworks of zeolites. Through the use of a sequence of 

operators on a structural subunit, in effect stacking the sheets in various configurations, 

many known zeolites were constructed and also many hypothetical frameworks. Their 

work continues by addressing the problem of isolating the most ‘probable’ frameworks. 

The second paper [159] describes the use of energy minimisation techniques to calculate 

the lattice energy of the theoretical structures. The simulation uses potentials for pure 

silicate systems [32] and the THBREL [160] code. Our approach as described in this 

chapter is a direct development of this method with newer potentials and newer software 

code.

Several correlations between energy data  and structural properties are reported in their 

publications. Specifically Akporiaye and Price report the correlation of the framework 

density and the relative lattice energy for zeolite structures. The correlation of the 4th 

shell value of the coordination sequence with the lattice energy is also reported. The 4th 

shell value of the coordination sequence gives a good indication of the framework density 

due to reasons we shall discuss later. So in effect there is only one relationship, energy 

and density of the framework.

O’Keeffe also emphasises the strong influence of geometrical considerations when study

ing zeolite frameworks. In an article [161] O’Keeffe outlines the im portant ‘geometrical 

design principles’ of crystal frameworks. One of these principles states th a t only a relatively 

small number of simple, high-symmetry structures are of importance when considering ex

tended solids. For example for 3-connected nets there are two nets with names SrSU and 

ThSi2 tha t are of greater importance since all other 3-connected nets can be constructed 

from them in one way or another. For 4-connected nets, O’Keeffe identifies the diamond 

topology as the only regular 4-connected net, which means all vertices, edges(links be

tween vertices) and angles are equivalent by symmetry. The siliceous analog structure to 

diamond is of course cristobalite. Other nets which O ’Keeffe identifies as important are
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the lonsdaleite and the sodalite net. The lonsdaleite topology in its silica form is tridymite. 

The sodalite net is a zeolite topology with type code SOD.

Figure 4.2: Lord Kelvin structure, also the sodalite structure

The paper describes how the sodalite net, shown in Figure 4.2 is constructed from a 

packing of simple polyhedra. To illustrate some of the concepts used when describing 

nets a description of sodalite by O ’Keeffe, is summarised below. The sodalite net is a 

packing of simple polyhedra, which means three edges of identical polyhedra meet at a 

vertex. It follows that the vertex symbols (which will be explained at a later stage), have 

no subscripts. This means there is only one type of ring for each angle (six in total) of 

the vertex in the sodalite net. Further we can say th a t structures which are packing of 

simple polyhedra have two polyhedra meet at each face, three polyhedra meet at each 

edge and tha t four polyhedra meet at each vertex. In summary, the nets with these 

properties have a very symmetrical and regular topology and there are not many of these. 

One can enumerate fairly simply the number of structures which exist th a t are made 

of simple polyhedra packing when one also considers the number of different symmetry 

related vertices. Thus, for uninodal structures there exist nine different structures, six of 

which are known zeolite topologies.

Sodalite is also known as the Kelvin structure since Lord Kelvin showed in the 19th
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century th a t the sodalite structure gives the minimum surface area for a given partitioning 

of space [162]. Studies of space partitions are closely related to the study of foam bubbles 

and such materials, since the surface area (surface tension energy) is minimised in such a 

system. The sodalite structure has since been replaced with a structure of lower surface 

area by a counterexample by Weaire and Phelan [163].

Another im portant aspect of O ’Keeffe’s work is the emphasis on the T-X-T angles 

and T-T distances. He argues th a t for Si-O-Si the preferred angle is around 145° and 

for C-O-C the preferred angle is 110°. There is however a greater flexible in the Si- 

O-Si angle which explains the wide variety of zeolite topologies, but there are limits to 

this. According to O’Keeffe one reason why it is not possible to make any hypothetical 

topologies with rather ‘strange’ topologies is the range of required T-O-T angles and T-T 

distances. Any angles which fall below 135° may destabilise the framework but a greater 

problem is the wide variation in angles and T-T distances. For example a structure may 

require several acute angles and several not so acute or a great variation in T-T distances. 

This argument seems reasonable when one thinks of the possible species present during 

nucléation and available building units in the synthesis ‘mix’. Our evaluation procedure 

includes this concept. A calculation of the standard deviation in T-O-T angles for known 

and hypothetical structures, can give an indication for the variation in T-O-T angles. In 

summary, O ’Keeffe’s classification of structures gives im portant insights to the underlying 

design of crystalline nets.

Treacy is another significant contributor to the field of structure prediction of zeolites. 

Treacy et al. presents in his work [164,165] a method for generating new zeolite frameworks 

and in the la tter paper an enumeration method of periodic tetrahedral frameworks. The 

structures are generated via an indirect method of translating atoms through space by 

symmetry operators. The work begins by generating all possible structures for a given 

spacegroup, P 6/m m m . The method initially proceeds by placing a Si atom and a O atom 

in an asymmetric unit cell. By using the symmetry operators for a given spacegroup the 

atoms are translated and mirrored so th a t a number of configurations result in T -0  bonds 

which are valid based on chemical reason. The procedure is repeated with more than one
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Si atom in the asymmetric unit cell. Thus, one can visualise the method as it constructs 

small units of T  atoms linked by oxygens which are then multiplied throughout space by 

the symmetry operators and these will in turn  link to other TOx units constructing a 

tetrahedral framework. The structures can be refined further by using a DLS calculation 

and/or simulated annealing procedures. In the latter work [165] Treacy extends this 

procedure of generating structures by sampling over all known spacegroups. A large 

undertaking from which ultimately over 60,000 structures are generated.

Many of the structures Treacy generated are in fact identical to the ones we have 

refined. However Treacy does not use an energy calculation based on interatomic potentials 

to refine his structures. Instead a cost function is used which gives a différent ranking for 

the feasibility and stability of the structures.

A recent publication by Winkler et al. [166] describes a method of systematic pre

diction for carbon polymorphs. Winkler et al. acknowledge the developments in tiling 

theory as interesting for many crystalline networks but consider the need for a method to 

be applicable to the more general cases and particularly for smaller constructs. Thus the 

method they present is a combined approach using graph theory and quantum mechanics 

which is suitable for smaller, less complex, crystal structures. The method is based on 

mapping a net onto a quotient graph. For a given number of atoms all possible quotient 

graphs can be enumerated via combinatorial graph theory and thus structures are gen

erated by filtering out the graphs which can rise to sensible nets. In the publication the 

group have concentrated on predicting all possible structures which can be formed by all 

sp^ carbon framework structures. High-quality density-functional theory calculations are 

used to performed the evaluation step of the structures.

A recent paper by Boisen et al. [167] reports on a generation method for framework 

structures of tectosilicates. This uses simulated annealing techniques, based on a self

developed algorithm, which finds structures from a starting point of randomly orientated 

Si and 0  atoms within a cell. Although this method has generated several fascinating 

silicate structures, it is not a systematic search as such. The work does correctly generate 

and predict the low energy conformations for several known zeolite types. This indicates
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tha t their methodology is accurately generating possible hypothetical zeolite structures.

Another excellent report on structure prediction methods for zeolite type structures 

was published by Draznieks et al. [168,169]. This work is also not a systematic methodol

ogy but in contrast it uses an autom ated assembly of secondary building units to generate 

new structures. The method is called AASBU, automated assembly of secondary building 

units. The strength of this method is the use of established SBUs. These are already 

energetically feasible and by assembling the units in all possible variations it is hoped tha t 

equally stable frameworks are generated. The predicted structures are minimised using 

molecular modelling software similar to ones used in this thesis and similar energy lattice 

energy minimisations were performed on selected structures. The arrangement of SBUs is 

randomly generated by a simulated annealing process which then aggregate to form net

works. This method is very attractive since the large explosion in numbers of hypothetical 

structures is reduced through the use of established SBUs which are much larger than 

individual tetrahedra. Thus, large numbers of structures with small unfeasible subunits in 

their structures are not generated. Also the paper envisages including structure directing 

agents(SDA) or templates into the study as another ‘building un it’. Template molecules 

play a crucial role in the synthesis procedure and including their contribution to the sim

ulation is another step forward in improving simulation techniques. However there are 

two points which stand out here: first, the SBUs used are only the ones discovered until 

now, and second, the method does not systematically predict crystal structures. There is 

good reason to believe tha t there are still undiscovered SBUs and tha t only a systematic 

enumeration, such as presented in this thesis can predict what they may be.

This summary has highlighted some of the current literature about structure prediction 

of zeolites. For an extensive review the reader is referred to tha t of Klinowski [170]. The 

next section reviews some of the experimental literature on zeolite energetics.

Navrotsky and co-workers have focused on the thermochemical properties of zeolites 

in numerous publications [171-175]. Of particular importance to our work is their reports 

of correlations between structural properties and thermochemical data. For example, the 

group reports a weak correlation of the enthalpy of silica zeolites with their Si-O-Si bond
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angles in an earlier report [171]. Their experimental data  can give measurements of the 

standard molar enthalpy of formation. Their investigations are high-temperature drop 

solution calorimetry experiments using lead borate as the solvent. The conclusions of the 

earlier work [171] also suggest tha t there is no correlation between the enthalpies and the 

degree of ‘openness’ of the structure (framework density or molar volume). There are, 

however, a number of Si-O-Si angles less than 140° in structures which have a slightly 

higher destabilisation energy. In general the report showed tha t all the silica zeolites 

the group investigated had a destabilisation energy of 7 — 14kJmol“  ̂ relative to quartz. 

Further, it suggests tha t a template in zeolite synthesis does not stabilise a structure 

during synthesis, rather it plays a kinetic or entropie role by ‘directing the path of the 

reaction’. Another topic which is discussed is the influence of T-O-T angles on energetics. 

Zeolite frameworks are considered flexible and T-O-T angles can easily range from 135° 

to 179°. The angles (O-T-0) within the tetrahedra are somewhat less flexible, deviating 

only slightly from the tetrahedral angle of 109.5° by 2 — 3 degree. Also the T -0  bond 

length is considered rigid at around the average length for quartz, 1.607 Â, with variations 

generally around ±0.01 Â. Thus, structures with small three membered rings of pure Si02 

will be destabilised due to the necessarily low 130° T-O-T angles. However structures 

which incorporate Al, P, Be, B or Zn will have a relatively more favourable energy for 

T-O-T angles less than 130°, which is supported by the majority of large pore materials 

having non-Si atoms as T-atoms in their composition.

In a publication on the thermochemistry of aluminophosphate frameworks [172], it is 

reported tha t there is only a very small dependence or relationship between the energy 

and the molar volume or framework density. No general trends were found at tha t point.

In a recent publication by Piccione et al. [173] of which Navrotsky is also an author, 

the experimental measurements of enthalpies of transition from quartz do show a strong 

dependence on the framework density. This relationship is also confirmed by various 

theoretical publications among them, a detailed study of silica frameworks by Henson et 

al. [176]. An explanation for the absence of this conclusion from Navrotsky et al. previous 

publications is given. The limited availability of high silica zeolite samples prevented the
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previous study [171] from covering a wide range of framework densities. Now tha t these 

samples are readily available, a full series of experiments could be carried out and a strong 

correlation is confirmed between the relative stability and the framework density.

The trend between the framework and energetics is explained by a ‘quality of pack

ing’ argument. The creation of void volumes comes at a energetically high cost, since 

Si atoms would prefer to collapse into the void volumes. Quartz, the most stable struc

ture, represents the highest quality of packing and further compression of the density 

creates a destabilisation. All this takes place within a relatively narrow energy range of 

approximately 0 — 15kJ/m ol relative to quartz, with zeolite frameworks in the range of 

6.8 — 14.4kJ/mol precisely. This argument does not rule out structures with a very low 

framework density.

However a structure with a framework density lower than FAU has not been synthesised 

in the purely siliceous form. According to Davis [177] a purely physical limitation on a 

minimum in framework density for zeolites is given tha t in a zeolite synthesis the crystal 

must not float, i.e. the density is lower than th a t for water. However there is no reason 

based on a framework thermodynamics tha t a lower framework structure should not be 

possible. However mesoporous materials are readily synthesised with a lower framework 

density of known zeolites and a lower density than water. Thus the statement by Davis is 

somewhat controversial although it was recently asserted again in a Nature article [178]. 

This point will be discussed in more depth later by combining theoretical considerations 

on this apparent limit and the results from our data.

4 .1 .3 .0 .1  O p tim a l Si-Si d is ta n c e  Piccione et al. report [173] no further correlations 

between energetics and parameters such as the loop configuration of the zeolite structures 

and the (5 value (deviation from optimal Si-Si distance). O’Keeffe [179] defines the optimal 

Si-Si distance as 3.0586 Â which is found in quartz and any deviation from this will affect 

the energetics. Thus the value 6 is defined as the sum of differences between the Si-Si 

distances and the optimal value. The value of delta can be calculated, as described by 

Piccione et al. [173], from Equation 4.1.
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, Eili EU M (Sii -  Si,) -  3,05861 
 ̂= -----------------ÏN----------------- (4.1)

More recent publications by Piccione et a l [174,175], investigate further the ther

mochemistry of pure-silica molecular sieves. In the first paper, the entropy values are 

calculated and show th a t for the systems studied (four samples) the entropies lie in a 

narrow gap of 3.2 — 4.2 J/K m ol higher than quartz. This range of T A S  is smaller than 

the available therm al energy at the time of synthesis; approximately twice tha t amount 

of energy is available. In addition when one includes the enthalpy energetics it is clear 

the contribution of the entropy to the overall thermodynamics is much smaller. W hat 

role the structure directing agents play in synthesis is unclear since they do not stabilise 

the structure but rather they must contribute in some kinetic way to lead to  a specific 

structure.

The latter publication [175] tries to explain further the role of the SDA, by including 

the SDAs in the experiments. The experiments are solution calorimetry experiments using 

aqueous HF as the solvent. Several SDAs specific for a series of pure-silica zeolites are 

tested. The general conclusion from this work is tha t the organic SDAs are not highly 

selective in stabilising the final product. The free energies calculated with the SDAs 

involved are all positive but the range is very narrow and further it is explained that 

several SDAs can in fact direct to several different structures. These results suggested 

that template molecules direct towards a zeolite structure in a very subtle way, which is 

not yet fully understood.

A recent paper by Moloy et al. [180] correlates the internal surface area with energetics. 

Since energetics depend strongly on the framework density, another correlation with a 

structural property seems likely. However, our results will later show the correlation 

between surface area and energetics to be rather weak.

This concludes the literature review and we now focus in the next section on various 

characterisation techniques for zeolite topologies.
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4 .1 .4  Z eolite C haracterisation

The aim of this section is to describe the methods by which we characterise zeolite struc

tures. Some of this material may have been covered in the introduction. Our guide 

or reference manual is the ‘Atlas of Zeolite Framework Types’ currently in its fifth edi

tion [17]. The Atlas comprises 133 topological entries with three further entries updated 

on the website^, combining to a total of 136 zeolite framework types as of April 1st, 2002. 

The information present by the Atlas consists of the standard crystallographic data, topo

logical data and additional structural data such as ring dimensions.

A detailed description of each zeolite characteristic now follows.

Framework Density

The framework density of a zeolite structure is the number of T atoms per 1000 cubic 

Angstrom, (T/IOOOÂ^). For zeolite chemists this formulation of density is more conve

nient than the standard density expressed in units of kgm “ .̂ The T atoms in the case 

of a purely siliceous zeolite sample are Si and for AlPOs the T atoms are A1 and P. In 

the Atlas the framework density is given for a idealised unit cell for the purely siliceous 

structure, regardless of whether the material exists in tha t composition. The idealised cell 

is generated by the DLS method. In our calculations we calculate the FD from the unit 

cell parameters of the optimised structure of a purely siliceous framework. Currently the 

range in FD for known zeolites is ~  12 — 21 T/1000 A^. The FD is an indicator for the 

flexibility, energetics and void space of a framework.

Distant least squares (DLS) [181] is a well known method for optimising a structure 

based on predefined bond lengths and angles. The parameters used in the Atlas for DLS 

fits are, the interatomic distances dsi-o  =  1.61 Â, d o -o  =  2.679 Â and dsi-si =  3.07 Â 

with the weighting factors being 2.0, 0.61 and 0.23 respectively.
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Figure 4.3; Coordination sequence of a T atom of LTL. Starting at the central atom the 
first shell contains 4 atoms, the second 9 and the third 17. (Image taken from Cnrrao [182].)

C oord ina tion  Sequence

The coordination seqnence(CS) of the zeolite topology is a measure of the ‘connectedness’ 

of the T atoms via oxygen bridges. The sequence is obtained by starting at one T-atom 

and counting the T-atoms connected to it via oxygens bridges, illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

These neighbours are in turn connected to the next shell of T-atoms. Since each T-atom is 

only counted once, after a number of shells the path of connected T-atoms will return back 

to the starting point due to the rings in the structures. In highly branched systems this 

will occur later and the coordination sequence will in turn  be higher. There is a separate 

coordination sequence for each of the symmetrically inequivalent T-atoms. Normally the 

secpience is stopped at the 1 0 th shell.

It is shown that the 4th shell value is approximately proportional to the framework 

density if we consider the coordination sequence following the branching of a tetrahedra 

tree. In a case where no branches turn back on themselves and form rings, the sequence 

would be described by the series 4 * 3 " " \  where n indicates up to which shell the sequence 

is computed. The table below show the series.
11 0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

4 * 3 "-^  1.333 4 1 2 36 108 324 972 2916 8748 26244 78732
For quartz, the most dense silica structure, the value of the 4th coordination sequence is 

52, whereas zeolite values typically range from 30 to 50.

^http  : / / w w w .iza  — s tr u c tu r e s .o r g /d a ta b a se s / (C h . Baer tocher and  L .B . M cC uslcer, D a ta b a se  o f  Zeo
lite S tru c tu res)
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Coordination sequences although useful are not 100% unique as a topological invariant. 

A common example of this is the identical coordination sequences of structures LTA and 

RHO. We have calculated their CS up to uioo and they are still identical. Occasionally it 

was been reported that CS will differ after 1 1 1 3  oi' 1 1 1 5  for some examples.

Topological density

From the coordination sequences a property called the topological density (TD) can be 

calculated. We are interested in the TDio value, which is the summation of the CS values 

up to the tenth shell. The exact TD can be also be calculated but it is a more complicated 

property to calculate, as shown by Grosse-Kimstleve et al. [183]. There is a correlation 

factor between TDio and TD which is 0.82.

TDio is the sum of the CS values from iiq to ipo. So for sodalite it is,

S O D  T D i o  =  1 T 4 +  10 + 20 T 34 +  52 +  74 +  100 +  130 +  164 +  202 =  791 (4.2)

There is some confusion in the literature whether to add 1 for ug or not. The correct sum 

of TDio is to add the iio =  1 .

4.1.4.1 Loop C onfigurations

A

T,
Figure 4.4: Loop configuration for a T atom in LTA. (Image taken from Cnrrao [182].)

Loop configurations are graphs showing the number of different 3- or 4- membered 

rings each topologically different T-atom is part of, as shown for example for LTA in 

Figure 4.4. For each graph, the solid lines indicated a proper T-O-T linkage while a
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Figure 4.5: Loop configurations found in known zeolite topologies. The number in the 
parenthesis is the number of times the configuration is found in zeolites. (Image taken 
from Baerlocher [17].)

spotted line represents a broken linkage in an interrupted framework structure. Figure 4.5 

shows loop configurations for all known zeolite topologies. Loop configurations are mainly 

used for classification purposes in spectroscopic methods. Also, Brunner describes the use 

of loop configurations for characterising zeolite topologies in his work [184-186] to answer 

fundamental questions about microporous structures.

4.1.4.2 Vertex Symbols

Vertex symbols are another useful characteristic of the topology. They represent amongst 

other things a description of the size of the shortest ring each of the six angles of a T-atom 

is a part of. Vertex symbols were introduced by O ’Keeffe and Hyde [187]. In combination 

with coordination sequences they are used to concretely classify topologies.

Vertex symbols are defined as follows. A vertex in a 4-connected net has six angles. As 

shown in the example in Figure 4.6, the edges of each the angles can be followed along T- 

0 -T  linkages back to the starting point, forming a ring or circuit. The difference between
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Figure 4.6: An example of the six circuits in LTA from which the short form of vertex 
symbol is determined. There are three 4-circuits, two 6 -circuits and one 8 -circuit, giving 
the vertex symbol 4 6  4 6  4 8 . (Image taken from Cnrrao [182].)

the shortest circuit and the shortest ring is the distinguishing factor between the short 

and the long form of vertex symbols and it is confusing to determine the difference at 

first. The shortest circuit is the shortest path followed along the edges for each of the six 

angles. The shortest rings are the paths followed along the edges of the six angles which 

do not have a shortcut back to the starting position.

The short form of the vertex symbols describe the circuits for each angle. Thus for the 

example shown Figure 4.6, the sizes of the circuits for each of the six angles are 4 6  4 6  4 8 . 

The short form would be 4  ̂ - 6 ^ - 8  with the superscripts indicating the number of circuits 

which occur. This is also called the ‘Schlafli symbol’.

Figure 4.7: This diagram show a T-atom in LTL. There are two 4-rings, one 6 -ring, two 
8 -rings and one 12-ring. In this example there are three paths to follow an 8 -ring for two 
of the angles and thus the vertex symbols has subscripts, 4 8 3  4 8 3  6  12. (Image taken 
from Cnrrao [182].)
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The long form of the vertex symbol counts the size and number of rings which can be 

followed along the edges of each angle. The example shown in Figure 4,7 is for the LTL 

topology. The rings which can be followed are 4 • 83 • 4 • 83 • 6 • 12 with the subscripts 

indicating the number of rings of tha t particular size which could have been followed for 

the angle. The long form has the advantage of including more information about the 

topology so tha t it can be used in combination with CS to distinguish nets where the CS 

are the same.

When there are no subscripts in the vertex symbols for a zeolite net, there is only one 

ring which can be followed for each angle which indicates the net is formed by a packing 

of simple polyhedra. O’Keeffe and Hyde single out several other zeolite topologies with 

no subscripts in their publication [187], since they form a subclass of zeolites formed by a 

packing of simple polyhedra.

Identification

For a topology to be uniquely identified one can use a combination of vertex symbols and 

coordination sequence. The following rules apply and no examples have yet been found 

which disagree [187].

• If the coordination sequences are the same, their vertex symbols must be different.

• If the vertex symbols are the same, their coordination sequences must be different.

• Both their coordination sequences and vertex symbols can be different.

SYSTRE

Delgado Friedrichs has developed a program S Y S T R E  which can unambiguously distin

guish nets [188]. This is the first time such a methodology has been developed. SYSTRE 

stands for Symmetry Structure Recognition and Refinement. The program cannot only 

distinguish zeolite nets but is part of a bigger project to distinguish all type of crystal nets 

in collaboration with O’Keeffe. The method is based on placing all vertices in a net at 

their equilibrium position and assigning their coordinates using a vector method proposed 

by Chung and Hahn [189].
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Volumes

A volume for a zeolite is not easily defined. In this thesis we measure the amount of free 

volume (also called void volume) inside a zeolite framework, in its channels and cavities. 

The concept of free volume is theoretical since it is based on an idealised unit cell with 

zero defects. In a real zeolite sample the volume is estimated via sorption isotherms which 

give a BET surface area [190] th a t can be compared. Strictly speaking, microporous 

materials do not have multi-layer adsorption since the pores are completely filled by a 

molecule. The BET analysis is a method comparing the pressures of mono and multi

layer components, thus, a BET surface area for zeolites is an approximation. To calculate 

the volume theoretically one can use a variety of methods. The basic parameters common 

to all these methods are the the van der Waals radii for the atoms in the structure, in this 

case Si and O. We used the values for Si =  0.90 Â and O =  1.32 A.
The measurement of volumes is closely related to surfaces, since the surface encloses 

the volume. To calculate the volume inside a zeolite channel one must be able to determine 

the internal surface of that channel. This can be done in several ways.

Figure 4.8: Connolly surface is traced out by the surface of the probe molecule as it rolls 
over atoms. (Image taken from Accelerys [100].)

• The surface generated by intersecting spheres with van der Waals radii, is often 

called the van der Waals molecular surface. The volume enclosed by this type of 

surface is often an overestimation of the volume due to all the small crevices between 

spheres.

• The solvent accessible surface is usually determined by using a probe molecule, a
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sphere of given radius which is rolled over the spheres of the atoms with van der 

Waals radii. This eliminates problems with small crevices. This is also known as 

the Connolly surface after Connolly [191], shown in Figure 4.8. Connolly maintains 

a comprehensive review of the calculation of surfaces on his website [192].

• Differences in volume software codes are generally due to differences in implementing 

the Connolly surface. This difference is due to the fact th a t rolling a sphere over 

a surface of intersecting spheres sounds trivial but is in actual fact very difficult to 

code accurately.

In the methodology section the method of calculating the free volume is described in more 

detail.

Thimm, Klee and zeolite cycle sequences

In a publication by Thimm and Klee [193] a new type of invariant is described, cycle 

sequences. The motivation behind this work is similar to the work by Delgado-Friedrichs 

and his SYSTRE program, tha t is to create a complete invariant. A complete invariant 

is one which is different for all zeolite topologies. Cycle sequences are computed by the 

TOPOLAN program [194]. In summary a cycle sequence counts the number of cycles 

each vertex belongs to. For example in a topology one starts at a vertex and counts the 

number of 4 membered cycles the vertex belongs to. In other words how many ways can 

one follow T-O-T links from the starting position and return back to the same starting 

position by going through only 3 other T atoms thus completing a cycle of 4 T  atoms. 

The cycle continues els one goes on to count how many paths there are for 5 membered 

cycles and then 6 and so on. As the number of T atoms to include in the cycle increases, 

the number of possible paths greatly increases. The number of members in the cycle 

is called the cycle length, for example a C14 cycle is a cycle of length 14. As one can 

imagine there are thousands of paths in any zeolite framework which start at one vertex 

and link through 13 other T atoms to finally return back to the starting position. So far 

all topologically different vertices in known zeolites have distinct cycle sequences. The 

average cycle sequence correlates with the average coordination sequence linearly.
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The final section of this introduction part is a section which describes the generation 

of hypothetical structures via tiling theory.

4.1 .5  T ilin g  T heory and th e  generation  o f H TZS

The generation of the hypothetical zeolite structures reported on in this thesis, stems 

from a remarkable piece of work by a group of German mathematicians working at the 

University of Bielefeld in the field of geometry. More particularly, their field is termed 

advanced tiling theory and/or combinatorial tiling theory.

As we have seen the generation of nets can be accomplished by various routes which 

follow three main lines.

• Point atoms - random arrangement of atoms. (Boisen and O’Keeffe)

• Indirect approach - atoms translated through space by symmetry operators. (Treacy)

• Tiling theory - generation of nets by partitioning of space by tilings. (Delgado- 

Friedrichs)

The advantage of the tiling theory process is simply tha t it is now possible to sys

tematically enumerate the structures which it generates. How this is done and the theory 

behind it is reviewed in the next sections.

3D four-connected nets

Zeolite topologies are classified in a mathematical sense as 4-connected nets. The void 

spaces of zeolites can be thought of as 3 dimensional tiles or polyhedra. When three tiles 

meet an edge is created and where four tiles meet they form a vertex. If a set of vertices 

and edges form a network where each of the vertices are joined to four vertices by edges, 

a 4-connected net is constructed. Thus a zeolite topology or network can also be thought 

of as a recurring tiling in 3 dimensions. The key to creating 4-connected nets in this 

manner is generating 3D tilings to create new nets. However there are an infinite number 

of different tilings for 3D space even if one restricts the number of different vertices in the 

corresponding net to be uninodal.
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S ystem atic  enu m era tio n

A systematic enumeration of an infinite number of tilings is thus impossible. Therefore 

the key to enumerating a number of tilings and the nets is to reduce the complexity of the 

tilings to an finite number.

For example, by defining tilings to obey the packing rules of conventional polyhedra 

one reduces the number of possibilities drastically. As described earlier the conditions 

for the packing of conventional polyhedra require three tiles or polyhedra to meet at an 

edge. For uninodal nets there are only nine types of tilings which obey these restrictions. 

A counter example is the quartz net. It is made of tilings where the faces are curved 

and only two edges meet at at a vertex. W ith these types of non-conventional packing 

conditions the number of possible tilings again rises sharply. If one takes the conventional 

jxicking conditions and further restricts the conditions to require that all the edges and 

vertices must be the same (termed regular polyhedra), then only the sodalite structure or 

net can be constructed.

To explain how one systematically generates tilings it is necessary to go into a lit

tle more detail. The following pictures and examples are taken from Delgado-Friedrichs 

website

 — 4# ^ ^ oAe

Figure 4.9: Barycentric subdivison of a 2D tiling. (Image taken from Delgado et al. [195].)

In Figure 4.9 one can see the barycentric subdivision of a 2D tiling. This means one 

takes a central point in each on the main tiles and then connects this point to the centres

‘Delgado-Friedriclis’ website is www.inathematik.uni-bielefeld.de/' delgado

ICO
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of the edges and vertices. In essence this produces many triangles. Solid lines indicate 

the original tile, dotted lines indicate a line from the vertex of the tile to its centre and 

dashed lines indicate a line drawn from the centre of a tile to the centre of its edge. Each 

of the triangles, which we now call chambers, can in turn  be labelled, and one takes into 

account if there are symmetry equivalent chambers in the tiling. In the example there are 

ten different chambers labelled A to J, these are called classes. Now if one assigns each 

class its neighbouring class (these are denoted so{t), si{t) and S2{t) for a given chamber 

t) one creates a Delaney set, which does not yet uniquely define a tiling. One must add 

another series of information, tha t is the number of edges of the original tile containing 

chambers of this class, mo(C), and the number of original edges meeting at a vertex for 

this class, m \{C ). This is then called the Delaney symbol. For the example in Figure 4.9 

the Delaney symbol is shown in Figure 4.10 and in its tabulated form in Table 4.1. For 

chamber A, the chambers adjacent to it are B, B, and C; also the original tile containing 

chamber A has six edges and the original vertex at A has five tiles surrounding it, thus 

the Delaney symbol for A is BBC65. Another interesting form of the Delaney symbol 

notation is in the string form or the ‘gene’ shown below.

BBC65 AAD65 DHA35 CEB35 FDI35 EGJ35 HFH35 GCG35 JJE35 IIF35.

3 / 5

3 / 5 3 / 5

3 / 5 3 / 5

' D

1

6 / 5

Figure 4.10: Delaney symbol in graph form. (Image taken from Delgado et al. [195].)

Once this ‘notation’ is established one can describe a tiling by its Delaney symbol 

and various im portant mathematical theorems can be defined. To go into these would 

be beyond the scope of this thesis and indeed beyond the mathematical understanding
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class So Si S2 mo m i
A B B C 6 5
B A A D 6 5
C D H A 3 5
D C E B 3 5
E F D I 3 5
F E G J 3 5
G H F H 3 5
H G C G 3 5
I J J E 3 5
J I I F 3 5

Table 4.1: Tabulated form of Delaney symbol

of the author but one im portant theorem which should be noted is theorem number one. 

‘Two tilings are combinatorially equivalent if and only if their respective Delaney symbols 

are isomorphic. Two Delaney symbols are isomorphic if one can be obtained from the 

other by just renaming the nodes.’ [151] The nodes mentioned in the above sentence mean 

the classes described earlier. In other words there exists a homeomorphism  between the 

topologically equivalent tilings. Or simply, the theorem states tha t a tiling can be uniquely 

described by a Delaney symbol and a unique Delaney symbol can only describe one tiling.

Thus one can go about and list all possible Delaney symbols and thereby create an 

enumeration of tilings. As Delgado-Friedrichs puts it in his paper [147] one simply enu

merates the possible tilings by ‘mutating the inorganic gene’. There are however several 

noteworthy complications. The first being the combinations of Delaney symbols. In the 

example case there are ten classes therefore one needs to assign distinct names for each 

of the elements, there however 10! — 3628800 combinations to do this. Which is the best 

way to assign names to the elements in this case? One way is to choose the lexicographi

cally smallest sequence and make sure tha t the assignment is unique to the given Delaney 

symbol. W ith such a large number of combinations to assign a sequence to a Delaney 

symbol, a check to see if two sequences describe the same Delaney symbol is obviously 

very time-consuming. The fact tha t they must be related by symmetry if they are indeed 

the same helps a little but one needs to employ a trick to eliminate this problem. Fixing 

one element as ‘A’ and then continuing to check the combinations for duplicates reduces 

the number to the extent that it is a feasible methodology to ‘m utate’ the genes. The next
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hurdle is to see if the Delaney symbol corresponds to a tiling in real space. To determine 

if a tiling is in fact realisable in Euclidean space is of considerable complexity especially 

when one deals with 3D tilings, which is well beyond the scope of this summary. Delgado 

Friedrichs’ thesis provides criteria to establish if a Delaney symbol represents a tiling in 

Euclidean space and can be seen for further reference [196].

Assuming one can readily assess if a tiling exists in real space or not, the enumeration 

of the tilings depends on one further complication. As stated before there are an infinite 

number of uninodal tilings in 3D and one must reduce the complexity of the system to 

create a finite set. One way to do this is to limit the number of faces which can be 

incident to a vertex or, rephrased, one can limit the number of faces which can be incident 

to a common tile. It is necessary to restricts the kind of vertex present in a tiling by 

specifying a ‘vertex figure’. A simple vertex figure is one where the vertex figure is a 

tetrahedron. Additional tilings can be generated if they consist of more complex vertices 

where the vertex figures have additional edges, these are called quasi-simple tilings with 

double edges.

This restriction allows the systematic enumeration of uni-, bi-, and trinodal structures 

thus far . The enumeration of the uninodal structures is extended to include quasi-simple 

tilings with double edges, whereas the bi- and trinodal structures have been enumerated 

based on simple vertex figures.

As mentioned before a zeolite topology or net can be obtained by recurring tilings, 

however the some tilings result in the same net or topology. For example 294 (9 simple 

and 285 quasi-simple) uninodal tilings correspond to approximately 166 nets which are of 

interest as crystalline networks. Later in the results section one can see the exact number 

of corresponding zeolite topologies these tilings represent. It is however im portant to note 

tha t in principle from the above described method all possible three dimensional tilings 

can be enumerated to a given complexity, which in turn enumerates all possible zeolite 

topologies. This is a remarkable mathematical achievement and of profound use to the 

chemistry field, not just the zeolite community.
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4.2  M eth o d o lo g y

4.2 .1  A tom istic  M odels

How do we initially convert mathematically generated nets into atomistic models? To 

transform the generated nets into zeolite structures for use in our energy minimisation 

calculations requires a number of steps. Due to the large number of structures to be 

evaluated the following steps were automated.

Initial structures

Our collaborators in Germany have transformed their mathematical nets into a file con

taining unit cell dimensions and coordinates of vertex positions for each net. These simple 

data files with x, y, z coordinates are our starting point. We also asked them to scale the 

coordinates in such a way to create a distance between vertices of around 3.1 Â.

The next step determines the symmetry of the initial unit cells. In most cases the 

symmetry is already included in the data files.

Determ ining the sym m etry

We load each structure into a molecular modeler such as Insightll [197] or Cerius4.2 [100]. 

Using the findsymmy module of these programs one can find the symmetry through a 

routine determination.

The tolerance in the findsymmy algorithm was varied from 0.01 to 0.1 to double check 

that the default setup did indeed find the space-group with the highest symmetry for each 

theoretical net.

Substituting Si and adding O

To create atomistic models we insert at the vertex a T  atom of our choice, in this case 

Si. As previously stated these structures will be calculated in their purely siliceous state 

only. Other compositions such as with A1 and P to make AlPO structures will be dis

cussed at a later point since the refinement of HTZS as AlPO structures formed part of a 

complementary study by Simperler.

W ith the program module cseval of the Insightll [197] package, it is possible to add
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oxygens between the adjacent T-atoms. The program calculates all the distances between 

atoms and decides which ones are adjacent. The initial coordinates of the vertices was 

agreed upon to keep this step in mind by fixing the general distance between two adjacent 

vertices at 3.1 Â. There was no need for scaling. The value for T-T distance in quartz is

3.07 A.

The addition of oxygen to the models created the most errors in our automation pro

cess. Some nets contain a T-atom surrounded by more than four close T-atom neighbours, 

hopelessly confusing the software module. As it turned out several structures simply could 

not be refined into an atomistic model due to the problem of additional neighbouring T- 

atoms. For these nets and their corresponding tilings, it was necessary to check if better 

starting coordinates could not be found, i.e. alternative starting coordinates which repre

sent the same net but eliminate the problem of close neighbours. For some nets this was 

simply not possible and they were deemed un-rehnable.

DLS and pre-optimising

Finally after the oxygens have been added, we pre-minimise the structure with the DLS 

program [181]. DLS (Distant Least Squares) is a method by which one can optimise a 

structure based on bond distances and bond angles. The DLS method simply creates what 

we call a ‘kink’ in the previously straight bond angle of the bridging atoms, the T-O-T 

angle. For most cases, this step does not cause any problems, but as with the oxygen 

addition step, hypothetical structures are often so bizarre or unusual in their structure 

that this step will cause problems. For instance there will be cases where the DLS program 

will have difficulty determining which direction to put the kink into the bridging oxygen 

bond. A oxygen may be placed too close to another oxygen by this method, for example 

in a three or four membered ring formation. The result is tha t DLS may optimise the 

oxygens so tha t each one is pointing towards one another. If they are too close they will 

be repelled in the energy calculation and cause it to fail.

In such cases our automation procedures fail to be intelligent enough and manual 

invention is required. Often a way around this problem is to skip the DLS step. The opti
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misation in the energy minimisation step can be performed without this pre-optimisation 

step, although DLS usually reduces the amount of computer time required.

E n e rg y  ca lcu la tio n

The structure now contains the Si atoms at the vertex positions of the hypothetical net 

and oxygens placed in between these vertices. The final step in the procedure is to run 

a lattice energy calculation using GULP [25]. We optimise the geometry and positions 

of the atoms in the unit cell to obtain the lowest total energy for each structure. The 

danger of finding a local minimum is reduced by pre-minimisation steps using DLS and 

the relatively accurate T-T starting distances.

The GULP parameters used in our calculations were ‘ener conp full nosy mm % which 

directs the calculation to optimise the geometry of the structure with respect to lattice 

energy while the unit cell remains at constant pressure. The symmetry keyword ‘nosymm’ 

turns off symmetry operations. The calculations were performed without symmetry con

ditions since it is quite possible tha t during the optimisation the structure will change its 

spacegroup. The nosymm option allows the atoms to relax freely and if necessary allows 

the symmetry of the entire structure to change. However in some cases symmetry was used 

to speed up calculations when unit cells were large. In general the structures retained their 

symmetry and often the lowest energy configuration was only obtainable with symmetry 

constraints switched on.

Prom this calculation we obtain a final optimised ‘relaxed’ structure in a standard file 

format from which values for volumes, density and energies were obtained.

Most calculations were run on a SGI Origin 2000 series server consisting of 14 processors 

with 7 GB of memory. Generally each calculation took 10-30 minutes to complete using 

approximately 40 MB of memory. Some very large unit cell structures took 1-5 hours 

to complete with over 300 megabits of memory required. Automation was achieved for 

approximately 75% of the structures. The remaining structures were processed manually.

Automating the GULP jobs is a process of writing scripts in a programming language 

of choice such as C, Perl, awk or whatever is easiest. In this case C scripts were used to
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produce a GULP input file from a file produced after the DLS step. This contained the 

coordinates of the pre-optimised atom positions. The procedure is fairly straightforward 

since the input file parameters do not change except for the atom coordinates.

P o te n tia ls

The potentials we have used in our calculations are the ‘Sanders/Catlow’ potential by 

Sanders et a i [32] with the modified oxygen shell charge described by Schroder et al. 

[92], and the Kramer et al. [140] potential set. The difference between the sets is that 

the ‘Sanders/Catlow’ potential uses a polarisation shell model to describe the oxygen in 

addition to the standard Buckingham and three-body terms, whereas the Kramer potential 

does not. Details on potentials are also in Appendix A.

Sanders/Catl ow potential [32,92]
Buckingham potential

A ( e V ) P (Â) C  (eV Â6)
Sj4+ . . . 0 2 - 1283.907 0.32052 10.66158
0 ^ “  • • • o ^ - 22764.000 0.149 27.880

Three-body potential
k  (eV rad Oq (deg)

O-T-O 2.09724 
Core-shell 
k  (eV Â-2)

109.47

Q2- 74.92 
Charges (q^)

S]4+ 4.0000
Ocore 0.86902
Q 2  — 
' ^ s h e l l

-2.86902

Kramer potential [140]
Buckingham potential

A(eV) P (Â) C  (eV A«)
S]4+ . . . q 2 - 18003.7572 0.205205 133.5381
q 2 -  . . . Q 2 - 1388.7730 

Charges (qa)
0.362319 175.000

S]4+ 2.40
0 2 - -1.20

Table 4.2: Potentials used in calculations 

C a lcu la tin g  s tru c tu ra l  p ro p e r tie s

In addition to calculating the lattice energy of each structure we have also calculated 

various additional structural properties. Some of these are easily calculated properties such 

as framework density and molar volumes. Others required additional software packages.
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Listed below are the properties calculated for each structure.

• framework density, density, molar volume

• ringsize, ring dimensions, number of large channels

• coordination sequence, vertex symbols

• free volumes

• average bond lengths and bond angles

• surface area, average distance of T atom to surface

This data can be summarised into three categories, topological data, physical structural 

data and energy calculation data.

Topological data

To obtain the topological data a program called ZeoTsites [198] was used, which calculates 

the coordination sequence, vertex symbols and all the distances between atoms with corre

sponding bond lengths and bond angles for the bonded atom pairs. There are a number of 

alternative programs to calculate coordination sequences and topological data, examples 

are K RIB ER  [199] and TOPOLAN  [194].

4.2.1.1 Standard Deviation of T-O-T angles

For each framework we have calculated the variance in the T-O-T angles. Often the 

average of the T-O-T angles does not give a good indication of the spread in angles. For 

example the mean cannot inform us if there are several very acute T-O-T angles or several 

straight T-O-T angles in addition to the normal angles found in the structure. However 

a measure of the variance in angles can be calculated using the standard deviation of the 

T-O-T angles. It is calculated by the equation below.

SD =  ^  (4.3)

Where x is the arithmetic mean.
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Void Volume calculation

To calculate the void volume properties of these structures the free volume module of the 

Cerius2 software package is used. The van der Waals radii for Si was set at 0.9 Â and for 

O 1.32 Â. Further, it is necessary to select the radius of the probe molecule. The radius 

used in our calculations is 1.4 Â and for comparison calculations with a larger radius of

1.8 Â were performed. The volumes which the module calculates is based on a contact 

method, i.e. it calculates the Connolly surface. The sphere of the probe molecule with the 

defined radius is ‘rolled’ over the spheres of the Si and O atoms, and a surface is traced 

out by the surface of the sphere. In addition, the program calculates an accessible volume 

based on the probe molecule being able to access the void space through the openings 

of the cavities. The various volumes which can be calculated with the module are listed 

below.

• Total volume of unit cell determined by the cell parameters a, b and c. In the case

of a cubic unit cell this is obviously a^ in cubic Angstrom.

• Available volume is total volume minus the volume of all the atoms, which depends

on the Van der Waals radii used for each atom.

• Occupiable volume is the volume which can be occupied by probe molecule with 

a set radius as it probes the surface (Connolly) of the structure.

• Accessible volume is the same volume as the occupiable volume, i.e. a probe 

molecule traces the contours of the structure but here the probe molecule is forced 

to enter the unit cell from the outside, thus the volume inside cages must be accessible 

by large enough pores or channels.

• Inaccessible volume is the difference between the occupiable volume and the ac

cessible volume, giving the volume which a probe of set radius cannot access. Thus 

as the probe molecule radius increases to say, 1.8 Â the inaccessible volume will 

increase for some structures.
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• S u rface  a re a  is obtained as the Connolly surface which encloses the volumes cal

culated.

The term  solvent accessible volume or surface was mentioned earlier in the chapter. To 

clarify here, the solvent accessible volume is the same as the occupiable volume and the 

solvent accessible surface is the same as the surface area, i.e. the Connolly surface.

Freeman [200] found a software bug in the volume determination module, free volume 

which has not been fixed to date. Thus the volume data  should be treated with care. (The 

bug does not affect most of the data but in some cases the module calculates a volume 

which is accessible where the volume is in fact not accessible.) Finally each volume is 

normalised by dividing by the number of Si atoms in the test cell to determine the average 

free volumes per Si atom for each structure.

G eo m etrica l analysis  o f p o re s

In addition to the analysis which can be carried out using the ZeoTsites [198] program, 

one im portant piece of information is the geometrical dimensions of the pores and chan

nels within the structure. Since there is currently no software which is clever enough to 

actually visualise each zeolite structure and measure the pore dimensions; this must be 

done manually. Thus, Freeman looked at each structure (over 900) and determined the 

following properties.

• Pore sizes measuring from oxygen to oxygen and subtracting the van der Waals

radius of oxygen 1.32 * 2 — 2.64 A.

• Ring size distribution, in terms of 6, 8, 10 or 12 membered-rings?

• Direction and number of channels.

Bell has developed a method by which the porosity index can be calculated of a zeolitic 

type structure [201]. This index gives a good measurement of the ‘openness’ of a structure.

A u to m a tin g  p ro ced u re s

By automating the procedure for evaluating all of these structures, we use the advances 

in modern computing to our advantage. The slowest part of any computational method is
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the keyboard input device. If one can reduce the input via the keyboard to a minimum by 

automating tasks, which are just repetitions of the same commands on different examples, 

one can speed up the calculations considerably. Errors caused by automation are generally 

where a decision is required and the procedure is not ‘clever’ enough.

Automating the task of determining ring size and channel shapes is currently not 

possible. This simple type of task is very difficult to software engineer and shows the 

shortcomings of computers in terms of their analytical capabilities. In the future, ad

vances made in other areas of computer science such as pattern recognition, for example 

identification of finger prints, might be transferred, so tha t finding structural features in 

a zeolite frameworks may also be done by the push of a button.

4.2 .2  D a ta  processing

D ata processing is accomplished by feeding in the output data into a database program 

called MySQL, a freeware SQL based database application. The information is spread into 

various tables which are later linked via queries in standard SQL language. The reason 

for using several different tables is the ease of updating them separately. High volumes of 

data which are now days routinely created, can only be handled in this manner.

W eb database

One of the goals of this project is to create a web database of the hypothetical zeolite 

structures. We have created a trial version of a web database of our structures. The front- 

end is a Java based applet and the back-end is our MySQL database. It is planned for 

the future to create a HTZS web database which includes our database but also Treacy’s 

database and possibly other peoples’.

4.2 .3  T em plate pred iction  v ia  Z E B E D D E

After several structures have been pinpointed as feasible structures we have attem pted to 

predict structure directing agents or templates using the ZEBEDDE  program written by 

Lewis and Willock [20,23].

ZEBEDDE(Zeolites By Evolutionary De novo DEsign) works on the basis tha t a tem
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plate molecule fits inside the void space of a zeolite, or other microporous material, for 

the structure directing process to work. Thus the program simply builds a molecule inside 

the void space and optimises a cost function which evaluates the fit of the molecule. In 

addition the program performs several actions to  ensure a good fit, by moving the molecule 

inside the void space. Since the program was only used briefly, this thesis will not go into 

any great detail on this program. For more information please refer to the citations given.
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4 .3  R esu lts  &: D iscu ssio n

4.3.1 Refined topologies

Uninodal HTZS - Total 164
61 Known strs. 103 Unknown strs.

44 Zeolite 17 Mineral
83 20 eqv

19 -t- 25 eqv 2 4- 15 eqv

Binodal HTZS - Total 111
11 Known strs. 100 Unknown strs.

11 Zeolite
100 0 eqv

11 4- 0 eqv

Trinodal HTZS - Total 612
4 Known strs. 608 Unknown strs.

4 zeolite
608 0 eqv

4 +  0 eqv

Table 4.3: Statistics of refineable hypothetical structures. (The abbreviation ’eqv’ stands 
for equivalent.)

Firstly we present the number of hypothetical zeolites we have been able to refine 

using our methodology. The systematic enumeration of 4-connected tilings by Delgado- 

Friedrichs et al. have produced the 294 uninodal, 117 binodal and 924 trinodal tilings. 

There are exactly 294 distinct uninodal tilings, 9 simple uninodal tilings and 285 quasi 

simple uninodal tilings. From these 294 uninodal structures approximately 166 nets have 

been identified by Delgado-Friedrichs as unique and given to us for simulation. Two of 

these nets were unrefinable. From 117 binodal tilings generated by simple tilings, 113 nets 

have been given to us for investigation. Two of these have not been refinable, leaving 111 

binodal structures. From the 924 enumerated trinodal tilings also based on a simple tiling 

generation, 624 nets have been passed onto us for investigation and 12 of these have not 

been refinable, leaving 612 trinodal structures.

Refined uninodal structures

Of the 166 uninodal structures given to us for evaluation, 164 of these were refinable in the 

sense tha t we were able to carry out a energy minimisation calculation on their structure.
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Of these 164 structures, several are known zeolite or mineral structures and several are in 

fact equivalent structures. There are also some nets which are topologically equivalent but 

refine to slightly different structures (local minima). Table 4.3 shows a summary of the 

uninodal structures. The generated nets include all 19 known uninodal zeolite topologies 

and two mineral topologies, cristobalite and trydimite. This leaves approximately 60 

unique hypothetical zeolite structures which we have evaluated.

Refined binodal structures

Of the 113 binodal structures 111 have been refined, shown in Table 4.3. There are no 

equivalent structures in this set since they have been generated based on a simple tiling 

which does not produce duplicate nets. Of the 29 known binodal zeolite structures only 

11 have been generated by the tiling theory. For the remaining known binodal zeolite 

topologies to be accounted for the generation method must extend to include quasi-simple 

binodal tilings. This has not yet been done by Delgado-Piiedrichs and co-workers due to 

the considerable explosion in the number of theoretical structures.

Refined trinodal structures

Of the 624 trinodal structure given to us for investigation, 612 have been refined using our 

energy minimisation techniques, as seen in Table 4.3. Of the 24 known trinodal zeolite 

topologies, 4 have been found in the set of trinodal nets. Also the topology of a new zeolite 

structure UZM-5 by UOP has been found More known trinodal zeolite topologies are 

expected to be included in the enumeration of quasi-simple trinodal tilings.

Type codes

In summary, the known zeolite topologies accounted for sofar by tiling theory are shown 

in Table 4.4.

This immediately brings up several questions. Why are not all zeolite structures enu

merated by tiling theory? In theory they must be. The current implementation of the 

theory by Delgado-Friedrichs and co-workers is not suitable for generating large numbers

^No official reference is available yet for this topology, only a private discussion between myself and 
G. Lewis of UOP
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Uninodal known type codes
Number Type Code Included

1. ABW /
2. AGO /
3. AFI /
4. ANA /
5. ATN /
6. ATO /
7. BCT /
8. CAN /
9. CHA /

10. DFT /
11. FAU /
12. CIS /
13. G M E /
14. KFI /
15. LTA /
16. MER /
17. MON /
18. RHO /
19. SOD /

Binodal known type codes
Number Type Code Included

1. AFX /
2. AFY /
3. AHT -

4. AFC -

5. APD -

6. AST /
7. ASV -

8. ATT -

9. ATV -

10. AWW /
11. BIK -
12. EAB /
13. EDI -
14. ERI /
15. JBW -

16. LEV /
17. LOS /
18. LTL -
19. MAZ -

20. NAT -
21. OFF -
22. OSO -
23. PHI -
24. SAS /
25. SAT /
26. TSC /
27. VFI -

28. WEI -
29. YUG -

Trinodal known type codes
Number Type Code Included

1. AEI -
2. AEL -
3. AEN -
4. AFG /
5. AES -
6. AFT -
7. ATS -
8. AWO -
9. BEC -

10. BPH /
11. CAS -
12. CZP -
13. EPI -
14. LAU -
15. LOV -
16. M E P /
17. MSG -
18. M TN /
19. OSI -
20. RTE -
21. SAY -
22. THO -
23. v s v -
24. -WEN -

ITQ-21 -
UZM-5 /

Table 4.4: Zeolite type codes accounted for by tiling theory. Type codes in bold are 
structures without vertex symbol subscripts [187].
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of structures nor for running the necessary long time (months) to calculate them. The ex

tended enumeration of more complex tilings for binodal and trinodal structures produces 

an explosion in numbers which quickly exceed the capabilities of the current hardware but 

also current human resources on the project. More funding will be required to continue 

the enumeration and we are confident tha t extending the generation will account for the 

remaining structures.

The quartz net is another im portant topology not currently accounted for in the enu

meration of uninodal structures. The complexity of the tiling vertex figure must be ex

tended beyond the quasi-simple to generate the quartz net. It is interesting tha t all known 

uninodal zeolite topologies are enumerated using the simple and quasi-simple tiling vertex 

figures. A more complicated vertex figure for the tilings as for quartz is not required. 

This would suggest tha t for enumeration purposes of zeolites, one only needs to go as far 

as a quasi-simple tiling in terms of complexity to account for all known zeolites. This is 

a promising observation for further enumerations since it greatly reduces the number of 

tilings which have to be generated for new zeolite structures.

Another interesting feature of Table 4.4 is the type codes in bold type which corre

spond to those zeolites without subscripts in their vertex symbols as reported by O’Keeffe 

and Hyde [187]. Structures without subscripts are topologies based on packing of simple 

polyhedra. These should be generated by tiling theory based on a simple tiling vertex 

figure. As can be seen some of the bold type codes are not accounted for. OFF, AEI and 

AFT have not been generated by the tiling theory method sofar. We currently cannot 

explain this observation.
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T reacy  s tru c tu re s

Treacy has published 150 coordination sequences of his generated structures [165]. Most 

of the uninodal structures we have refined have been generated by Treacy and thus it 

is necessary to cross-reference them. Table 4.5 shows a selection of structures which are 

cross-referenced with Treacy's structures. It is also im portant to restate tha t coordination 

sequences alone do not uniquely identify a topology. However a visual comparison has 

been made by Simperler and myself and comments are made where appropriate.

For a complete cross reference to all of Treacy’s structures, please see Table C .l in 

Appendix C.

ID Treacy ID Comment
d e tl_ ll 66
detl_14 135 same CS but different structure
detl_17 115
detl_35 89
detl_71 51
detl_73 35
detl_122 13
detl_195 15 same CS but different structure
detl_196 15

Table 4.5: Cross reference of a selection of uninodal structures with Treacy’s published 
structures [165].

4.3 .2  P lo ts  o f data

In the following sections we present our results in the form of graphs.

4.3.2.1 E n e rg y  v ersus F ram ew o rk  D en s ity

K now n  Z eo lites In addition to calculating the energetics of the hypothetical structures 

it is also im portant to compare these values with known zeolite frameworks. Thus all pro

cedures for calculating properties were also performed on the siliceous form of the known 

zeolite topologies. The energy calculations of known zeolite topologies were previously 

performed by Bell [201].

Quartz provides a reference point for all these calculations. Since a-quartz is the 

most stable form of silica at room temperature it will serve as our relative energy point
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to which all further energy calculations will be normalised. The transitions of quartz as 

it undergoes heating are described in detail in Greenwood and Earnshaw (p.394) [202]. 

The transition phase diagram includes the additional forms of quartz, m athrm a-quaitz, 

/3-quartz and the a- and j3- forms of tridymite and cristobalite and the rare forms coesite 

and stishovite. Tridymite and cristobalite structures are included in the set of uninodal 

hypothetical structures.

The values obtained by running a GULP calculation with the potentials described 

earlier can be seen in Table 4.6.

Lattice energy for quartz (kJ mol  ̂per Si)
Sanders et al. potentials —12418.02 
Kramer et al. potentials —5631.65

Table 4.6: Calculated lattice energy values for quartz.

Lattice parameters 
Atlas parameters Our parameters

ID a h c a b c
MTW 25.6 5.3 12.1 12.7 12.7 24.2
MFI 20.1 19.7 13.1 19.9 19.8 13.3
MGR 18.3 20.5 7.5 13.5 13.5 7.5
BEA 12.6 12.6 26.2 12.5 12.5 26.2
CIS 9.8 9.8 10.2 9.6 10.1 9.6
CHA 13.7 13.7 14.8 9.2 9.2 9.2
LTL 18.1 18.1 7.6 18.0 18.0 7.5
LTA 11.9 11.9 11.9 16.7 16.7 16.7
FAU 24.3 24.3 24.3 17.1 17.1 17.1

Table 4.7: Lattice parameters

Table 4.7 shows a selection of lattice parameters obtained for known zeolite topologies 

with the potentials of Sanders et al. [32] compared to the idealised lattice parameters from 

the Atlas. The agreement is good, for example for BEA and LTL. Several of the examples 

are in different spacegroups. For example, the Atlas gives the spacegroup for FAU as 

cubic, but we use the rhombohedral crystal system as the primitive cell and therefore the 

parameters must be scaled by a factor of \/2. If this is done for FAU 17.1 * y/2 = 24.18, 

which agrees well with the value from the Atlas.
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Figure 4.11: Known zeolite structures

In Figure 4.11 a plot of the relative lattice energy against framework density is shown. 

A correlation is observed between these two properties which has been widely reported 

in the literature [159,176]. The same correlation has also been observed in experimental 

calorimetric data  by several groups [171-174]. Our calculations are in good agreement with 

these publications, however subject to a scaling factor (% 0.62), as reported by Bell [201].

Some of the known zeolite topologies only exist in the form of AlPOs or other com

positions but the calculation of their siliceous composition can still give a reasonable 

representation of their stability. Three points which deviate substantially as indicated in 

the graph, in Figure 4.11, are WEI, CZP and OSO. WEI is a BePO, CZP is a ZnPO 

and OSO is a BeSi. The beryllium containing structures OSO and W EI are examples 

of frameworks with three membered rings. The higher energy of these structures in the 

siliceous form indicate a strained siliceous framework. Many zeolite chemists regard a 

purely siliceous three ring structure as unlikely. Although these examples show a high 

energy, there are examples of HTZS with three rings which do not show a high energy.
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Therefore we do not want rule out any possibilities for three ring structures to occur in 

purely siliceous structures based on OSO, W EI and CZP alone. For example, the MEI 

topology is an A1 containing framework with three membered rings which does not have 

a high energy when calculated in the siliceous form. We shall continue the discussion of 

three rings after presenting more data.

The Zn containing framework CZP is another example of a ‘strained’ topology in the 

siliceous form. The term strained is not easily quantified but a zeolite chemist can arguably 

identify a strained structure by visual examination. A strained topology might contain a 

number of features such as several acute T-O-T angles (< 135°) or adjacent three rings or 

adjacent four rings which in the siliceous form result in an unfavourable energy. Discussion 

of structural features will be continued at a later point.

In summary, the plot of energy versus density of known zeolite frameworks in their 

siliceous form suggests the following which forms the basis of our evaluation procedure. 

We cannot evaluate hypothetical frameworks based on their siliceous composition alone. 

There could be a more stable chemical composition for a particular topology. For example 

OSO is a known stable material but calculated in its siliceous form it has a relatively high 

lattice energy. Indeed many of the hypothetical nets enumerated by tiling theory represent 

inorganic crystalline structures which have nothing to do with zeolite type frameworks. For 

example, there are some clathrate type structures and ice structures included in the set of 

uninodal topologies. Therefore we need to evaluate hypothetical structures by calculating 

all possible chemical compositions for zeolites such as the AlPOs or BePOs or ZnPOs. 

Also, we need to add A1 in variable amounts to determine if the Si/Al ratio alters the 

stability. However, the problem with these conclusions is tha t a thorough investigation 

including all the compositional possibilities is not computationally feasible. There are 

simply too many configurations for each structure to compute efficiently.

To evaluate our structures we must therefore make the assumption tha t a silica com

position of a hypothetical zeolite structure is a good indicator of stability and tha t any 

structure with an energy higher than 100 kJ mol“  ̂ per Si relative to quartz, must be 

disregarded as a feasible zeolite. Below this approximate cutoff the possibility tha t the
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structure could be more stable in a different chemical composition cannot be ruled out. 

The next approximate cutoff which we have defined lies at 30 kJ mol“  ̂ per Si. Any 

structure below this cutoff is feasible as a silicate, so an initial selection based on a silica 

composition can be made.

Therefore we argue tha t a bizarre, unfeasible structure is going to energetically unstable 

whatever the composition.

To support our assumption, we have evaluated known and several hypothetical zeolite 

topologies in compositions other than Si02- The AlPO compositions have been explored 

in a separate project by Simperler. The results of this investigation preliminarily suggest 

our assumptions to be valid. Although there are exceptions where an AlPO composition 

will have a substantially lower relative energy than the corresponding silica polymorph, 

in most cases the AlPO compositions predict the same stability for structures as the 

Si02 compositions. In addition, Henson et al. [124] have previously performed atomistic 

modelling of known AlPO structures and shown the same correlation between energy and 

density for silica systems to be valid for AlPO systems.

The plots of energy and framework density form the basis of our selection procedure. 

By crudely plotting a line through data points for the known zeolites and calculating the 

distance of each HTZS data point from this line, we can make a rough estimate how far a 

candidate structure is away from our feasibility cutoffs.

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show plots of energy versus framework density for the uninodal 

HTZS. One can clearly see a number of structures lying closely along the correlation 

line th a t exists for the known zeolites. To quantify the distance of each HTZS data 

point(xi, yi) from the line of best fit we define this distance as the value d.

The line of best line is obtained by regressional analysis of the data of known zeolites 

for the plot of relative lattice energy versus framework density. There are 132 data points 

in this plot, 131 zeolites and quartz. The following zeolite topologies of the 136 currently 

known structures are not included for obvious reasons (they are interrupted structures): 

-CHI, -CLO, -PAR, -RON and -WEN.

Figure 4.14 shows the data analysis for known zeolite data points. The solid red line
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Figure 4.12: HTZS uiiiiiodal: energy versus framework density

shows the fit for all data while the dashed blue line fits all data except for the structures 

CZP, WEI and OSO.

The regression linear fits are given below in Tables 4.8 and 4.9. The values for are 

poor but this is not of great importance for our purposes.

variables 132
slope, in -1.605832
intercept, c 43.63454
correlation coefficient, R -0.5282327
correlation coefficient, R^ 0.2790298

Table 4.8: Regression fit for all data

For our evaluation of d we have taken the data set with 129 variables. W ith this setup 

the values of d for CZP, OSO and WEI are 17.301, 19.264 and 10.169 respectively. Thus a 

value i) greater than 30 will be a good indication that a candidate structure has unfeasible 

energy and framework density properties.

The equation for this line is given in Equation 4.4.
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Figure 4.13: HTZS uiiiiiodal: energy versus framework density, expanded y-axis

variables 129
slope. 111 -1.440401
intercept, c 40.12605
correlation coefficient. R -0.6897794
correlation coefficient. R2 0.4757956

Table 4.9: Regression fit for 129 variables

y =  mx +  c

Where m =  —1.440401 and c =  40.12605.

Or written as,

(4.4)

ax +  by T c =  0 

1.440401X T y -  40.12605 =  0

(4.5)

(4.6)

Thus a point (xi, yi) is a distance d from the line above, calculated by Equation 4.7.
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Figure 4.14: Plots showing regressional analysis for energy versus density data.

|ax] +  byi +  c|
(4.7)

\/(a2 +1)2)

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the same energy versus framework density plot for the 

binodal HTZS. It is observed that the framework densities of the binodal HTZS are in 

general lower than the uninodal HTZS and that more data  points lie close to the estimated 

correlation line.

Figure 4.17 shows 612 data points for the trinodal HTZS. Figure 4.18 has an expanded 

y-axis and shows a large number of structures lying within the feasible cutoff range.
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4.3.2.2 E nergy  versus 4 th  coord ina tion

We present data plots of the relative lattice energy to quartz against the 4th coordination 

sequence value. For simplicity we present data only for the uninodal known zeolites and 

uninodal HTZS. Higher nodal structures have a coordination sequence for each T atom 

and an average must be taken for 4th shell value. This can easily be done but for our 

purposes the uninodal structures are representative.
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Figure 4.19: HTZS uninodal: energy versus coordination sequence 4th shell

Figure 4.19 shows a plot of energy versus coordination sequence (4th value) for uninodal 

structures. This plot gives a similar correlation to energy versus framework density, since 

the 4th coordination sequence value is indicative of the framework density.

Figure 4.20 shows a plot of coordination sequence against framework density, demon

strating the increase in framework density with higher values for 4th shell of the coor

dination sequence. The coordination sequence is directly proportional to the framework 

density since a structure with low framework density must contain large cavities or large 

ring channels. Large cavities and ring channels can only occur if the branching of the
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Figure 4.20: HTZS uiiiiiodal: framework density versus coordination sequence 4th shell 

framework is low.

These plots follow the work by Akporiaye and Price [159] in attem pting to find a 

topological property, coordination sequence, which can be used in distinguishing feasible 

structures.

4.3.2.3 Accessible Volume versus Fram ew ork D ensity

We present in this section the results of free volume calculations carried out on all optimised 

structures.

The accessible free volume, as determined by a 1.4 A probe molecule, gives an impor

tant indication of the space within each structure which might be available for molecular 

adsorption. We have also calculated the volume with a larger probe molecule 1.8 A.
There are several properties one can plot against accessible free volume. We present 

the data  as plots of volume against free volume shown in Figure 4.21. This shows the 

accessible free volume per SiOg unit plotted against the framework density. It shows that 

for low framework density structures the accessible free volume is high and for higher
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Figure 4.21: Graphs showing accessible free volume data
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density structures the free volume is low or zero. In the first plot the data for the known 

zeolites is shown. There are a number of structures (AST, MSO and NON), which have 

zero accessible free volume, this is due to the probe size we have selected and how the 

module determines if a cavity is accessible from the outside. Known zeotype OSO has the 

highest accessible volume, closely followed by FAU, EMT and SET. All low framework 

density structures with large cavities. The second plot shows data for uninodal structures. 

There are several structures with a very high accessible volume on the far left, but only 

one of these is energetically stable , d e tl_ ll. Most of the uninodal structures have a 

dense framework which is largely inaccessible to the selected probe. The binodal and 

trinodal structures are more accessible. Several binodal and trinodal structures have very 

high accessible volumes and low framework densities. We explain this observation by the 

generation of binodal and trinodal structures being based on a simple tiling unit which 

produces nets consisting mainly of cavities and supercages. The majority of the binodal 

and trinodal structures with very high accessible volumes have a very low framework 

density (< 8.0Â), and are energetically unfeasible, except the structure similar in shape 

to d e tl_ ll, dt2_17. Finally two plots are shown with all data points and one of these has a 

log scale of the volume. A strong scatter in the lower portion of log scaled plot is observed 

where the error bars must be larger due to the log scale. These plots aid in distinguishing 

between favourable HTZS based on their accessible free volume, but do not act as suitable 

filter criteria for feasible zeolite topologies alone. W ith the probe size defined as it is, some 

known zeolite topologies did not have an accessible volume and therefore HTZS should 

not be ruled out on this basis.

4.3.2.4 Surface area data

As mentioned, to obtain the volume of each structure a surface area must be calculated. 

Thus internal surface area data is available. In general, low density structures have a large 

internal surface area and the higher density structures have a low or zero surface area, 

again due to the accessibility of the chosen probe molecule. Although Moloy et al. [180] 

report a correlation between surface area and energetics, we find the plot. Figure 4.22,
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Figure 4.23: Graphs showing globnlarity data

shows a weak correlation. If one includes the quartz point at (0,0), then possibly the 

correlation can be found to be stronger.

To show surface area properties of the structures we have attem pted to present a plot 

of globnlarity. The molecular globnlarity is a measure of the spherical character of a 

molecule. It is the ratio of S(g) and surface area(SA). S(g) is the surface of a sphere which 

has a volume equal to that of the molecule. A ratio close to one would mean the molecule 

is of spherical shape.

For zeolites, globnlarity is not a particularly meaningful property as a measure of the 

spherical character of zeolites. The ratio can be interpreted as the maximum surface area 

available for a structure with a particular volume. It identifies structures which have 

a substantial number of framework atoms not at the surface. For example consider a 

3 dimensional grid where the probe molecule can access all parts of the grid. In such 

an example the accessible surface area is high and the ratio of S(e) and SA would be
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Figure 4.24: Graphs showing standard deviation data

close to one or in fact lower. For a zeolite such as FAU tliere is an amount of volume 

enclosed in the framework walls which is not accessible, thus FAU has a higher S(g)/SA 

ratio. Possibly, as Bell has pointed out [203], the globnlarity of the empty space could be 

defined. Unfortunately the plot has no distinguishing features.

4.3.2.5 A dditional corre la tions w ith  energy

The distance between T atoms, the T-T distance, strongly influences the total energy of the 

system due to electrostatic repulsions. We calculate 3, defined earlier in Section 4.1.3.0.1, 

as described by Piccione [173] for our structures but find no strong correlation between S 

and energetics.

A more useful correlation is obtained by plotting relative lattice energy versus the 

standard deviation of the T-O-T angle. The importance of the T-X-T angle has been 

discussed by O ’Keeffe and is referred to earlier in the literature review. If one only looks 

at the average T-O-T angles of these structures one does not obtain a good invariant for 

determining feasibility. However the standard deviation of the T-O-T angle can give an 

excellent indication for the variation in values for the T-O-T angles. Interestingly, all 

known zeolites lie in the range between 0-20 for the standard deviation. Thus if one plots 

the HTZS with this information it is observed that several high energy structures have a 

large standard deviation. Therefore the standard deviation can give another filter criteria.

This concludes our presentation of data. More in depth discussion will follow and 

where appropriate references to data tables in the appendix are made. The next section
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presents images and a short description of selected hypothetical zeolites.

4 .3 .3  F e a s ib le  s t r u c t u r e  s e le c tio n

Structure ID Finalenergy FD 
(kJm ol-V TO a) (T/1000 A^)

1? stdev TOT Access. Vol.
(AVTO s)

Ringsize

MTW 8.144 19.491 2.228 5.165 7.035 12
MFI 9.961 18.259 2.204 5.870 10.181 10
MOR 12.299 17.698 1.332 9.712 11.478 12
BEA 14.386 15.708 1.776 5.997 17.832 12
GIS 14.987 17.136 0.260 2.010 10.656 8
CHA 16.303 15.590 0.780 1.778 15.428 8
LTL 18.102 17.057 1.451 3.977 13.805 12
LTA 19.265 14.504 0.018 3.745 20.694 8
FAU 19.907 13.503 0.439 4.428 25.999 12

Table 4.10: Selection of known structures

The aim after evaluating the set of hypothetical structures is to select a number of 

structures which are feasible zeolites based on the criteria we define. The main parameters 

on which we base our choices are shown in Table 4.10 with example values for a number 

of known zeolites. The parameters are the final lattice energy relative to quartz, the 

framework density, the value of d (distance of point to energy versus FD correlation), 

the standard deviation of the T-O-T angles, the accessible free volume and the maximum 

ringsize.

Due to the large number of structures which are feasible, especially after evaluating 

over 600 trinodal structures, it is not possible to present and describe each one in this 

thesis. The structures selected are also chosen based on my personal preference. The web 

database which is to be created of these structures is in part motivated to show all feasible 

structures and for people to view them in three dimensions.

The selected HTZS in this thesis are only shown from one direction, where possible 

to show the channels. Due to this limitation of perspective, some similarities with known 

structures may be observed but they are not known topologies.

4 .3 .3 .1  U n in o d a l choices

Table 4.11 lists the selection of uninodal structures which are depicted in Figures 4.25 and 

4.26.
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Figure 4.25: Figures of selected uninodal HTZS

det1.122
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Structure ID Finalenergy FD  
(k J m o l-V T O a )  (T /1 0 0 0  A^)

stdev T O T Access. Vol. 
(A ^ /T O z)

Ringsize

d e t l - l l 29.617 11.395 3.367 16.610 40.096 12
detl_14 28.954 15.426 6.300 16.583 17.861 12
detl_35 30.965 14.059 6.324 15.910 22.451 8
detl_71 29.565 17.298 8.187 14.162 14.882 12
detl_73 13.131 17.000 1.431 6.932 13.517 12
detl_122 11.638 19.130 0.532 7.461 5.785 8
detl_195 10.354 20.158 0.420 4.775 4.389 8
detl_196 12.870 18.870 0.043 14.928 7.344 8

Table 4.11: Selection of uninodal feasible structures

detl_195 detl_196

Figure 4.26: Figures of selected uninodal HTZS

d e t l_ l l  The structure d e t l . l l  consists of cages connected by 8 and 12 ineinbered rings. 

The pore size of the 8 ring is 4.0 x 4.0 Â and the pore size of the 12 ring channel is 

6.6 X 6.6 A.

detl_14  This structure contains elongated channels of 12 membered rings running per

pendicular to each other. The pore size is 9.3 x 3.0 A.

detl_35  This structure contains smaller cages similar to sodalite cages but with 3 and 

6 rings. The channels that run through the structure are 8 membered rings, 3.95 A in 

diameter.

detl_71 This structure consists of layers of 12 membered rings connected by four and 

six membered rings. The pore size of the large 12 ring is 7.2 x 1.2k.
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d e tl_ 7 3  This structure contains large channels of 12 membered rings consisting of six 

and four membered rings. The structure is strikingly similar to tha t AFI viewed along the 

z-axis. The pore size of the large 12 ring is 8.3 x 8.1 A.

d e tl_ 1 2 2  This structure contains elongated channels of eight membered rings running 

perpendicular to each other, similar to detl_14. The pore dimension of the eight ring is

5.3 X 2.4 A.

d e tl_ 1 9 5  This structure contains a one dimensional channel system of elongated eight 

membered rings. The pore size of the eight ring is 5.8 x 2.7 A.

d e tl_ 1 9 6  This structure contains a one dimensional channel system of eight membered 

rings. The pore size of the eight ring is 3.6 x 3.6 A. The coordination sequence of this 

structure is identical to the structure detl_195. Together these structures give an example 

of a similar net refining to two local minima. The structure detl_195 was its eight rings 

‘squashed’ compared to structure detl_196.

4.3.3.2 B in o d a l choices

Structure ID Finalenergy FD 
(kJm ol-V T 02) (T/1000 A3)

stdev TOT Access. Vol.
(ÂVTO 2 )

Ringsize

dt2_17 51.810 6.046 11.628 20.193 117.290 24
dt2.54 24.099 14.467 2.744 11.484 21.865 8
dt2_62 33.965 15.428 9.160 17.890 16.917 8
dt2_85 16.045 17.570 0.699 9.576 11.304 8
dt2_87 15.917 16.860 0.043 5.862 11.958 8
dt2_91 17.127 17.069 0.904 7.615 12.235 8
dt2_95 17.505 16.799 0.899 11.422 13.308 8
dt2_103 16.813 16.039 0.120 5.731 16.866 12

Table 4.12: Selection of binodal feasible structures

Table 4.12 lists the selection of binodal structures which are depicted in Figures 4.27 

and 4.28.

dt2_17 This structure contains large square supercages with 24 membered ring windows. 

Thus, this structure could be described as more of a mesoporous structure. The pore size 

of the 24 ring is 16.5 x 16.5 A.
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Figure 4.27: Figures of selected binodal HTZS
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dt2_95 dt2_103

Figure 4.28: Figures of selected binodal HTZS

dt2_54 This structure consists of two dimensional channel system with a elongated eight 

membered ring channel and a eight membered ring channel. The pore size of the elongated 

eight membered ring channel is 4.8 x 2.2 Â and the pore size of the normal eight ring is 

4.1 X 4.1 A.

dt2_62 This structure also contains two eight ring channel systems with pore sizes of

3.G X 4.4 A and 3.9 x 3.9 A. Three rings are present and are adjacent to each other in this 

example.

dt2_85 This structure contains a one dimensional channel system made of eight rings. 

The pore size of the eight ring opening is 4.1 x 4.1 A.

dt2_87 This structure contains cavities interconnected by eight membered ring windows.

The pore dimensions of the eight ring windows are 4.6 x 3.0 A.

dt2_91 This structure consists of a one dimensional channel with an elongated eight ring

opening. The pore size of the elongated eight ring is 6.2 x 2.1 A.

dt2_95 This structure contains a two dimensional channel system. One channel consists

of elongated eight membered rings with a pore dimensions of 3.8 x 2.9 A. The other 

channel is constructed of eight membered rings with a pore size of 4.1 x 4.1 A.
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dt2_103 This structure contains a one dimensional channel system of 12 membered 

rings. The pore size of the 12 membered ring is 7.5 x 7.5 Â. Three rings are present in 

this structure and they form a SBU which is later investigated separately for feasibility. 

Interestingly, the vertex symbol for this structure shows there to  be an additional 10 

membered ring which does not form part of the channel system.

4.3.3.3 Trinodal choices

Structure ID Finalenergy FD d stdev TOT Access. Vol. Ringsize
(kJm ol-V T 02) (T/1000 A3) (ÂVTO 2 )

dt3.519 52.212 9.839 14.975 10.629 53.444 12
dt3_660 22.649 11.063 0.880 11.629 43.020 12
dt3_744 31.275 14.795 7.106 15.805 19.036 8
dt3_776 17.066 16.263 0.208 8.258 15.098 8

Table 4.13: Selection of trinodal feasible structures 

Table 4.13 lists the selection of trinodal structures which are depicted in Figure 4.29.

dt3_519 This structure contains large supercages which are 19.3 Â in diameter. The 

supercages are interconnected by 12 membered ring windows with pore dimensions of

7.3 X 7.3 A.

dt3_660 This structure also contains supercages but with a smaller diameter of 15.2 A. 

The supercages are interconnected via 12 membered ring v/indows with pore sizes of

7.0 X 7.1 A.

dt3_744 This structure contains a two dimensional channel system. The channels consist 

of eight membered rings with pore dimensions of 4.2 x 4.2 A and 4.6 x 3.1 A.

dt3_776 This structure contains only a single channel system. The channel system 

consists of eight membered ring windows with a pore size of 3.9 x 3.9 A.

Several hundred trinodal structures lie in the feasibility range we have defined and 

could have been presented. The web database of HTZS will eventually present all feasible 

structures which cannot be included in this thesis for sake of brevity and usefulness.
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Figure 4.29: Figures of selected trinodal HTZS
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Structures dt3_519 and dt3_660 have a very similar topology consisting of large su

percages, with the difference tha t dt3_519 contains three rings. The energy is observed to 

be higher and the variation in T-O-T angles, given by the standard deviation, also reflects 

the additional strain caused by the three rings. Structures dt3_744 and dt3_776 are again 

very similar in topology, in which one of the structures has three rings, dt3_744. A higher 

energy and high values for the standard deviation is also observed. The high variation 

in T-O-T angles is a key attribute suggesting these structure are less favourable in their 

silica composition.
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4.3.4 Suggestions for templates

'/ \

Figure 4.30: Structure d e tl_ ll with predicted template shape

Figure 4.31: Structure detl_35 with predicted template shape

111 Figures 4.30, 4.31 and 4.32, the results of our ZEBEDDE calculations are shown. For 

structure d e t l . l l ,  a large bulky tem plate molecule is predicted to fit inside the supercage. 

For detl_35 a smaller shaped molecule is predicted, whereas for detl_195 a chain type 

molecule is predicted. Further description of the fit of the molecules is more useful and 

informative with computer visualisation. These organic molecules do not exist and several 

runs on the same structure will result in different but similar shaped molecules which also
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- I- 1J
Figure 4.32: Structure detl_195 with predicted tem plate shape
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Figure 4.33; Suggestions of real molecules based on predicted tem plate shapes.

do not exist. ZEBEDDE gives a suggestion for the shape of the molecule from which a 

template molecule may be derived. The program does not have a library of known organic 

molecnles to work with nor does it cnrrently predict the siting of nitrogen groups. Both 

of these things could be a further development to the program. However it is possible to 

improve on the initial template suggestions. For example, one can modify cost function 

parameters to promote design of linear chain molecules for channel systems. One can also 

use the initial suggestion to find a similar shaped molecule which is known and use it as 

the starting point for the next run. ZEBEDDE will then modify the starting structure to
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improve its fit or reject the suggestion. It is clear with these types of follow-up steps, tha t 

an automation of ZEBEDDE is very difficult.

Another possibility for using the program is to to take a known template molecule 

and run through all HTZS to see if a particular system results in a good fit. Due to lack 

of time, this idea and further template predictions on more feasible HTZS, could not be 

fully explored but they are of great interest for future projects. After discussion with 

Stephenson [204], a synthetic zeolite chemist, a number of real organic molecules were 

derived from our suggestions and are shown in Figure 4.33. Unfortunately, time did not 

permitted a synthesis attem pt with these template molecules and it is not possible to say 

if these attem pts would have been successful.

These preliminary findings show the possibilities for using ZEBEDDE to obtain tem

plate suggestions, but the next steps in direction of a synthesis attem pt require much more 

time and resources to complete.®

® An excellent example of the difficulty in combining both a computational project and synthetic project 
in one Ph.D. project; too much to learn in too little time.
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4 .4  D iscu ssion

In order to evaluate hypothetical zeolite structures it is necessary to first look at the known 

zeolites. Using our interatomic potential methods we find a strong correlation between 

the calculated lattice energy and the framework density of the structure. This correlation 

agrees well with experimental data  and therefore it enables us to define a feasibility range 

for the unknown zeolite topologies. We assume therefore, tha t a HTZS which has a 

predicted lattice energy higher than our cutoff, has unfeasible characteristics. Earlier the 

relationship between lattice energy and framework density was discussed using a ‘packing 

of spheres’ argument. We believe the calculated lattice energy of the silica polymorph of 

each HTZS is a very good measure of its thermodynamic accessibility or feasibility. We 

believe our results are a major advance. Of course we realise a predicted lattice energy is 

not the only thing which determines if a particular structure can be made. Several key 

factors are equally important, such as kinetics of nucléation and crystallisation, and the 

role of structure directing agents. As mentioned earlier, reports by Piccione and co-workers 

studying the energetics of nucléation and the role of template molecules have provided 

some initial suggestions for an area not completely understood. It is thought the template 

molecule does not lower the overall free energy of the system. Instead the process seems 

to be governed by kinetics, in tha t a template molecule directs the growth of a particular 

phase by speeding up its growth. This scenario is problematic for computational chemists 

due to the fact tha t kinetics represent a much more complex proposition in terms of 

prediction using current computational tools. Previously, it was thought a prediction 

of HTZS feasibility could be extended by including a calculation of a framework with a 

template molecule inside and examining the resulting changes in free energy.

Our assumption of feasibility based on calculations of the silica form represents only 

one measure by which we can evaluated these structures. Additional measures lie in the 

combination of energy data and geometrical properties. O’Keeffe and others emphasise in 

several papers the importance of T-O-T angles. These simple structural parameters are 

not to be disregarded, since the restrictions in bonding geometries place limits upon the
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possibilities of connectivity offered by three dimensional 4-connected nets. Even consid

ering Si02  structures are more flexible than, for example, carbon oxide structures, there 

are still limits to geometries which are observed. The limits of geometries are reflected 

in energy data to some extent, for example high density and strained O -T-0 angles are 

penalised by our forcefleld descriptions and result in high lattice energies. However, a 

qualitative and quantitative description of what exactly the limits in bonding geometries 

are, remains very difficult. If all bond lengths and all bond angles are inflexible to the point 

that they must be identical, only the sodalite topology could be ‘built’. However, small 

deviations in bond lengths and bond angles allow for an additional 135 zeolite topologies 

to exist. It seems there must be an underlying order within Nature which holds the key 

to many unanswered questions surrounding crystalline structures.

We attem pt to evaluate HTZS for all compositions on the basis tha t there is an ‘general’ 

underlying reason for the fact tha t only 136 topologies are known from the countless num

ber of possible structures. However, we notice tha t there is also a composition-dependence 

on obtained energies for known zeolite topologies. Several known non-silica zeolite topolo

gies, i.e. OSO, WEI and CZP, have higher energies in their silica configuration. Their 

non-orthodox framework structures suggest that their non-silica compositions, i.e. Be02 

for OSO, have a greater flexibility of geometry. To take this dependence somewhat into 

account our cutoffs for feasibility are extended to compensate for structures which may 

have a lower energy in another composition. W ith our lenient criteria we possibly include 

a higher number of unfeasible structures but it can be argued it is better to include them 

at this stage, than to exclude them. A further study by a member of our group, Simperler, 

is currently investigating in detail the effects of compositional dependence for the unin- 

odal HTZS by evaluating AlPO polymorph. Initial findings show th a t many structures 

are of similar feasibility in their AlPO form, although there are some exceptions due to 

the greater flexibility of AlPO frameworks.

We also note tha t three membered rings are not strongly discriminated against within 

our model. One reason for this is the forcefleld description of bridging oxygen atoms as 

polarisable shells, i.e. soft atoms. A crude model of hard spheres and accepted van der
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Waals radii for Si and O prohibits a silica three membered ring, due to overlap of atoms to 

accommodate the required angle of 130°. Since silica three rings have not been observed in 

structures, it strongly suggests th a t although thermodynamically feasible, these three rings 

are not observed due to geometry limits or due to events which happen in the nucléation 

stage. For instance, a silica three ring may not crystalise since it always finds a path 

towards a four ring formation in solution.

Before continuing with this discussion, a short diversion into the work of Hyde follows.

4.4.0.1 Density of nets

The reader is referred to a book by Hyde [205], for explanations of the measurements of 

curvature of solids and the mapping of a hyperbolic surface from a 3D net, since these 

topics are out of the scope of this thesis. By examining the hyperbolic surfaces of zeolites 

Hyde discovers a constant value, tha t is the hyperbolic area per T-atom, regardless of 

the surface curvature of the zeolite structure. From this constant a density of three- 

dimensional nets can be derived. This enables Hyde to also derive a minimum theoretical 

framework density for zeolite structures. Based on a pure silica composition and based 

on experimental averages of bond lengths and angles, a theoretical minimum FD can be 

derived, below which the bonding within the structure must severely distort. His first 

reference [206] and his book [205] refer to the minimum FD which can be achieved in 

silica zeolites as 10.7T/1000 A^, which is equal to a density of 1.075224g/cm'^. A later 

publication [24] quotes a lower bound of 12.3 T / 1000 Â^, the differences arise from using 

a different value for the average T-O-T angle in silica zeolites.

4.4.0.2 Physical lim itations on FD

As described earlier, Davis suggests a physical limitation for the minimum in density of 

microporous materials since they cannot float during synthesis. If this is true and we 

assume the density of the synthesis solution is l.Ogcm"^^, what framework density does 

this limitation correspond to?

crude approximation since there are a number of other elements in solution, such as templates and
ions.
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Using the atomic mass of Si =  28.086, A1 =  26.982, O =  15.999 and for P =  30.974 

(Na =  6.0221367 x lO ^^m ol-l).

The framework density of a Si02 material with the density, p, of 1.0gcm~^ is given by 

the equation below.

FD (T/1000A 3) X X 1 0 - = p (g c m -3 )  (4.8)

Therefore,

1.0 (gcm"^) X Q̂34 X 10"^^ =  10.0229 (T/IOOOÂ^) (4.9)

For AlPOs where the atomic mass of A I/PO 2 is equal to

(26.982 +  30.974)/2 +  (2 x 15.999) =  60.976,

1.0 (gcm -^) X  X  10"^^ =  9.876 (T/IOOOÂ^) (4.10)
OW • ( o

These calculations suggests tha t the minimum framework for a pure silica zeolite is 

10.023 (T/IOOOÂ^) and for AlPOs it is slightly lower at 9.876 (T/IOOOÂ^). The physi

cal limitation agrees well with Hyde’s minimum framework density of 10.7 (T/IOOOÂ^). 

Mesoporous structures with densities lower than 1.0 are regularly made, but the synthesis 

procedure does differ.

Interestingly, these lower bounds on FD, by Hyde and Davis, agree well with

our predicted energy data for uninodal HTZS. Structures with values of FD below

10.7 (T/IOOOÂ^), have an unfeasibly high energy. For binodal and trinodal structures 

this agreement no longer holds, for example structure dt2_17 has a lower FD but it can be 

argued tha t it still has a feasible energy. Some HTZS with low FDs also defy the plot of 

FD versus smallest ringsize as depicted in Figure 1.4, since several structures have low FD 

without featuring three rings, i.e. the smallest rings are four membered. Although, it can 

be argued tha t most of these structures represent mesoporous structures. This illustrates 

how theoretical predictions on fundamental characteristics of zeolites can be compared 

with our calculations.
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Therefore if Hyde’s predictions are correct, another structural property, one describing 

the hyperbolic surface area, arises as a criteria for feasible zeolite structures. This property 

in combination with calculated lattice energies and structural properties, represents the 

most accurate description of zeolite characteristics so far and shows the importance of 

mathematical descriptions of nets to the solid state chemist. Although it should be added 

tha t we have not yet established a suitable method to evaluate hyperbolic areas or if 

criteria other than a minimum density limit can be derived.

Another im portant factor for feasibility are the smaller subunits which form a zeolite 

framework. Although work on this area has been less extensive, a short section follows 

with a few initial considerations.

4.4 .1  S B U s

dt3 519 sbu d t3  5*7 sb u  d t 2  6 4  s b u d t2  103 sbu

Figure 4.34: Hypothetical SBUs, dt3_519, dt3_57, dt2_64, dt,2_103 and the MEI SBU 
respectively

In Figure 4.34 a number of hypothetical SBUs are presented which occur in our se

lected choices for feasible zeolite structures. Zwijnenburg et al. [207] have been looking at 

siloxane clusters with accurate quantum mechanical methods. Zwijnenburg’s results for 

binding energies for a selection of known SBUs and our hypothetical SBUs are given in 

the Table 4.14.

Binding energy (kCal mol  ̂per Si)
double 6 ring -346.5
double 4 ring -346.3
MEI SBU -346.2
dt2_103 SBU -346.1
dt2_64 SBU -344.0

Table 4.14: Calculated binding energies for SBU clusters
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From these binding energies one can observe the value for the hypothetical SBU in struc

ture dt2_103 lies favourably, compared with the double three ring SBU of the dt2_64 

structure. The SBU featured in dt2_103 is very similar to the MEI building unit, but is 

capped by two three rings, instead of one.

The findings from simulation of SBUs suggest a further phase in the evaluation pro

cedure of HTZS is necessary. Hypothetical structures must be de-constructed into their 

SBUs and evaluated. The evaluation of SBUs based on accurate QM energy calculations, 

such as those performed by Zwijnenburg et aZ., could provide an im portant additional 

measure of feasibility. By eliminating structures with feasible subunits an additional filter 

of accessibility could be introduced.

After selection of a number of feasible SBUs, the procedure by Draznieks et al. of 

automated assembly of SBUs could be used to continue generating HTZS. A combination 

of methods could also be envisaged, for example where the evaluation of a hypothetical 

SBU can be used in an AASBU procedure to generate a number of structures, which 

are afterwards evaluated using interatomic potential methods. Also the evaluation of 

SBUs might be more fruitful in determining a tiling unit with characteristics which lead 

to feasible SBUs. It could then be possible to enumerate systematically all structures 

containing this particular tiling unit to a much higher degree of complexity, i.e. four, five 

or higher nodes. As often the case, a combination of methods might unlock answers which 

are otherwise difficult to solve. There remain several avenues for further exploration and 

research.

4.4 .2  FAQ

Finally, a short section describes a number of frequently asked questions during various 

talks on this subject.

1. What happens when you put Al into the purely siliceous structure? Does this lower 

the energy? What affect does this have on your limited calculations? What about 

the AlPO case? In general, Al addition stabilises a purely siliceous zeolite structure. 

However, due to the many possible configurations within a given structure, it is
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complicated to simulate precise low energy distribution of Al. AlPOs are being 

investigated, but initial findings suggest the same structures which are feasible as 

Si02 are also feasible as AlPOs, with a few exceptions. For example, it is thought 

the AlPO structures have a slightly greater flexibility and some structures will have 

a lower energy value as AlPOs.

2. The SDA and the structure should be calculated together as one, only this will give an 

accurate prediction of the possible stability of the structures. How can you do this? 

Which templates would you chose? One could calculate the energetics of an SDA 

and a HTZS, but it remains questionable if indeed this would give a more accurate 

prediction. It is thought SDAs do not play a large role in lowering the overall energy 

of the system but rather a kinetic role. If one were to attem pt this, one could using 

a docking procedure to accurately position the template within the zeolite and then 

calculate the overall energy. The difficulty lies in predicting a suitable template 

molecule which is very difficult indeed.

3. Does a ZEBEDDE calculation, give accurate template suggestions? ZEBEDDE cal

culations give a suggestion for the shape of a molecule which fits inside the cavities 

or channels of a framework. It does not give the Aldrich reference number for a 

specific organic molecule. A large amount of user intervention is required to obtain 

a template molecule for a zeolite framework from ZEBEDDE and even then this 

does not guarantee tha t the template molecule will be suitable.

4. What about the other high density silicate structures you have? Do they have any 

special meaning or purpose? The higher density structures, especially for the unin

odal set, are largely unexamined. There might be some clathrate type structures or 

ice structures within this set.

5. Can you calculate further chemical properties? Yes, a number of chemical properties 

can be calculated within the GULP program and in theory these can be used for 

HTZS.
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6. Can you predict the XRD  powder diffraction pattern with a reasonable accuracy? 

This is another area largely unexamined due to time constraints of a Ph.D. It is 

envisaged for the web database to use a XRD powder diffraction simulation, to 

predict a pattern for the HTZS if required. The accuracy depends on a number of 

factors, but in general the simulation of these patterns is very good if the structure 

from which the pattern is derived is accurate. The web database will allow users 

to download the structure files for a particular HTZS, so that simulation of XRD 

patterns can be performed by the user.

7. Do you think it will possible to predict the complete set of zeolite structures, i f  one 

were to take this to another level, say a super-computing project with a team of 

scientists working on the project for some time? What would be the timetable and 

projected success? Yes, this could be possible. The framework of the project already 

exists, in tha t the generation of HTZS from tiling theory is possible to a much 

higher level. The evaluation of the generated nets is possible as described in this 

thesis and further avenues can still be explored, such as SBUs and enumeration of 

a particular tiling unit. After the bi- and trinodal structures, there is an explosion 

in number of generated structures, which makes it difficult to predict a timetable 

and if one can then synthesise a particular zeolites from a number of feasible targets 

is also questionable. Being optimistic, possibly in the next ten years an example of 

predicted HTZS structure which is targeted in synthesis, should be reported. During 

the course of this Ph.D. a number of zeolite structures, confirmed and not confirmed 

by the IZA have turned out to be among the predicted feasible zeolite structures.

8. How accurate can the template prediction method be? I f  you target very specifically 

a certain structure, will it be possible to make that structure at the end of the day, if 

enough time and money is spent developing a SDA ? The role of template molecules 

needs to be conclusive determined before this question can be answered fully. At 

the present time, zeolite synthesis is still very much a black art with much trial and 

error. There has yet to be a case reported where a zeolite structure has been made
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from a structure blueprint via template molecules.

4.5  C onclusion

Our attem pt at evaluating hypothetical zeolite structures has led to a number of inter

esting conclusions. It is clearly possible to transform a given mathematical net into a 

hypothetical zeolite structure and we have done this in an automated fashion. The next 

step of evaluating these structures has also been accomplished and we believe our simu

lated lattice energies give a very accurate method of the thermodynamically accessibility 

of a particular zeolite structure. We define a structure with an energy higher than 100 kJ 

mol~^ per Si relative to quartz as an unfeasible zeolite topology. This result can be con

sidered a major advance and several feasible zeolite structures are presented in this thesis 

which are of immediate interest to the zeolite community. Many additional structures, 

which could not be included here for brevity, are also predicted to be feasible. In order to 

make this valuable information available, a database accessible through the internet is en

visaged. Attempts at finding correlations, in addition to those already reported, between 

energetics and structural properties have been less successful. There is a composition de

pendence, observed in calculations of non-silica known zeolite topologies and therefore our 

criterion for feasibility is not strictly valid for all compositions. Additional measures of 

feasibility, such as geometrical limits in T-O-T angles, or feasibility of subunits, have been 

described. Further, we have shown briefly the application of a template prediction pro

gram to provide initial suggestions for structure directing agents for a number of feasible 

HTZS.
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Results! Why, man, I  have gotten  a lot o f results. I  know several 
thousand things that w on’t work.

Chapter 5 Thomas A. Edison

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 S um m ary o f  R esu lts

For the three chapters describing the application of computational techniques to zeolites 

we summarise the main points below.

• DFT cluster calculations of FeZSM-5 show good agreement with previous classical 

modelling reports of the Fe site geometry. We observe an lengthened Fe-OH bond 

and a shift in vibrational frequency for OH in agreement with known acidic strengths. 

We also optimise a number of suggested extra-framework Fe species and favour the 

structure of a dinuclear Fe-Fe complex attached to the silica framework.

• A range of techniques have been thrown at the topic of acidity in chapter three. We 

report no distinct topological reasons for the difference in catalytic data, although 

our study is inconclusive. Trigonal B is observed in our QM calculations which 

results in a Lewis acid site and a silanol group. The beta family of zeolites may 

have more accessible Lewis acid sites compared to the other systems due to their 2D 

channel system.

• In the final chapter, our evaluation of HTZS results in a selection of a number of 

fascinating structures. We present data of our calculations in the form of correlation 

plots between energy and structural properties; predominantly we use the relation

ship between lattice energy and framework density to determine feasibility. We also 

discuss additional measures to determine accessibility through structural analysis 

and examination of subunits.
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5.2 F urther W ork

There are several avenues for further investigation for the work described in each chapter.

For the FeZSM-5 system, more calculations of the extra-framework Fe species could 

be interesting since these materials are of immediate concern due to their properties in 

the decomposition of nitrous oxides, in which the Fe-Fe species are thought to play an 

im portant role. Experimental detection of these extra-framework species is very difficult 

due to their low concentration and dependence on preparation procedure. This means 

experimental verification of simulated work could prove impossible and thus lowering the 

urgency for further prediction.

For the investigation of acidic properties of Al and B substituted systems, a number of 

further avenues have been described. This work requires a substantial amount of computer 

resources, specifically for a full quantum mechanical treatm ent of periodic systems of B 

substituted zeolites. QM/MM methods have also proven expensive but possibly more 

accessible for the current systems. Again, the interest in simulation of acidic zeolite 

systems is large and a number of groups are using a number of techniques. However, we 

believe the acidity of zeolites cannot be accurately simulated in terms of populated sites 

or active site except for a number of very simple systems. It seems there are a number 

of factors which enormously complicate the system, such as hydrogen hopping, template 

molecules, distribution of Al and extra-framework ions and finally the presence of water. 

All of these factors are notoriously difficult to simulate, although advances have been made 

in all areas, especially, water loading and distribution of Al.

For the HTZS project, future work is already planned and underway. Specifically the 

design and creation of a web database is of immediate urgency to the author. Hopefully, 

this will led to a collaborative effort in the synthesis of one of the predicted feasible zeolite 

topologies. This would truly underline the importance of computational techniques to 

the zeolite community by determining a feasible zeolite and then aiding in the synthesis 

procedure by predicting a template molecule.
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A ppendix A

Interatom ic Potentials

A .l  E m pirical Shell M od el P o ten tia ls

Sauer/Catlow potential [92]
Buckingham potential

A  (eV) P (Â) C  (eV Â6)
Si4+ ... Q 2 - 1283.907 0.32052 10.66158
A 1 3 +  . . .  q 2- 1460.3 0.29912 0.0
Q 2 -  . . 0 2 - 22764.000 0.149 27.880
Si4+ 983.5566 0.32052 10.66158
A13 +  ...Q1-4- 1142.6775 0.29912 0.0
q 2 -  . . .QI.4- 22764.000 0.149 27.880
q2- . . ,h 0-4+ 311.97 

Morse potential
0.25 0.0

D e  (eV) a  (A -i) T-o (Â)
Ql.4- ...^0.4+ 7.0525 2.1986 0.9485

Three-body potential
k  (eV rad do (deg)

O-T-O 2.09724 
Core-shell 
k (eV Â-2)

109.47

Q 2 “ 74.92 
Charges (q^)

Si^+ 4.0
Al^+ 3.0
H0.4+ 0.426
01.4- -1.426
Ocore 0.86902
0 2  —  '^shell -2.86902

Table A.l: Shell model interatomic potentials derived initially by Sanders and Catlow [32] 
and which has been modified by Saul et al. [141] and Schroder et al. [92].
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A. Interatomic Potentials

A .2 Q uantum  M echanica l ab in itio  M od el P o ten tia ls

Schrôder/Sauer potential [126]
Buckingham potential

A  (eV) P (Â) C  (eV Â«)
S p + ...  q 2- 1550.950 0.30017 0.000
si^+ . og- 2078.349 0.28130 0.000
A 1 3 +  . . . Q 2 - 1068.711 0.32260 0.000
a ]3+ . . .  og- 887.969 0.32377 0.000
Og- - 452.466 0.21143 0.000
q 2- . . . 6758.796 

Morse potential
0.20511 0.000

De (eV) a  (Â-1) ro  (A)

Three-body potential
k  (eV rad Oq (deg)

O-Si-O 0.18397 109.47
O-Al-0 0.64984 

Core-shell 
k  (eV Â-2)

109.47

o ^ ~ 112.7629

o : " 137.0634 
Charges (q^)

Si'‘+ 4.0
Al^+ 3.0
H1.0+ 1.0
OccTre 1.06237
q 2~'^shell -3.06237
Q 2 -  b core 1.23944
q 2~'^b shell -3.23944

(Ob, Hb - bridging hydroxyl group)

Table A.2: Ah initio derived potential set by Schroder et al. [126].
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A ppendix B

Chapter 3 R esults Tables

B . l  E n ergy  and V ib ra tion a l F requency R esu lts

Label
Periodic B oundary C onditions  

WOH EFG  
(k J m o l“ ^) (cm “ ^)

A l-ZSM -48 (U D U D )
M o tt-L ittle ton  M ethodology  

S tr /R in g  Label E''®* WQH EFG  
(k J m o l“ ^) (cm “ ^)

S tr /R in g

O H 43 0.0 3620 13.789 S O H34 0.0 3551 12.844 R
O H 34 11.1 3546 12.777 R OH21 0.4 3560 12.847 S
OH22 11.9 3575 13.147 S O H32 2.1 3540 12.694 R
OH24 12.0 3571 13.104 S O H24 2.2 3549 12.839 S
OH33 13.5 3531 12.672 R O H22 2.2 3549 12.839 S
OH44 13.6 3541 12.745 R OH31 6.2 3575 12.778 s
OH41 13.7 3555 12.850 R OH43 7.0 3628 13.862 s
OH32 14.4 3513 12.367 R O H 33 12.4 3542 12.758 R
OH42 37.1 3545 12.761 R OH44 15.0 3567 12.847 R
OH21 50.8 3573 13.039 S O H ll 16.0 3579 13.175 S
O H 23 63.6 3607 13.688 S O H 23 17.4 3602 13.597 s
O H ll 64.8 3564 12.915 s 0 H 1 4 17.9 3605 13.538 R
OH13 72.4 3629 13.717 s OH12 17.9 3605 13.538 R
0 H 3 1 81.8 3584 13.016 s OH41 18.8 3565 13.021 R
OH12 203.6 3531 12.044 R O H 13 23.3 3620 13.528 S
0 H 1 4 203.6 3531 12.044 R OH42 27.0 3561 13.023 R

Table B .l: Relative energies, anharmonic OH stretching frequencies and the electric field 
gradients (EFG) for A1 ZSM-48 (UDUD) zeolite.
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B. C hapter 3 R esults Tables

Label
Periodic B oundary C onditions 

E"®* WOH EFG  
(k J m o l“ ^) (cm “ ^)

A l-B eta  A  

S tr /R in g  Label
M ott-L ittle ton  M ethodology  

E"®' WOH EFG  
(k J m o l“ ^) (cm “ ^)

S tr /R in g

OH41 0.0 3572 13.034 R OH41 0.0 3574 13.043 R
OH91 2.7 3580 13.169 R OH91 4.6 3566 13.004 R
O H 93 2.7 3580 13.169 R OH93 4.7 3566 13.007 R
OH31 4.7 3577 13.137 R 0 H 3 1 4.9 3578 13.133 R
OH81 5.2 3583 13.163 R OH23 6.2 3581 13.251 R
OH83 6.9 3592 13.356 R OH83 7.8 3585 13.290 R
OH62 8.3 3540 12.606 R OH62 7.9 3538 12.522 R
O H 12 9.0 3555 12.819 R 0 H 1 4 8.3 3578 13.210 R
O H 52 9.2 3542 12.624 R OH12 8.3 3542 12.643 R
OH24 9.9 3549 12.809 R OH24 8.5 3545 12.746 R
OH71 10.6 3592 13.353 R 0 H 8 1 8.5 3561 12.917 R
O H 73 10.6 3592 13.353 R OH54 8.5 3605 13.512 R
OH63 10.6 3597 13.454 R OH52 10.4 3540 12.539 R
OH34 10.8 3579 13.173 R OH63 10.9 3631 13.890 R
OH23 12.0 3585 13.314 R OH34 11.3 3583 13.235 R
OH44 12.7 3587 13.297 R OH73 11.3 3584 13.238 R
OH13 14.7 3569 13.098 R 0 H 7 1 11.3 3583 13.236 R
0 H 1 4 15.0 3581 13.251 R OH44 12.7 3590 13.330 R
OH22 15.9 3568 13.135 R OH22 16.0 3560 13.021 R
0 H 6 1 17.3 3593 13.392 R OH13 19.2 3548 12.886 R
O H 92 20.0 3578 13.194 R OH21 19.5 3723 12.077 S*
O H 94 20.0 3578 13.194 R OH61 20.2 3588 13.316 R
OH42 21.2 3599 13.483 R OH51 21.5 3585 13.276 R
O H 53 21.9 3594 13.393 R OH94 21.9 3574 13.106 R
0 H 2 1 22.1 3714 12.084 S* OH92 21.9 3574 13.106 R
OH32 23.4 3599 13.490 R O H ll 24.3 3722 11.943 S*
OH 84 23.6 3578 13.207 R OH84 24.4 3572 13.097 R
OH 64 24.2 3585 13.281 R OH42 25.3 3595 13.408 R
OH82 24.6 3589 13.318 R OH82 25.7 3579 13.183 R
OH72 26.0 3586 13.308 R OH53 27.6 3580 13.204 R
OH 74 26.0 3586 13.308 R O H74 27.7 3578 13.171 R
O H ll 26.9 3705 12.039 S* OH72 27.7 3579 13.172 R
OH 54 32.2 3604 13.514 R OH32 27.7 3593 13.392 R
OH 33 32.7 3600 13.462 R O H64 29.1 3571 13.101 R
OH 43 32.9 3592 13.372 R OH 33 36.2 3587 13.281 R
OH51 49.8 3578 13.477 R OH43 36.2 3579 13.193 R

Table B.2: Relative energies, anharmonic OH stretching frequencies and the electric field 
gradients (EFG) for A1 beta A zeolite.
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B . C hapter 3 R esu lts Tables

Label E>-el 

(kJ m ol~

A l-Z SM -48 (U U D D )  

1) ( c m -1 )
EFG S tr /R in g

OH34 0.0 3597 13.457 R

0 H 4 1 8.6 3602 13.505 R

OH43 12.4 3576 13.161 R
O H ll 12.8 3618 13.752 S

0 H 1 3 14.0 3570 13.078 R
OH21 14.9 3594 13.671 S
OH31 15.9 3565 12.982 S
OH44 16.6 3539 12.651 s
OH33 17.1 3570 13.141 s
OH24 17.7 3584 13.267 s
OH12 17.8 3582 13.237 R
OH32 20.5 3591 13.345 R
OH23 21.6 3596 13.419 s
OH22 25.7 3552 12.709 s
0 H 1 4 30.0 3568 13.097 R
OH42 32.8 3595 13.342 s

Table B.3: Relative energies, anharmonic OH stretching frequencies and the electric field 
gradients (EFG) for A1 ZSM-48 (UUDD) zeolite.

Label
Periodic B oundary C onditions  

WOH EFG  
(k J m o l~ ^ ) (cm “ ^)

A l-B eta  C 

S tr /R in g  Label
P B C  ab in itio  forcefield  

E--®' WOH 
(k J m o l~ ^ ) (cm “ ^)

EFG S tr /R in g

0 H 2 1 0.0 3612 13.628 R OH21 0.0 3733 31.991 R
OH22 0.0 3612 13.628 R OH22 0.0 3733 31.991 R

O H ll 1.9 3633 13.912 R O H ll 5.2 3779 32.787 R

O H 13 10.0 3597 13.440 R 0 H 1 3 6.5 3768 32.286 R
OH14 11.4 3588 12.990 S 0 H 3 1 15.9 3682 30.999 R

0 H 3 1 14.3 3556 12.918 R O H 34 15.9 3682 30.999 R
OH34 14.3 3556 12.918 R O H 23 23.6 3723 31.516 R

OH33 22.5 3606 13.555 R O H 24 23.6 3723 31.516 R

OH23 24.7 3581 13.230 R O H 14 25.6 3764 33.333 S

OH24 24.7 3581 13.230 R O H 12 33.3 3715 31.366 R

OH32 27.4 3825 11.610 S* OH33 33.6 3793 32.986 R

0 H 1 2 35.3 3584 13.270 R OH32 49.3 3986 34.207 S*

Table B.4: Relative energies, anharmonic OH stretching frequencies and the electric field 
gradients (EFG) for A1 beta C zeolite in comparison with ab initio derived potentials.
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B. C hapter 3 R esults Tables

Label
Periodic B oundary C onditions  

WOH EFG  
(k J m o ]“ ^) (cm “ )̂

A l-ZSM -12  

S tr /R in g  Label

M ott-L ittle ton  M ethodology  

E'^' WOH EFG  
(k J m o l~ ^ ) (cm “ ^)

S tr /R in g

OH61 0.0 3619 13.582 S OH61 0.0 3593 13.280 S
OH 14 4.1 3591 13.401 R OH71 0.6 3589 13.331 R
O H 74 4.3 3589 13.326 S OH 64 4.1 3598 13.421 R
OH 73 4.6 3646 14.015 8 OH72 4.2 3543 12.774 R
0 H 4 1 5.6 3582 13.246 R OH42 5.9 3611 13.577 R
OH62 5.9 3616 13.638 S OH21 6.2 3588 13.288 R
OH21 9.3 3624 13.716 R OH 24 6.3 3572 13.104 R
OH 23 10.9 3573 13.224 R OH12 6.9 3579 13.178 R
O H 54 11.5 3579 13.086 S OH 74 8.4 3596 13.410 S
O H 34 12.9 3625 13.773 R OH 43 8.5 3638 13.651 S
OH31 17.1 3591 13.398 R OH62 10.3 3612 13.631 s
O H 44 17.3 3613 13.641 R OH41 10.4 3578 13.197 R
O H ll 18.7 3616 13.660 R OH 32 10.8 3582 12.802 s
OH51 19.1 3648 13.864 S OH 63 10.8 3547 12.843 R
OH72 34.5 3544 12.706 R 0 H 1 4 10.9 3574 13.186 R
O H 53 34.8 3537 12.320 S 0 H 1 3 11.8 3592 13.427 S
O H 22 36.8 3557 12.875 S O H 33 11.8 3611 13.616 R
O H 64 36.9 3591 13.301 R 0 H 5 1 11.9 3610 13.508 S
0 H 1 2 37.9 3531 12.550 R O H22 12.1 3600 13.482 S

OH13 38.0 3574 13.098 S OH73 12.3 3607 13.545 s
0 H 7 1 38.2 3577 13.135 R O H ll 12.6 3580 13.211 R
O H 32 38.6 3560 12.413 S OH 23 14.9 3540 12.790 R
O H 43 39.7 3648 13.657 S OH52 15.4 3542 12.754 S
O H 42 39.8 3618 13.677 R OH 53 15.7 3597 13.502 s
O H 24 43.2 3585 13.284 R OH 34 16.2 3581 13.225 R

O H 63 44.2 3543 12.750 R OH 44 19.7 3564 13.039 R

OH 33 44.3 3629 13.768 R OH54 22.0 3614 13.641 S
OH 52 57.7 3532 12.631 S 0 H 3 1 22.2 3577 13.214 R

Table B.5: Relative energies and anharmonic OH stretching frequencies and the electric 
field gradients (EFG) for A1 ZSM-12 zeolite.
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B. C hapter 3 R esu lts Tables

Label E>-el 

(kJ m ol~^ )

A l- B e ta  B  

‘̂ OH
( c m - i )

EFG S tr /R in g

OH52 0.0 3572 13.029 R
OH71 3.9 3571 13.072 R
OH72 3.9 3571 13.072 R
OH82 5.3 3579 13.173 R
OH62 7.7 3578 13.137 R
OH 84 8 .2 3580 13.197 R
OH 34 9.0 3606 13.533 R
OH31 9.0 3538 12.493 R
OH91 9.2 3586 13.224 R
OH93 9.2 3586 13.224 R
O H 53 10.7 3590 13.348 R
OH 14 10.8 3574 13.154 R
OH21 11.2 3565 13.014 R
O H 13 11.4 3525 12.377 R
O H22 12.7 3568 13.092 R
O H44 14.4 3618 13.715 R
OH64 15.8 3588 13.302 R
O H 23 16.8 3567 13.099 R
OH32 20.3 3592 13.377 R
O H12 21.0 3572 13.142 R
O H42 22.5 3596 13.423 R
O H73 23.0 3584 13.264 R
O H74 23.0 3584 13.264 R
0 H 5 1 23.0 3603 13.526 R
OH41 23.3 3577 13.180 R
O H 83 25.3 3588 13.300 R
O H92 25.6 3579 13.185 R
O H94 25.6 3579 13.185 R
OH24 25.9 3725 11.999 S*
O H ll 26.4 3720 12.127 S
0 H 8 1 26.5 3579 13.197 R
OH33 26.7 3575 13.171 R
OH43 27.2 3577 13.184 R
OH61 29.5 3601 13.504 R
O H 54 32.5 3584 13.272 R
OH63 34.9 3595 13.382 R

Table B.6: Relative energies, anharmonic OH stretching frequencies and the electric field 
gradients (EFG) for A1 beta B zeolite.
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B . C hapter 3 R esults Tables

B .2  G eom etrica l A n a lysis  o f  A cid  S ites

Measurements are of the optimised structures from the periodic boundary conditions cal

culations.

A l- B e ta  A
Label O-H Al-O H Al-01 A l-0 2 A 1-03 A vg  A l-O  nearest 0  S tr /R in g

O H ll 0.996 1.958 1.668 1.669 1.670 1.669 1.722 S*
0 H 1 2 1.005 1.916 1.668 1.688 1.697 1.684 2.112 R
OH 13 1.003 1.906 1.670 1.688 1.691 1.683 2.482 R
OH 14 1.002 1.927 1.673 1.675 1.678 1.675 2.383 R
OH21 0.996 1.955 1.670 1.671 1.672 1.671 1.728 S*
OH22 1.003 1.914 1.667 1.690 1.691 1.683 2.522 R
OH 23 1.002 1.936 1.677 1.678 1.679 1.678 2.485 R
O H24 1.005 1.922 1.668 1.687 1.698 1.684 2.150 R
OH31 1.002 1.928 1.677 1.679 1.693 1.683 2.176 R
OH32 1.001 1.922 1.671 1.678 1.697 1.682 2.569 R
OH33 1.001 1.913 1.681 1.687 1.693 1.687 2.637 R
O H34 1.002 1.943 1.670 1.683 1.689 1.681 2.399 R
OH41 1.003 1.931 1.678 1.678 1.692 1.683 2.120 R
O H42 1.001 1.919 1.671 1.682 1.691 1.681 2.550 R
OH 43 1.002 1.910 1.683 1.687 1.694 1.688 2.609 R
OH 44 1.002 1.949 1.668 1.683 1.685 1.678 2.481 R
OH51 1.003 1.900 1.674 1.691 1.694 1.686 2.632 R
O H52 1.005 1.950 1.678 1.680 1.697 1.685 1.990 R
O H53 1.001 1.922 1.687 1.697 1.699 1.694 2.491 R
O H54 1.001 1.900 1.672 1.676 1.682 1.677 2.596 R
0 H 6 1 1.001 1.920 1.667 1.695 1.696 1.686 2.524 R
O H62 1.005 1.950 1.677 1.679 1.697 1.684 2.001 R
O H63 1.001 1.944 1.674 1.685 1.690 1.683 2.554 R
O H64 1.002 1.918 1.687 1.695 1.698 1.694 2.435 R
OH71 1.001 1.927 1.678 1.679 1.684 1.681 2.505 R
OH72 1.002 1.917 1.676 1.688 1.689 1.685 2.560 R
O H73 1.001 1.927 1.678 1.679 1.684 1.681 2.505 R
OH74 1.002 1.917 1.676 1.688 1.689 1.685 2.560 R
OH81 1.002 1.938 1.675 1.684 1.690 1.683 2.317 R
OH82 1.002 1.924 1.675 1.690 1.692 1.686 2.539 R
O H83 1.001 1.938 1.677 1.681 1.685 1.681 2.510 R
O H84 1.003 1.913 1.674 1.689 1.700 1.688 2.513 R
OH91 1.002 1.955 1.678 1.679 1.688 1.682 2.382 R
O H92 1.003 1.924 1.674 1.694 1.702 1.690 2.437 R
O H93 1.002 1.955 1.678 1.679 1.688 1.682 2.382 R
O H94 1.003 1.924 1.674 1.694 1.702 1.690 2.437 R
avg 1.002 1.928 1.675 1.684 1.690 1.683 2.389 -

Table B.7: Geometrical analysis for Al BEA.
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B . C hapter 3 R esu lts Tables

A l- ZSM -12
Label O-H A l-O H Al-01 A l-0 2 A l-0 3 A vg A l-O  nearest O S tr /R in g

O H ll 1.000 1.896 1.678 1.684 1.703 1.688 2.519 R
O H 12 1.006 1.947 1.676 1.683 1.707 1.689 2.279 R

0 H 1 3 1.002 1.979 1.665 1.686 1.688 1.680 2.136 S
0 H 1 4 1.001 1.873 1.668 1.688 1.710 1.689 2.680 R
0 H 2 1 0.999 1.898 1.680 1.683 1.700 1.688 2.607 R
OH22 1.002 1.985 1.681 1.682 1.699 1.687 2.136 S

O H 23 1.002 1.872 1.668 1.684 1.708 1.687 2.645 R
O H 24 1.002 1.949 1.677 1.680 1.685 1.680 2.443 R
OH31 1.001 1.863 1.659 1.692 1.714 1.688 2.602 R
OH32 1.004 1.951 1.677 1.681 1.692 1.683 2.341 S

O H 33 0.999 1.934 1.681 1.689 1.691 1.687 2.674 R
OH34 0.999 1.919 1.676 1.682 1.705 1.687 2.504 R
OH41 1.002 1.876 1.669 1.699 1.713 1.694 2.626 R
OH42 1.000 1.938 1.680 1.695 1.712 1.696 2.570 R

OH43 0.998 1.974 1.680 1.686 1.691 1.685 2.415 S
O H 44 1.000 1.930 1.659 1.682 1.702 1.681 2.433 R
OH51 0.997 1.897 1.673 1.682 1.697 1.684 2.382 S
OH52 1.005 1.900 1.679 1.686 1.686 1.684 2.310 S
O H 53 1.005 1.961 1.673 1.691 1.706 1.690 2.531 s
OH54 1.002 1.882 1.675 1.699 1.723 1.699 2.749 s
0 H 6 1 0.999 1.885 1.673 1.696 1.709 1.693 2.451 s
OH62 0.999 1.939 1.654 1.690 1.703 1.682 2.426 s
O H 63 1.005 1.946 1.683 1.692 1.714 1.696 2.529 R
OH64 1.002 1.954 1.682 1.688 1.708 1.693 2.316 R
OH71 1.003 1.953 1.670 1.691 1.693 1.684 2.225 R
OH72 1.005 1.939 1.675 1.695 1.709 1.693 2.114 R
OH73 0.997 1.941 1.671 1.678 1.705 1.685 2.548 S
OH 74 1.001 1.888 1.678 1.686 1.718 1.694 2.309 s
avg 1.001 1.924 1.673 1.687 1.703 1.688 2.447 -

Table B.8: Geometrical analysis for Al ZSM-12.

Al- ZSM -48
Label O-H Al-O H Al-01 A 1-02 A l-0 3 A vg  A l-O  nearest O S tr /R in g

O H ll 1.003 1.939 1.674 1.674 1.703 1.683 2.198 S
O H12 1.008 1.872 1.640 1.643 1.834 1.706 1.740 R
0 H 1 3 0.999 1.912 1.680 1.683 1.683 1.682 2.314 S
0 H 1 4 1.008 1.872 1.640 1.643 1.834 1.706 1.740 R
OH21 1.002 1.950 1.666 1.666 1.682 1.671 2.344 S
O H22 1.003 1.927 1.674 1.677 1.688 1.680 2.266 S

O H23 1.000 1.942 1.669 1.669 1.685 1.674 2.762 s
O H24 1.003 1.927 1.677 1.677 1.688 1.681 2.229 s
0 H 3 1 1.002 1.900 1.668 1.678 1.685 1.677 2.337 s
O H32 1.007 1.929 1.674 1.680 1.697 1.684 2.725 R
O H33 1.006 1.914 1.671 1.679 1.686 1.679 2.184 R
O H34 1.005 1.933 1.683 1.684 1.693 1.687 2.132 R
0 H 4 1 1.004 1.911 1.681 1.682 1.683 1.682 2.136 R
OH42 1.005 1.921 1.680 1.687 1.689 1.685 2.119 R
OH43 0.999 1.960 1.666 1.677 1.679 1.674 2.653 S
O H44 1.008 1.872 1.640 1.643 1.834 1.706 1.740 R

avg 1.004 1.918 1.668 1.671 1.715 1.685 2.226 -

Table B.9: Geometrical analysis for Al ZSM-48.
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B . C hapter 3 R esults Tables

A l- B e ta  B
Label O-H Al-O H Al-01 A l-0 2 A I-0 3 A vg  A l-O  nearest O S tr /R in g

O H ll 0.995 1.953 1.665 1.668 1.669 1.667 1.737 S
0 H 1 2 1.003 1.909 1.661 1.686 1.687 1.678 2.391 R
OH13 1.007 1.915 1.664 1.683 1.698 1.682 1.953 R
OH 14 1.003 1.910 1.674 1.677 1.680 1.677 2.426 R
0 H 2 1 1.004 1.918 1.668 1.688 1.692 1.683 2.208 R
OH22 1.003 1.914 1.675 1.676 1.681 1.678 2.373 R
OH23 1.003 1.900 1.674 1.681 1.696 1.683 2.500 R
OH24 0.995 1.956 1.668 1.669 1.670 1.669 1.708 S*
OH31 1.005 1.944 1.671 1.677 1.691 1.680 2.490 R
OH32 1.002 1.917 1.667 1.686 1.695 1.682 2.564 R
OH 33 1.003 1.911 1.686 1.689 1.696 1.690 2.428 R
OH34 1.000 1.937 1.673 1.683 1.687 1.681 2.573 R
0 H 4 1 1.002 1.944 1.670 1.675 1.693 1.679 2.351 R
OH42 1.001 1.918 1.667 1.681 1.695 1.681 2.579 R
OH 43 1.003 1.895 1.684 1.685 1.699 1.689 2.528 R
OH44 0.999 1.939 1.673 1.675 1.681 1.676 2.614 R
0 H 5 1 1.001 1.921 1.672 1.675 1.683 1.677 2.568 R
OH52 1.003 1.929 1.673 1.679 1.688 1.680 2.522 R
O H53 1.002 1.934 1.670 1.678 1.683 1.677 2.555 R
OH54 1.002 1.900 1.682 1.687 1.688 1.685 2.547 R
OH61 1.001 1.921 1.671 1.674 1.688 1.677 2.562 R
OH62 1.002 1.930 1.672 1.680 1.690 1.681 2.641 R
OH63 1.002 1.893 1.683 1.683 1.684 1.684 2.549 R
OH 64 1.002 1.935 1.667 1.682 1.687 1.679 2.478 R
0 H 7 1 1.003 1.940 1.679 1.680 1.682 1.680 2.407 R
OH72 1.003 1.940 1.679 1.680 1.682 1.680 2.407 R
OH73 1.002 1.912 1.681 1.687 1.695 1.687 2.482 R
OH74 1.002 1.912 1.681 1.687 1.695 1.687 2.482 R
0 H 8 1 1.003 1.908 1.673 1.685 1.699 1.686 2.477 R
OH82 1.002 1.927 1.670 1.683 1.685 1.679 2.475 R
OH83 1.002 1.916 1.684 1.689 1.690 1.688 2.489 R
OH84 1.002 1.935 1.679 1.681 1.686 1.682 2.388 R
OH91 1.002 1.931 1.670 1.678 1.680 1.676 2.361 R
OH92 1.003 1.905 1.680 1.684 1.689 1.684 2.427 R
OH93 1.002 1.931 1.670 1.678 1.680 1.676 2.550 R
OH94 1.003 1.905 1.680 1.684 1.689 1.684 2.427 R

avg 1.002 1.922 1.674 1.681 1.688 1.681 2.423 -

Table B.IO: Geometrical analysis for Al BEB.
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B. C hapter 3 R esu lts Tables

Label O-H A l-O H Al-01
A l- B e ta  C 

A l-0 2  A l-0 3 A vg A l-O  nearest 0  S tr /R in g

O H ll 0 .998 1.950 1.677 1.678 1.678 1.678 2.679 R
0 H 1 2 1.002 1.897 1.691 1.693 1.706 1.697 2.529 R
O H 13 1.001 1.916 1.666 1.688 1.699 1.685 2.517 R
O H 14 1.002 1.934 1.676 1.676 1.710 1.687 2.089 S
OH21 1.000 1.933 1.678 1.682 1.682 1.681 2.554 R
O H22 1.000 1.933 1.678 1.682 1.682 1.681 2.554 R
O H 23 1.002 1.927 1.683 1.691 1.694 1.689 2.430 R
O H24 1.002 1.927 1.683 1.691 1.694 1.689 2.430 R
OH31 1.004 1.906 1.670 1.671 1.693 1.678 2.170 R
O H32 0.991 1.949 1.652 1.668 1.668 1.662 1.633 s*
O H 33 1.000 1.913 1.669 1.679 1.679 1.676 2.681 R
O H34 1.004 1.906 1.670 1.671 1.693 1.678 2.170 R
avg 1.001 1.924 1.546 1.681 1.690 1.682 2.370

Label O-H A l-O H
A ltern ative ab in itio  potentia l set 

Al-01 A 1-02  A 1-03 A vg  A l-O  nearest O S tr /R in g

O H ll 0.958 1.952 1.696 1.701 1.707 1.701 2.553 R
OH12 0.962 1.872 1.717 1.722 1.734 1.725 2.474 R
0 H 1 3 0.958 1.908 1.703 1.717 1.717 1.712 2.484 R
OH14 0.968 1.968 1.694 1.695 1.748 1.712 2.290 S
0 H 2 1 0.962 1.923 1.702 1.702 1.713 1.705 2.430 R
OH22 0.962 1.923 1.702 1.702 1.713 1.705 2.588 R
O H 23 0.962 1.903 1.704 1.712 1.723 1.713 2.523 R
O H 24 0.962 1.903 1.704 1.712 1.723 1.713 2.523 R
0 H 3 1 0.965 1.887 1.690 1.712 1.722 1.708 2.289 R
OH32 0.959 1.959 1.677 1.699 1.699 1.692 2.046 S*
OH33 0.958 1.890 1.702 1.709 1.709 1.707 2.732 R
OH34 0.965 1.887 1.690 1.712 1.722 1.708 2.289 R

avg 0.962 1.915 1.568 1.708 1.719 1.708 2.435

Table B .ll: Geometrical analysis for Al BEG.
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A ppendix C

Cross reference to Treacy’s 
structures

ID Treacy ID C om m ent
d e t l - l l 66
d etl_14 135
d etl_16 98
d e t l - l? 115
d etl_34 101
detl_35 89
d etl_37 149
d etl_38 149
d etl_39 149
d etl_40 149
de t 1.64 134
d etl_66 51
detl_71 51
d etl_72 94
d etl_73 35
d e tl-8 2 132
d etl_84 132
de t 1-88 48
d etl_89 48
detl_120 12
detl_121 19
d etl_122 13
detl_123 117
d etl_125 117
d e tl-1 2 9 37
d e t l - l 30 113
d etl-1 3 2 113
d e tl-1 5 7 120
d e t l - l 59 127
d etl-1 6 1 110
d e tl-1 6 2 125
d e tl-1 6 7 78
d e tl-1 6 8 91
d e tl-1 7 7 61
d e tl-1 7 8 54
d e tl-1 7 9 69
d etl-1 9 1 15
d etl-1 9 2 15
d e t l - l 93 15
d etl-1 9 4 15
d etl-1 9 5 15
d etl-1 9 6 15

sam e CS b ut different structure

sam e CS bu t different structure

also B oisen et al. structure 40 [167]

sam e CS but different structure

continued  on n ext page
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c. Cross reference to Treacy’s structures

ID Treacy ID C om m ent
d etl_197 103
d etl_203 93
det 1-204 93
d e tl-2 0 7 63
d e tl-2 1 9 6
d e t l-2 2 0 6
d et 1-221 59
d e tl-2 2 2 30
d e tl-2 2 3 25
d et 1-224 25
d et 1-227 36
d e tl-2 2 8 88
d et 1-229 88
d et 1-231 74
d et 1-233 81
d et 1-234 124
d e t1-235 39
d e t1-238 116
d e t1-249 107
d et 1-269 4
d e t1-270 16
d etl-2 7 1 10
d e tl-2 7 3 22
d e t1-277 136
d e tl-2 7 3 3
d e t1-274 3
d e tl-2 7 5 3
d e t l-2 7 8 3
d e t l-2 7 9 21
d e t1-280 20
d etl-2 8 1 67
d e t1-282 72
d e t1-283 68
det 1-284 73
d e t1-285 102
d e t1-286 80
d e t1-287 79
d e t1-288 80

Table C .l:  C om plete cross reference w ith  T reacy’s structures [165
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A ppendix D

HTZS Tables

d e t l - l l

C oordination  sequence T1 4 8 13 20 29 41 56 73 93 116 454
V ertex sym bol T1 4 ■4 • 4 ■ 8 ■ 4 • 12
Spacegroup # 229
C ell param eters a b c a f3 7

20.3479 20.3479 20.3479 90.00 90.00 90.00
C oord inates X y z

S il 0.57818 0.07322 0.82301
oi 0.39188 0.87659 0.12341
0 2 0.39372 0.00000 0.16305
0 3 0.40216 0.90216 0.75000
0 4 0.50000 0.92893 0.17231

F inalenergy 29.6174 ( k J m o l - i )
Framework D ensity 11.395 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )

d e t1-14

C oordination  sequence T1 4 8 13 21 34 52 71 90 115 147 556
V ertex sym bol T 1 4 - 4 • 4 • 12 • 4 • 12g
Spacegroup # 141
Cell param eters a b c a f3 7

10.0340 10.0340 20.6038 90.00 90.00 90.00
C oord inates X y z

S il 0.35159 0.65856 0.92796
O l 0.30128 0.69871 0.00000
0 2 0.64354 0.00000 0.32682

0 3 0.50000 0.78403 0.33533
0 4 0.25000 0.71933 0.87500

F inalenergy 28.9541 ( k J m o l - i )
Fram ework D ensity 15.426 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )
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D . HTZS Tables

d etl_ 3 5

C oord ination  sequence T1 4 9 18 30 47 69 91 125 160 191 745

V ertex sym bol T1 3 - 4 6 8 6 8
Spacegroup # 225
Cell param eters a b c a P 7

18.9715 18.9715 18.9715 90.00 90.00 90.00

C oord inates X y z

S il 0.58072 0.30895 0.80895

O l 0.67369 0.00000 0.67369
0 2 0.61960 0.28199 0.88040

0 3 0.58807 0.25000 0.75000
F inalenergy 30.9646 (k Jm ol
Fram ew ork D en sity 14.059 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )

d etl_ 7 1

C oord ination  sequence T1 4 10 19 30 46 67 91 119 149 184 720

V ertex sym bol T1 4 • 62 • 4 • 63 • 6 • 12
Spacegroup # 166
Cell param eters a b c a P 7

21.9812 21.9812 4.9736 90.00 90.00 120.00
C oord inates X y z

S il 0.54313 0.59060 0.25541

O l 0.66667 0.77513 0.33333
0 2 0.66667 0.73950 0.83333

0 3 0.53889 0.46111 0.66079
0 4 0.55600 0.66667 0.16667

F inalenergy 29.5650 (k J m o l-^ )
Fram ew ork D ensity 17.298 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )

d etl_ 7 3

C oord ination  sequence T1 4 10 20 33 50 72 98 128 160 196 772

V ertex sym bol T1 4 • 6 4 62 6 82
Spacegroup # 193
Cell param eters a b c a (3 7

13.5503 13.5503 8.8783 90.00 90.00 120.00

C oord inates X y z

S il 0.13065 0.66910 0.57386

01 0.84465 0.32573 0.25000
0 2 0.79281 0.20719 0.00000

0 3 0.58189 0.16379 0.00000

0 4 0.00000 0.36862 0.46015
Finalenergy 13.1305 ( k J m o l - i )
Fram ew ork D ensity 17.000 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )
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D . H TZS Tables

d e t l _122

C oordination sequence T1 4 10 21 37 58 83 111 145 184 226 880
V ertex sym bol T1 4 - 6 * 4 * 82 ’ 6 * 6
Spacegroup # 141
C ell param eters a b c a /3 7

9.0566 9.0566 20.3938 90.00 90.00  90.00

C oordinates X y z

S il 0.33053 0.17304 0.05834

0 1 0.27134 0.27134 0.50000
0 2 0.69166 0.50000 0.18287

0 3 0.50000 0.28557 0.20719
0 4 0.72268 0.75000 0.12500

F inalenergy 11.6380 ( k J m o l - i )
Pramev/ork D ensity 19.130 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )

d etl_ 1 9 5

C oordination  sequence T1 4 11 22 39 60 86 116 151 190 235 915
V ertex sym bol T1 4 • 62 • 6 • 63 • 6 • 63
Spacegroup # 55
Cell param eters a b c a f3 7

9.7459 9.7647 8.3406 90.00 90.00 90.00
C oordinates X y z

S il 0 .16997 0.12088 0.31295
Si2 0.37855 0.32984 0.18708
01 0.85145 0.85392 0.50000
0 2 0.64802 0.65080 0.00000
0 3 0.30711 0.19320 0.25118
0 4 0.04031 0.18379 0.21939
0 5 0.31528 0.45971 0.27951

F inalenergy 10.3540 (k J m o l-^ )
Framework D ensity 20.158 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )

d e t l-1 9 6

C oordination sequence T1 4 11 22 39 60 86 116 151 190 235 915
V ertex sym bol T1 4 . 6 2 6 63 6 63
Spacegroup # 120
C ell param eters a b c Q /3 7

10.0164 10.0160 8.4518 90.00 90.00  90.00

C oordinates X y z

S il 0.14465 0.85488 0.43740

01 0.14293 0.85707 0.25000

0 2 0 .18697 0.00041 0.00035

0 3 0.75056 0.25056 0.50000
F inalenergy 12.8695 ( k J m o l - i )
Framework D ensity 18.870 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )
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D . HTZS Tables

dt2_17

C oord ination  sequence T1 4 8 12 15 17 21 28 36 44 53 239
T 2 4 7 9 13 19 23 25 30 41 55 227

V ertex sym bol T1 4 • 0 4 4 4 8
T 2 4 • 0 . 4 ■ 4 * 4 ’ 4

Spacegroup # 229
C ell param eters a b c a /3 7

31.6666 31.6666 31.6666 90.00 90.00 90.00
C oord inates X y z

S il 0.45250 0.94938 0.61453
Si2 0.45334 0.94964 0.79440
O l 0.50000 0.06570 0.39671
0 2 0.54852 0.00000 0.38400
0 3 0.43841 0.93076 0.66085
0 4 0.57924 0.06868 0.42076
0 5 0.56769 0.06769 0.75000
0 6 0.54400 0.00000 0.20923
0 7 0.50000 0.06998 0.20292

F inalenergy 51.8063 (k J m o l-^ )
Fram ew ork D ensity 6.046 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )

dt2_54

C oord ination  sequence T1 4 9 17 27 38 54 76 101 128 154 609
T 2 4 8 14 25 40 57 76 96 119 150 590

V ertex sym bol T1 4 - 4 ■ 4 ■ 8 • 8 • 8
T 2 4 • 4 4 8 4 8

Spacegroup # 139
Cell param eters a b c Q 0 7

14.8438 14.8438 20.0782 90.00 90.00 90.00
C oord inates X y z

S il 0.60365 0.25058 0.42367
Si2 0.60684 0.09972 0.32397
O l 0.34121 0.65879 0.59102
0 2 0.38594 0.78036 0.50000
0 3 0.50000 0.72817 0.59399
0 4 0.64349 0.16999 0.37848
0 5 0.36622 0.86622 0.25000
0 6 0.35228 0.00000 0.66179
0 7 0.50000 0.90686 0.67140

F inalenergy 24.0992 ( k J m o l - i )
Fram ework D ensity 14.467 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )
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D . HTZS Tables

dt2_62

C oord ination  sequence T1 4 8 14 27 48 70 91 116 146 185 710
T 2 4 9 19 32 45 67 92 124 165 209 767

V ertex sym bol T 1 4 4 • 4 • 8 • 4 • 8
T 2 3 4 8 8 8 8

Spacegroup # 221

C ell param eters a b c a 0 7
14.5985 14.5985 14.5985 90.00 90.00 90.00

C oordinates X y z

S il 0.39138 0.10180 0.89820
Si2 0.39149 0.24935 0.75065
0 1 0.35564 0.12831 0.00000
0 2 0.89850 0.50000 0.10150
0 3 0.35718 0.17531 0.82469
0 4 0.74198 0.50000 0.25802

0 5 0.34783 0.22009 0.65217
F inalenergy 33.9654 ( k J m o l - i )
Framework D en sity 15.428 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )

dt2_85

C oord ination  sequence T1 4 10 20 33 50 73 100 131 168 208 798
T 2 4 9 17 30 49 71 95 125 161 201 763

V ertex sym bol T1 4 - 4 6 - 6 - 6 8
T2  4 - 6 - 4 - 6 - 4 - 6

Spacegroup # 139
Cell param eters a b c a P 7

13.2812 13.2812 15.4875 90.00 90.00 90.00
C oord inates X y z

S il 0 .28027 0.11771 0 .17368
Si2 0.38067 0.11225 0.50000
O l 0.74441 0.00000 0.82855
0 2 0.35889 0.14111 0.25000
0 3 0.32897 0.15629 0.08457
0 4 0.32429 0.32429 0.31060
0 5 0.50000 0.10425 0.50000
0 6 0.66631 0.00000 0.50000

Finalenergy 16.0436 (kJ mol
Framework D en sity 17.570 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )
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D . H TZS Tables

dt2_87

C oord ination  sequence T1 4 10 20 33 49 69 94 125 160 197 762

T2 4 9 17 30 49 72 96 121 150 187 736

V ertex  sym bol T1 4 • 4 6 6 6 8
T 2 4 • 4 . 4 * 6 * 6 * 8

Spacegroup # 194
C ell param eters a b c a P 7

12.7982 12.7982 20.0706 90.00 90.00 120.00

C oord inates X y z

S il 0.91059 0.33383 0.93972
Si2 0.00008 0.23987 0 .82606
O l 0.97212 0.32544 0 .87170
0 2 0.35489 0.00000 0.00000

0 3 0.21306 0.78694 0 .04498
0 4 0.11736 0.55868 0.06857

0 5 0.99704 0.71900 0.25000

0 6 0.87289 0.74577 0.15251
0 7 0.10043 0.89957 0.16417

Finalenergy 15.9166 (k J m o l-^ )
Framework D ensity 16.860 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )

dt2_91

C oordination  sequence T1 4 11 22 35 55 81 107 143 184 222 865
T 2 4 9 17 31 54 82 108 137 176 223 842

V ertex sym bol T1 4 5 5 8 5 8
T 2 4 5 4 5 4 8

Spacegroup # 140
C ell param eters a b c a 0 7

13.9768 13.9768 19.1953 90.00 90.00 90.00
C oordinates X y z

S il 0.74171 0.60140 0.78431
Si2 0.55898 0.64601 0.42199
O l 0.35295 0.35295 0.75000
0 2 0.66661 0.83339 0.72982

0 3 0.72612 0.59085 0.86713
0 4 0.73724 0 .00000 0.25000
0 5 0 .42459 0.31377 0.50000
0 6 0.62212 0.55182 0.41036

F inalenergy 17.1269 ( k J m o l - i )
Framework D ensity 17.068 (T/IOOOÂ^)
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D . HTZS Tables

dt2_95

C oord ination  sequence T1 4 10 19 32 52 76 103 136 172 213 818
T 2 4 9 18 32 52 75 99 133 171 207 801

V ertex sym bol T1 4 4 5 8 5 8
T 2 4 5 • 4 * 8 * 4 * 8

Spacegroup # 139
Cell param eters a b c Q /3 7

12.2058 12.2058 19.1794 90.00 90.00 90.00
C oord inates X y z

S il 0.30518 0 .12649 0.32531
Si2 0.36970 0 .00000 0.92162
O l 0.39139 0.17186 0 .38214
0 2 0.35932 0.14068 0.25000
0 3 0.72380 0 .00000 0.66177
0 4 0.30679 0 .30679 0 .16713
0 5 0.50000 0.00000 0.92100
0 6 0.67757 0.00000 0.00000

F inalenergy 17.5053 ( k J m o l - i )
Fram ew ork D ensity 16.799 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )

dt2_103

C oordination  sequence T1 4 10 17 30 52 70 107 128 166 208 793
T 2 4 11 20 33 51 73 103 136 169 207 808

V ertex sym bol T1 3 6 5 5 5 5
T 2 4 5 5 6 5 10

Spacegroup # 193
C ell param eters a b c a. /3 7

13.6152 13.6152 13.9813 90.00 90.00 120.00
C oord inates X y z

S il 0 .46118 0.79085 0.75000
Si2 0.66830 0.53910 0.04416
O l 0.46854 0.14033 0.15828
0 2 0.33648 0.78009 0.75000
0 3 0.41556 0 .58444 0.50000
0 4 0.58519 0 .79260 0.50000
0 5 0.37254 0 .37254 0.98395

F inalenergy 16.8129 ( k J m o l - i )
Fram ew ork D en sity 16.039 (T/IOOOÂ^)
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D . H TZS Tables

dt3_519

C oord ination  sequence T1 4 8 15 20 30 43 55 80 93 121 470

T 2 4 9 14 20 28 44 62 76 94 114 466

T 3  4 9 14 22 32 43 60 74 100 121 480

V ertex sym bol T1 3 12 4 6 4 6
T 2 3 4 6 6 6 6
T 3  4 - 4 • 4 • 12 • 6 • 6

Spacegroup # 229
C ell param eters a b c a 7

23.0188 23.0188 23.0188 90.00 90.00 90.00

C oord inates X y z

S il 0 .64267 0.06391 0.64267
Si2 0.50000 0.93391 0.93391
Si3 0.43075 0.93076 0.25000

O l 0.50000 0.83658 0.83658
0 2 0.30246 0.90650 0.38969
0 3 0.59326 0.05812 0.59326
0 4 0.50000 0.00000 0.58200
0 5 0.42097 0.00000 0.76139

F inalenergy 52.2124 ( k J m o l - i )
Fram ew ork D en sity 9.839 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )

dt3_660

C oordination  sequence T1 4 9 15 22 32 45 63 83 104 131 509
T 2 4 9 14 20 30 46 64 81 101 127 497
T 3 4 9 15 23 33 46 63 83 106 132 515

V ertex sym bol T1 4 ■ 5 • 4 • 6 • 4 • 12
T 2 4 5 4 6 4 6
T 3 4 4 4 12 5 6

Spacegroup # 204
C ell param eters a b c a P 7

22.1361 22.1361 22.1361 90.00 90.00 90.00
C oord inates X y z

S il 0.36121 0.61502 0.92861
Si2 0.57219 0 .06822 0.00000
Si3 0.43010 0 .26776 0.92936
O l 0.39882 0 .55915 0.90115
0 2 0.63106 0.38677 0.00000
0 3 0.29108 0.60878 0.91067
0 4 0.38866 0 .67786 0.90439
0 5 0.50000 0.07092 0.00000

0 6 0.50000 0.50000 0.90404
0 7 0.58083 0 .74583 0.00000
0 8 0.50000 0 .71529 0.08154

F inalenergy 22.6486 ( k J m o l - i )
Fram ew ork D ensity 11.063 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )
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D . HTZS Tables

d t3 -7 4 4

C oord ination  sequence T1 4 9 16 30 48 68 88 116 160 198 738
T 2 4 9 16 30 47 67 91 117 158 193 733
T 3  4 9 17 30 46 69 94 120 151 186 727

V ertex  sym bol T1 4 5 4 8 4 8

T2 3 4 5  8 5 8
T 3 3 8  4 8 5 8

Spacegroup # 107
C ell param eters a b c Q (3 7

12.4687 12.4687 13.9123 90.00 90.00 90.00
C oord inates X y z

S il 0 .87198 0 .50000 0.00000
o i 0.00000 0 .50000 0.00739
Si2 0.87294 0.50000 0.78286
Si3 0.11894 0.70415 0.11328
0 2 0.82832 0.50000 0.89102
0 3 0.17132 0 .60647 0.05301
0 4 0.00000 0.50000 0.28313
0 5 0.16841 0.60581 0.72537
0 6 0.80743 0 .80743 0.10425
0 7 0.23290 0 .50000 0.57176

F inalenergy 31.2751 ( k J m o l - i )
Framework D ensity 14.795 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )

d t3 -7 7 6

C oord ination  sequence T1 4 9 17 30 47 65 85 111 145 185 699
T 2 4 9 17 30 48 68 89 115 150 194 725
T 3 4 10 19 30 45 66 93 122 150 181 721

V ertex sym bol T1 4 6 4 6 4 6
T 2 4 4 4 6 6 6
T 3 4 6 4 6 6 8

Spacegroup # 139
C ell param eters a b c Q /5 7

13.8387 13.8387 20.5492 90.00 90.00 90.00
C oord inates X y z

S il 0 .60800 0.88541 0.00000
Si2 0.61076 0.88924 0.75000
Si3 0.61332 0 .76944 0.62307
O l 0.50000 0.84081 0.00000
0 2 0 .39930 0 .00000 0.00000
0 3 0.33591 0.15027 0.06395
0 4 0.67628 0.85981 0.81064
0 5 0.37242 0.00000 0.27052
0 6 0.33274 0.33274 0.37917
0 7 0 .50000 0.25248 0.38254

F inalenergy 17.0661 ( k J m o l - i )
Fram ework D ensity 16.263 (T /1 0 0 0 Â 3 )
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